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Abstract 
An ever-increasing important crop, increasing demand for palm oil is driving the detrimental 
impact on the environment and the workers in the industry. The Roundtable of Sustainable Palm 
Oil (RSPO) is a private sector-driven multistakeholder initiative operating in the contested palm oil 
industry to set industry standards and ensure the sustainability of the commodity through 
certification. However, as an Amnesty International report from 2016 demonstrated, individual 
RSPO-members’ actions violated the RSPO’s certification criteria, making the NGO question the 
efficiency of relying on the RSPO. With the increasing focus on multistakeholder initiatives (MSI) 
such as the RSPO, this paper tries to evaluate the impact of the RSPO on companies’ risk 
performance. Previous work on risk management has focused on the relationship between 
performance and risk, but not on how MSI membership impacts enterprise risk management 
(ERM) processes. Engaging in an empirical and theoretical approach, this paper seeks to answer 
whether the RSPO is an effective risk management tool.  

Using risk management efficiency calculations to investigate the risk management performance 
between RSPO members and non-members, it was found that RSPO members seemed to perform 
slightly better than their counterparts when considering company and industry size. A low-
performing RSPO member and a high-performing non-member were chosen as research subjects 
on which to carry out further analysis. Miller’s (1992) multidimensional risk management 
framework was then adapted and used to substantiate the empirical analysis by employing 
different theoretical approaches on a macro-, mezzo-, and micro-level. A PESTLE was performed to 
highlight macroeconomic conditions which was analysed using the institutional approach, 
followed by an industry analysis to determine industry dynamics. Finally, a firm-level analysis was 
carried out by using the resource-based view. The two companies’ approaches to risk 
management were then related to the generic risk management framework. A discussion 
regarding risk mitigation and RSPO, external and internal risk management, and theoretical and 
methodological considerations was undertaken in order to contextualize and offer different 
theoretical argumentation for the results found in the analysis.  

The paper finds that while RSPO members at first seem to perform better in terms risk 
management efficiency than non-members, the theoretical implications to assessing comparative 
company performance gives an inconclusive result. What the paper does show is how important 
different variables are for risk management and company performance. The multitude of variables 
that impact performance shows the importance of the internal and external environment when 
assessing the RSPO’s efficiency as a risk management tool. This highlights the need for risk 
management models to acknowledge the influence of macro-, mezzo-, and firm-level factors, 
while also acknowledging the cognitive and institutional aspects that can be detrimental to the 
performance of a company.  
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, ensuring sustainability in global value chains (GVCs) has become an 

increasingly important factor in the eyes of consumers in the global North. In addition to 

efforts by states and NGOs, private initiatives concerned with sustainability have sprung up 

in industries from fishing to forestry to agriculture, setting standards and issuing 

certifications in order to help consumers distinguish sustainable products from alternatives. 

However, these transnational governance schemes have not been able to avert criticism: 

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) has been accused of lacking moral and pragmatic 

legitimacy (Schepers, 2010), and the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) has faced criticism 

over its certification of fisheries mainly focus on Northern fisheries despite the need for a 

Southern focus (Ponte, 2014). The palm oil industry is a highly contested industry which 

faces criticism due to negative impact on endemic species’ habitat, increased CO2-emissions, 

and biodiversity loss as rainforest and peat land is converted to monoculture plantations 

(Pye & Bhattacharya, 2013). In November 2016, Amnesty International published a report 

detailing human rights abuse in the palm oil industry. The NGO investigated labour 

conditions at oil palm plantations owned by (almost exclusively) certified subsidiaries and 

suppliers of Wilmar International. Interviews with 120 plantation workers lead the 

organisation to publicly question the sufficiency of solely relying on the Roundtable of 

Sustainable Palm Oil’s (RSPO) certification scheme as a guarantee. 

Amnesty International found serious human rights abuses on the plantations of Wilmar 

and its suppliers. These included forced labour and child labour, gender discrimination, as 

well as exploitative and dangerous working practices that put the health of workers at risk. 

The abuses identified were not isolated incidents but due to systemic business practices by 

Wilmar’s subsidiaries and suppliers, in particular the low level of wages, the use of targets 

and ‘piece rates’ (where workers are paid based on tasks completed rather than hours 

worked), and the use of a complex system of financial and other penalties (Amnesty 

International, 2016: 4) 

Although it is clear that this incident did not involve all RSPO certified growers, it openly 

questions the legitimacy of the RSPO certification scheme as a whole. This could pose a risk 
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to other RSPO member companies by association, damaging brand perception, customer 

loyalty and overall sales. Managing risk is not an uncommon phenomenon in corporations, 

and many companies have internal enterprise risk management (ERM) systems in place that 

enable companies to better handle risk and seize opportunities. However, by joining 

organisations like the RSPO companies effectively relegate a portion of their risk 

management to an external organisation, in the process leaving the company potentially 

vulnerable. Even if companies themselves have excellent ERM in place internally, scandals 

such as the one Amnesty International reported could still severely impact them even if 

committed by another RSPO member. 

We will use a theoretical framework encompassing a societal-, industry-, and firm-level 

perspective to look into two Swedish companies and their ability to manage risk. In order to 

do so, we will use data from both RSPO-members and non-members to isolate two special 

cases (high performing non-member and low performing RSPO-member), using the 

theoretical framework to make a comparison that will offer insight into the workings of risk, 

ERM, and MSI membership. 

As roundtables and multistakeholder initiatives (MSIs) have become abundant across 

various industries, understanding how companies perceive the associated risks and 

opportunities becomes important. The ambition of these transnational governance schemes 

is to bring together stakeholders from various spheres (public, private and civil), ideally 

securing stakeholder representation in order to improve industry standards to the mutual 

benefit of the environment, business and civil society. However, as the validity of MSIs and 

the certifications they grant are contested, companies may run the risk of being seen as 

greenwashing their image and misleading consumers. With all these risks, is it preferable to 

be a member of the RSPO and put their goodwill in the hands of an external organisation, or 

should companies remain outside and keep their risk management internal? 
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1.1 Research Question 
By conducting empirical analysis as well as a thorough multi-level investigation of risk, we 

seek to uncover if, how, and why companies feel incentivised to become members of MSIs. 

On the one hand, companies may seek to join in order to mitigate certain risk, but on the 

other it may be the result of normative pressure. Joining a MSI and seeking certification 

could be a double-edged sword for companies and may affect some companies in different 

ways than others. At the same time, it may be the case that MSIs help companies overcome 

certain risks. This leaves many questions to be answered, including whether MSI 

involvement exposes companies to more risk than it shelters them from. To explore these 

notions, this thesis seeks to answer the following research questions: 

How does risk management efficiency differ for Swedish RSPO-members and non-

members? 

To what extent do macroeconomic conditions, competitive environment of the industry, and 

sustained competitive advantage impact risk for companies? 

How suitable is the RSPO as a risk management tool? 
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2. Methodology 

Before delving into our analysis it is necessary to explore the way we want to conduct our 

research as well as clarify some of our assumptions. After all, it stands to reason that the 

way we observe the world may have a bearing on the manner in which we conduct research. 

Our approach to developing a suitable methodology for our research is inspired by the 

research design framework presented in Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill (2016), named 'the 

research onion'. The five layers of the onion detail the steps one may undertake in order to 

conduct business-related research, from research philosophy to data collection. Going 

through the five layers, this section seeks to bring clarity to the methodological 

considerations that we apply in order to answer our research question. 

Saunders et al. (2016) discuss five research philosophies readily available to business 

research: positivism, critical realism, interpretivism, postmodernism, and pragmatism. Each 

have their own distinct ontology and epistemology and suited for their own specific area. 

However, for the purpose of disentangling the complexities of risk management within the 

realm of human agency and institutions, we believe that critical realist perspective most 

closely lines up with the nature of our research question. Easton (2010) highlights how 

critical realism is concerned with the causal powers of structures, structures here being 

understood as the sum of research objects (which can range from organisations to attitudes), 

and the events they produce. What we observe is the empirical, but the meanings and 

significance of these observations cannot be weighed or measured quantitatively and must 

be seen as just the tip of the iceberg, as it were. While we acknowledge the existence of an 

independent real world, we believe that underlying causal structures and mechanisms often 

manifest themselves in ways where only a little is observable. Furthermore, we also believe 

that the way observed and experienced events are interpreted is dependent on how our 

cognition is shaped by social structures, something which is arguably relative to context. 

Saunders et al. sum it up as follows: 

Critical realists see reality as external and independent, but not directly accessible through 

our observation and knowledge of it (…). Rather, what we experience is the empirical, in 

other words sensations, which are some of the manifestations of the things in the real 

world, rather than the actual thing (Saunders et al., 2016: 139). 
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To make meaning of what we observe, we wish to take an abductive (or retroductive) 

approach to theory development. Whereas the deductive approach entails testing the 

validity of a theory by e.g. formulating a hypothesis and then testing it (theory-driven data 

creation), and the inductive approach seeks to build theory from gathered data in order to 

understand a phenomenon (data-driven theory creation), the abductive approach “moves 

back and forth, in effect combining deduction and induction” (Saunders et al., 2016: 148). 

The abductive approach as described in Saunders et al. (2016) is a close fit to our research 

design, which involves building a theoretical framework from a literature review and 

quantitative data analysis, before testing the explanatory power of our framework through 

a case study. Easton (2010) also argues that the abductive approach is well matched with a 

critical realist research philosophy. 

As mentioned above, we will use both qualitative and quantitative methods to produce data 

for answering our research questions. This means that we will use mixed methods, which in 

this case specifically means employing what Saunders et al. call a 'sequential exploratory 

research design'; they assert that “using [such an approach] suggests a dynamic approach to 

the research process which recognises that mixed methods research is both interactive and 

iterative, where one phase subsequently informs and directs the next phase of data 

collection and analysis” (Saunders et al., 2016: 71). In our opinion, using quantitative data to 

guide the qualitative data collection would allow us to not only identify underlying trends 

but also to identify potential case firms. 

In order to answer the research question, a list of companies was compiled from the RSPO's 

website which was then cross-referenced using the company database Orbis. The initial 

search was done on companies from Denmark, but vital information on sales was missing 

from Danish companies. Broadening the search to the three Scandinavian countries, we 

found that the number of Norwegian member companies totalled only four. This led us to 

focus exclusively on Swedish companies, which were both significantly represented (42 

companies) as well as having the necessary data available. They were then compared to 44 

Swedish companies associated with palm oil who were not members of the RSPO. 
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3. Theoretical Framework 

In order to answer our research question we propose a theoretical framework inspired by 

Miller's multi-level risk framework (1992) and Peng et al.'s Strategic Tripod (Peng, Sun, 

Pinkham, & Chen, 2009). The frameworks enable the researcher to analyse either sources of 

uncertainty (and therefore risk) or relative competitive advantage on three levels: Macro-, 

mezzo-, and micro-level perspectives. 

Miller (1992) argues for a broader analysis on the sources of risk by focusing on 

uncertainties at macro-, mezzo-, and micro-levels, or what Miller calls general 

environmental-, industry-, and firm-specific uncertainties. As these correspond with the 

theoretical tripod established by Peng et al. that generally make up the structure of our 

analysis, the three elements of Miller’s framework will be added to gain further insight. At a 

macro-level, a Pestle model and (neo-)institutional theory will be used to designate the 

external influences on a societal/national level. At the mezzo-level, Porter’s Five Forces will 

be utilized in order to create a foundation for the future analysis on the basis of the current 

competitive environment of the industry. Finally, on a micro-level a SWOT analysis will show 

the company’s internal strength and weaknesses in relation to the PESTLE and Five Forces 

analysis. To strengthen the SWOT it will be used together with the Resource Based View, or 

more accurately the VRIO framework from Barney (1991). Each theory has valuable 

explanatory power, but on their own they have their shortcomings; strategic propositions 

concerning internationalisation based on one theory alone would run the risk of overlooking 

vital aspects. 
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In order to further substantiate the framework and increase the validity, a model will also be 

created to analyse the industry. The model will be built on the principles found by Andersen 

& Schrøder, who argue that an estimate of the effectiveness of ERM can be found by taking 

the standard deviation of revenue and dividing it with the standard deviation of return on 

assets. The argument behind this is that effective ERM necessitate having a low standard of 

deviation in return on assets, because risk management, as defined earlier, is the control 

and expectation of volatility in earnings. Such a model would therefore show how external 

factors affects the organization and how much the company is affected by market factors 

compared to its variability in earnings development (T. J. Andersen & Schrøder, 2010: 21). 

The model will compare different companies over the same duration that operate in the 

same market and then analysed on whether they are members in or not of a MSI. While the 

calculation itself will not tell whether companies who engage in MSI are better at risk 

management, it could show that companies not engaging in MSI are more effective at risk 

management, which would enhance the argument for internal risk management. On the 

contrary, if companies engaging in MSI score higher it could indicate that externalization 

and a more passive approach to risk management seems to perform better. This would 

require further analysis to back up these assumptions which will be done through a macro-, 

mezzo-, and micro-level approach. 

The companies will be chosen on the basis that they are in the same industry and operate in 

similar environments. This is done in order to ensure that we can compare that are 

members of MSIs and companies who are not while limiting the number of variables. The 

numbers to calculate the ERM calculation are not available for all the Swedish RSPO 

companies. In order to create a representative comparison, an equal number of RSPO and 

non RSPO companies have been found. Some of the RSPO companies do have some of the 

available data while not having other data available. There are therefore a slightly higher 

number of non-RSPO companies than RSPO companies in some of the data by 1-3 

companies. In the analysis of the data, the paper has been conscious of these factors. The 

initial analysis of this data will lead into the multi-level analysis. An alternative to this 

approach could have been to use Value-At-Risk. The reason for not using this method is its 

weaknesses stemming from the assumption that the markets tells the truth, which the 2008 

financial crisis, Lehman Brothers bankruptcy and the profitability of options on the stock 
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market show is not the case (Andersen & Schrøder, 2010). Monte Carlo simulation is 

another tool that could have been utilized, but this paper found that the sales-versus-

revenue volatility calculation is more effective and accurate in showing the relation between 

MSI and risk efficiency. 

3.1 Macro-level 

PESTLE 

In order to answer our research question PESTLE will be used as a foundation on which 

Miller's macro perspective will be answered. PESTLE was originally published in a book 

called Scanning the Business Environment in 1967. It was at that time Harvard Professor 

Francis Aguilar made a scanning tool called ETPS, which was the initial rendition of what 

would later be known as PEST (Aguilar, 1967). The original purpose of the PEST was to 

increase understanding of the business environment, described through four factors: 

Political, Economic, Social and Technological. The original PEST was then further expanded 

and now exists in many different forms, from SLEPT, PEST, PESTLE to STEEPLED. In this paper, 

however, PESTLE will be used. PESTLE stands for Political, Economic, Social, Technological, 

Legal and Environmental. Incorrectly, PESTLE is often designated as an analysis tool but in 

reality PESTLE does not analyse anything. PESTLE is merely a tool for structuring data within 

a recognized framework for the business environment (Collins, 2016). 

The overarching argument behind PESTLE is that there has to be a fit between strategy and 

environmental reality, a relationship that has also been argued by Barney (1991). Often this 

business environment research is not done well, and PESTLE therefore tries to bridge the 

gap by giving decision makers an easy tool to collect data and develop a more effective way 

to execute strategy. PESTLE also has the advantage that in the future the data can be used 

to see whether other scholars can develop similar outcomes from the same outset (Collins, 

2016). Criticism of the framework is generally that the framework is too simplified. PESTLE is 

too general and does not offer clear distinctive rules on how to utilize it. The value of a 

PESTLE is therefore very dependent on its place in later analysis and quality of the effort put 

into it (Collins, 2016: 17-18). Another issue with PESTLE is that even if this environmental 

collection has been done, the extent to which this facilitates an internal communication and 

implementation of it is another. In the PESTLE framework, there is no connection between it 
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and its implementation. A redeeming factor is that while PESTLE is generalizing, so is every 

other business theory created. Such theories themselves are dilutions of reality and through 

this dilution they will not capture the full picture. In summary, the power and shortcomings 

of a PESTLE is highly dependent on the way it is implemented. 

Institutional Theory 

How can a multinational start to decide where to move production, from where to source 

and how, and where to finally take their product to market? Which factors will determine 

whether their endeavours are successful? And can a strategy be applied unaltered to new 

markets? These and other questions inform the vast body of literature on 

internationalisation that make up the field of International Business. The last very leading 

question will no doubt make the reader aware that we do not readily believe that a uniform 

strategy can be applied in different contexts. Indeed, many scholars and practitioners time 

and again point out that strategy must be adapted to specific circumstances. To fully gauge 

the complexity of moving into an unfamiliar context, it is very useful to carefully examine 

the variables that may be at work in a given situation. Culture, for example, have shaped 

and been shaped by people differently across the planet, so much so that cross- or 

intercultural encounters are figuring heavily in the news, in politics, and in the curriculum of 

business schools. But although many will recognise culture as important, it may be difficult 

to pinpoint what culture is or which parts of culture constitute significant units of analysis 

To analyse culture, we will look to what is known as institutions, or “the humanly devised 

constraints that structure political, economic and social interaction“ (North, 1991: 97). 

Furthermore, we will look at the role of institutions as entities that seek to reduce 

uncertainty through ”establishing a stable (but not necessarily efficient) structure to human 

interaction” (North, 1991: 6). In this view, institutions are constructs that guide behaviour 

and responses of groups of people. Institutions impose certain constraints on the 

behaviours and actions of the individual or the group, the character of which can be 

discerned from whether the constraint is formal or informal. Formal institutions can be 

observed in rules, laws, and regulations, while informal institutions are (less tangible) norms, 

practices, and beliefs. While you could discern the formal institutions through, for example, 

reading the constitution of a country, informal institutions are more elusive and harder to 
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pin down (North, 1990). This, however, does not make them any less important; as North 

puts it: 

That the informal constraints are important in themselves (and not simply as appendages 

to formal rules) can be observed from the evidence that the same formal rules and/or 

constitutions imposed on different societies produce different outcomes (North, 1990: 36). 

Institutions, both formal and informal, matter when probing the investment climate of a 

new market. Failure to understand the 'rules of the game' could pose a considerable threat 

to the well-being of any venture, but if played right it could help the firm realise which 

internationalisation strategy to follow (Khanna & Palepu, 2010). To further distinguish 

between different institutions, we will look to Scott's three institutional pillars: the 

regulative, the normative, and the (cultural-)cognitive. Scott emphasises how institutions as 

social structures relying on these pillars are highly resilient, providing a sense of stability to 

social life (Scott, 2010). The first, the regulatory pillar, in Scott's conceptualisation is 

characterised by ”more formalized, more explicit, more easily planned and strategically 

manipulated” institutional elements (Scott, 2010: 6). The second, the normative pillar, is 

centred on actors as embedded in social contexts and is deeply concerned with 

appropriateness. This pillar acknowledges that actors are not necessarily acting rationally 

and out of self-interest at all times, but adhere to other (social) rules or guidelines than 

those specifically given in codified law. The third pillar, the cultural-cognitive, is perhaps the 

most deeply founded and pervasive institutional element, providing ”the bedrock for 

normative prescriptions and regulative controls” (Scott, 2010: 7). These constitute both 

superficial tokens of culture, deeply seated taken-for-granted beliefs, as well as socially 

constructed symbols, and make up the inner workings of how we perceive the world. This 

aspect is somewhat captured in the discussion in earlier sections on cognitive bias. The table 

below briefly gives an overview of the connection between institutional formality and pillars. 
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Dimensions of Institutions. Source: (Peng & Meyer, 2011) 

Institutions come about through either rational design which suggest that institutions can 

be crafted (akin to the regulatory institutions), as advocated by the agent-based view, or 

simply through gradual evolution, development, and strengthening of normative and 

cognitive institutions, a more naturalistic view. However, as Scott suggests, institutional 

creation is likely the result of both forces acting on institutions over time. Among other 

scholars, Peng suggests that emerging countries are in the process of abandoning 

relationship-based transactions in favour of market-based, arm's-length transactions, and 

that such changes to both formal and informal institutions can be referred to as '(market-

oriented) institutional transition' (Peng, 2003: 278). Whether institutions are created or 

come into being by themselves, they function as structures to human interaction that 

reduces uncertainty. But what happens when institutions are missing? 

Institutional Voids and Institutional Entrepreneurship 

When firms enter new (in particular emerging) markets and find essential infrastructure or 

expected formal institutions lacking stability or missing entirely, they have encountered 

what literature calls institutional voids. Khanna & Palepu (2010) assess that as 'developed 

market-based multinationals' are grown in and used to the context of stable, resilient 

market infrastructure, the realisation that these provide the bedrock for their business 

model and strategy often only emerges when these are missing. These voids inhibit the 

firm's ability to function as seamlessly as it would if they were there, and could therefore be 

considered a source of market failure and higher transaction costs. We will use Mair & 

Marti's (2009) definition of institutional voids, where they are described as: 

(…) situations where institutional arrangements that support markets are absent, weak, or 

fail to accomplish the role expected of them (Mair & Marti, 2009: 491) 
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Emphasis should be put on the notion that institutional voids may not always be the 

complete absence of institutions. Neither should it only be viewed as a threat, as it could be 

seen as an opportunity: The presence of voids enables or necessitates that informal 

institutions step in to reduce the uncertainty. Whether by design or them simply coming 

about by themselves, there are a number of examples of groups of people banding together 

to address the lack of proper institutions (see for example Larsen (2013), Mair & Marti, 

(2009) and Tracey & Phillips (2011)). Larsen (2013) speaks of the organisation ZANAMA 

(Zambian National Marketeer Association), which has taken upon itself to try and regulate 

and create orderly conditions for vendors and buyers at a market in Zambia. By doing so, 

ZANAMA is effectively institutionalising activities and creating or at least somewhat 

formalising the rules of the game and reducing uncertainty, and in doing so performs what 

scholars have come to recognise as institutional entrepreneurship. Indeed, by making a 

business that can fill institutional voids, companies may have a way to carve a niche market 

for themselves. Lacking infrastructure can also enable and not just hinder international 

business activity: Consider German Mobisol, a company that since its inception in 2010 has 

sold off-grid solar panel systems to more than 70.000 Rwandan and Tanzanian households 

as a viable alternative to laying down grids from distant power plants. 

3.2 Mezzo-level 

Porter’s Five Forces 

The credence of Porter’s Five Forces lay in its ability to provide the groundwork for the 

competitive pressures for the strategic agenda of action. In other words, Five Forces help 

clarify the critical strength and weaknesses the individual company has by its positioning in 

the industry and the existing opportunities and threats. The five factors or forces are: New 

entrants, suppliers, substituting products, bargaining power of customers and the level of 

industry rivalry. In designating the strategy to fit these factors, a strategist can cope with the 

environment more effectively, and this opportunity and threat-perspective is highly related 

to the strategic risk management perspective. Porter in the original paper goes further and 

argues that by delving below the surface and trying to understand these sources of change, 

the four factors can help companies find sources of diversification (Porter, 1979). Through 

creating a base line by utilizing Five Forces, a company can start evaluating industry changes. 

The dynamic nature of competition is then in Porter's paper related to the product life cycle. 
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The product life cycle argues that a product's movement has a natural development in its 

integration into the market. It goes from new product to maturing product and ends up as a 

standardized product (Vernon, 1966). Porter further argues that the change itself is not 

interesting because the world is dynamic and not static. What is interesting is whether the 

changes in the industry influence the specific companies’ source of competition. “The key to 

growth—even survival—is to stake out a position that is less vulnerable to attack from head-

to-head opponents, whether established or new, and less vulnerable to erosion from the 

direction of buyers, suppliers, and substitute goods“ (Porter, 1979). The issue of vulnerability 

is strongly correlated to the aspect of risk as defined in this paper. By decreasing risk, you 

can gain more stable cash flow, lower discount rate and lower cost of capital (T. J. Andersen 

& Schrøder, 2010). 

A criticism of Porter is in its assumptions. The first assumption is that an industry consists of 

a set of unrelated buyers, sellers, substitutes, and competitors that interact at arm's length. 

Second, that there will be an increase in capital flows toward actors who are capable of 

making barriers against competitors and new potential entrants, in other words that the 

core source of value is a structural advantage. Third, that uncertainty is so low that actors 

can accurately predict participants’ behaviour and objectively chose a strategy on the 

available information. As argued earlier in this paper, cognitive biases and decision making 

on imperfect knowledge is prevalent. The issue of uncertainty in the modern corporation is 

also much more crucial as companies have become more adept at dealing with the daily 

risks (Bremmer & Keat, 2009). If companies were not able to deal with the daily small risk 

phenomenon, they would not have the competitive advantages needed to compete in the 

industry. Therefore, Porter’s Five Forces can be criticised on the issue of rationality and 

what the sources of competitive advantage actually are (Dobbs, 2014). This issue does not 

invalidate the Five Forces; Porter's Five Forces model is relevant with regards to 

risk/uncertainty because it serves as an analytical tool to locate and evaluate industry risks. 

It can however not stand by itself as a holistic risk/uncertainty management nor location 

tool because of its weakness as a framework. 

The value of Porter’s Five Forces is therefore as a tool within a framework, as the Five Forces 

do not have the credence to stand by itself. By incorporating the insights given by Five 

Forces into a multidimensional framework as an analytical tool for mezzo-level analysis, we 
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argue that the issues of rationality and cognitive biases are solved or mitigated by taking 

into consideration the discussion of evidence versus intuition and cognitive bias, presented 

in this thesis. The issue of imperfect competition is valid, but we argue that while Porter’s 

assumption is wrong or too simplistic, it has no significant bearing on the insights given into 

an industry by the Five Factors. 

3.3 Micro-level 

Resource-Based View (RBV) 

At the micro-level, the analytical framework will utilize a SWOT-model that will focus and 

substantiate a subsequent Resource Based View (RBV) and VRIO. 

The RBV argue that companies find the source of competitiveness not externally but 

internally, and by focusing and nurturing internal resources and capabilities a company can 

increase their competitiveness. The RBV is based on the argument that using existing 

internal capabilities to solve strategic issues or capitalize on external opportunities is more 

efficient that making new “resources” internally in the company (Jurevicius, 2013a). The 

resource-based view separated into tangible and intangible assets: Intangible assets are 

anything that does not have a physical presence (such as know-how, a specific ERM system, 

corporate culture, etc.), but which the company still has a certain degree of agency over. 

Intangible assets are difficult to transfer and often stay within the company. Tangible assets 

on the other hand are the physical assets that can easily be found on balance sheet and 

performance reports. In comparison to intangible assets, tangible assets are also easier to 

move from location to location (Jurevicius, 2013a; Kraaijenbrink, Spender, & Groen, 2010). 

The RBV is built on the assumption that skills, capabilities and other resources within the 

company are heterogeneous and therefore different from company to company. The 

argument heterogeneousness is that under perfect competition, companies would be 

indistinguishable from one another and resources would be homogeneous (Jurevicius, 

2013a), and as such companies would only be able to differentiate on price (which is 

unlikely when an equilibrium is found) and not be able to gain or lose competitive 

advantages. However, it is widely recognised that perfect competition is not seen in the 

practical world and that even if companies are faced by the same external threats and 

opportunities, the internal capabilities at firms’ disposal are different (T. J. Andersen, Garvey, 
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& Roggi, 2014; Kraaijenbrink et al., 2010). By recognising this aspect and including it in the 

core assumption of this theory, using RBV to counterbalance the faulty assumption of 

perfect competition presented by the Five Forces enables us to depict a more nuanced 

industrial reality. A second assumption is that certain resources are immobile at least in the 

short term. Competitors operating in the same industry cannot just copy a company and 

then get the same advantages, because such resources take time to develop. The RBV does 

not argue that all resources are immobile but does point out that intangible assets like 

brand equity, intellectual property and employee knowledge tends to be immobile in the 

short term (Jurevicius, 2013a). 

There are many different critiques of RBV: First, that it has no managerial implications; 

second, that RBV implies infinite regress; third, that the applicability of RBV is too limited; 

fourth, that sustained competitive advantage is not reachable in a dynamic market; and fifth, 

that RBV is not a theory about the firm. These five criticisms are addressed below: 

While the first criticism holds true, this was never the intent of the RBV. The issue of 

managerial implications/the operational validity is not in the nature of the RBV hypothesis 

to explain. What RBV attempts to explain is how some companies can hold a sustained 

competitive advantage over other companies. A valid criticism is therefore that any 

explanation created by utilizing the resource-based view is not indicative of the every aspect 

of reality because it does not tell the whole truth by itself. This does not mean that decision-

makers do not have any incitement to follow the insights of the resource-based view. The 

insights made by the resource-based view are still valid (Kraaijenbrink et al., 2010). The 

validity of the resource based view comes from it being a valuable tool to evaluate and 

locate sources of competitiveness Together with VRIO it creates a framework that can be 

utilised to locate but also compare company strength from a capability perspective. In 

relation to risk management it is effective at locating risk areas from a capability point of 

view when the larger macro and mezzo environment is taken into account. RBV helps 

further validate the risk assessment seen in the Porter's five forces and the PESTLE by giving 

a internal resource point of view. 

The second criticism is concerning the infinite nature of the RBV. The argument is that 

according to RBV, companies should use the teachings of a resource-based view to find and 
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develop new capabilities within the company. It does however not say how many and this 

infinity to the resource-based view means that any closure and conclusion to a resource-

based view strategy is unobtainable. However, this is not a fair representation of the 

resource-based view. Using the argument of infinity takes out the practical use of the 

resource based view (Kraaijenbrink et al., 2010). The nature of this criticism is more 

philosophical than practical. A redeeming argument of the RBV is that this infinity is not 

necessarily a problem when seen from a uncertainty perspective, as there is no finite 

number of resources a company should possess. As argued earlier uncertainty is a common 

occurrence and has implications in other theories than ERM, but it does not necessarily 

invalidate the resource-based view. It is merely an insight into the reality in which it 

attempts to emulate. 

The third criticism relates to the assumption of immobility and the heterogeneity that is 

ingrained in the resource based view. The argument is that if homogeneity is non-existent 

and resources are immobile, the generalizability of the theoretical argument is heavily 

impacted (Kraaijenbrink et al., 2010). However, we argue that while it is true that 

generalisability with RBV is impractical, it can be proposed that by looking into extreme 

cases such as high- or low performers, using RBV can help provide data for rich and deep 

contextual analysis. 

The fourth criticism relates to the static nature of the reality depicted RBV which stands in 

opposition to the dynamic nature of actual markets. A counterargument to this is that 

Barney (2002) argues that the RBV does have it limits. Barney argues that the resource-

based view is not applicable in markets that are in transformation or are highly 

unpredictable. For the resource-based view to function there needs to be a certain level of 

consistency and a relatively fixed environment on which the decision-maker can develop an 

insight into. In other words, market institutions must be well-developed and stable in order 

for the RBV to produce reliable insights. 

The fifth criticism concerns the notion that having sustained competitive advantage is 

impossible, and we accept this criticism. At least in the long term, sustained competitive 

advantage seems highly improbable. Indeed, Porter’s Five Forces argue that the threat of 

new competitors, substituting products, suppliers, customers and the industry makes 
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sustained competitive advantage impossible (Porter, 1979). In the short run, however, the 

resource-based view remains a valid analytical and strategic tool. This issue of the dynamic 

nature of the real world is addressed by one conclusion drawn from RBV analysis: That 

companies have to continually develop their competitive resources in order for them to 

remain advantageous (Jurevicius, 2013a; Kraaijenbrink et al., 2010). 

VRIO 

The resource-based view was later adapted into VRIO in 1991 by Barney (1991). Here he 

argues that it is not enough just to have competitive advantages, but that these 

advantages/resources should be evaluated in terms of their Value, Rarity, Imitability and the 

Organisation supporting them. In other words, the resource has to be valuable for the 

company, it has to be rare so that it is not readily available for competitors to obtain, it has 

to be inimitable so that competitors cannot just copy it. Lastly, a resource is not usable if the 

company that has it cannot internalise it into the organization to capitalise on its value 

(Jurevicius, 2013b). 

Criticism of VRIO is that a sustained competitive advantage does not necessarily necessitate 

that a resource is Valuable, Rare, Inimitable or Organizational. The value of a resource is too 

difficult to determine because of its variables, and therefore theories concerning it lacks 

validity. Furthermore, a finite definition of resource is impossible, as the definition of a 

resource is context dependent and relies on the perception of the individual in order to 

have meaning (Kraaijenbrink et al., 2010). 

The first criticism concerns VRIO and the lack of empirical studies to prove that the four 

factors are the sources of sustained competitive advantage. Despite the weakness in the 

methodology behind the resource-based view, Foss & Knudsen argue that the most 

important assumptions for resources are not heterogeneity and immobility, but immobility 

and uncertainty (Foss & Knudsen, 2003). Becerra further extends this argument by saying 

that profits emerge from the resource-based view by valuing uncertainty, resource 

specificity and firm level innovation (Becerra, 2008). It is here that the resource based view 

and the arguments concerning sustained competitive advantages merge with the arguments 

concerning ERM and risk management in general. 
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The second criticism actually comes from the father of risk management, Knight, from 1921. 

The so-called Knightian uncertainty is captured in the quote: ”true uncertainty arise when 

one is unable to determine the odds or even foresee the future risk events” (Kraaijenbrink et 

al., 2010). The Knightian view of uncertainty together with the Penrosian and Austrian 

economic subjectivist view are used to argue that the resource-based view does not take 

into account the importance of teams and individuals (T. J. Andersen & Schrøder, 2010: 2; 

Kraaijenbrink et al., 2010). They argue that it is not resources that create sustained 

competitive advantages, but teams and individuals that are imbedded in companies. This 

argument goes back to the immobility and the importance of intangible assets 

(Kraaijenbrink et al., 2010). 

SWOT 

A common tool to find and isolate these resources is SWOT. The exact original creation of 

SWOT is uncertain. One argument is that it came from model called SOFT (Satisfactory, 

Opportunity, Fault and Threat) which was used by standard research institute from 1860-

1970 (Morrison, 2012). The origin of the name SWOT was Weihrich’s paper from 1982 

(Morrison, 2012). Through SWOTs, capabilities and risks can be found by SWOT identifying 

opportunities and threats for the company. The sources of strengths and weaknesses also 

enable the company to find areas that need operational or financial risk management 

(Jurevicius, 2013b). SWOT analysis also recognizes the strength that the company can 

exploit in extension of the threats it has to cover. 

Criticism of SWOT mainly relates to the issue of how much data should be put into the 

SWOT matrix in order to obtain satisfying results. Furthermore, a SWOT itself does not 

provide any immediate solutions to problems. However, this is where the PESTLE, Porter's 

Five Forces and VRIO come in. The three frameworks taken together mitigate their 

respective weaknesses and increase the overall validity and explanatory power. The PESTLE 

and Five Forces serve as the foundation of analysis, as these two frameworks create the 

data. The SWOT then provides a matrix in which this data can be arranged in terms of their 

internal or external nature. It is then up to VRIO to aggregate the resources, opportunities, 

weaknesses and the risks/threats found in the SWOT. The structure of this analytical 

framework should seem familiar, because it is reminiscent of the generic risk management 
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framework. The generic risk management framework being Identify, analyse, aggregate and 

responding to risk. 
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4. Literature review 

In order to qualify and support our study, we will begin by reviewing relevant literature. To 

disentangle the complexity of risk and MSIs, it is important that a firm foundation is laid. 

Besides informing the reader of definitions and contemporary knowledge, it also seeks to 

specify which aspects of a certain concept, area, or discipline we will employ; by just dipping 

into the debate on sustainability or corporate social responsibility, it quickly becomes clear 

that the fields of research concerned with either is fraught with many (at times multi-

pronged and contradictory) definitions of what the concepts entail. At the end of this 

literature, we hope to provide a more wholesome idea of what the sustainable 

development is, what the role of businesses is or can be, and what strategic risk 

management entails. 

4.1 Enterprise Risk Management 
The need for an ERM framework has been driven by legislative and regulatory demands, 

from both the financial and the legal world. These legislative and regulatory demands have 

attempted to solidify and strengthen company's’ credit ratings so that the cost of capital is 

driven down (T. J. Andersen et al., 2014). After the failure of the Barings Bank in 1995, the 

failure of so called Long-term Capital Management in 1998 together with a string of crucial 

bankruptcies (Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Maxwell, Worldcomp, Enron, Lehman Brothers and 

Merrill Lynch) highlighted the need for a new tool (Olson & Wu, 2010: 15). Corporate risk 

management has not only become popular as a tool for risk management but also as a tool 

for strategic development. Not recognizing risk management as an important tool can lead 

to bankruptcy while the integration of risk management can lead to improved company 

performance. Efficient and effective risk management may therefore offer a more 

sustainable competitive advantage than not exercising risk management (T. J. Andersen & 

Schrøder, 2010). 

Risk management is not a new phenomenon and has been prevalent in the insurance 

industry (T. J. Andersen & Schrøder, 2010: 2). For insurance companies risk management 

has been done through diversification of portfolios and the use of reinsurance in order to 

lower their individual incident risk. The issue has then been how companies can engage in 

risk management when factories and suppliers are more static in nature and cannot be 
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traded commonly on an open market. The value of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) 

therefore comes from the inverse relationship between risk and return. The same 

relationship, however, also shows that decreasing the volatility on returns create overall 

higher returns thereby giving credence to ERM. In other words, ERM enables the company 

to better adapt to the environment by creating higher returns and less variability of those 

returns. The value of ERM only exists as long as it: 

• Enhances the cash flows generated from an existing resource endowment 

• Extend the period of future cash flow generation 

• Reduce the discount rate by lowering the cost of capital (T. J. Andersen & Schrøder, 

2010; Miller, 1992) 

A different perspective on ERM is that it is dependent on managerial-decision making and 

the risk perception of the decision-makers involved in the process. Arguably, while the 

inverse relationship between risk and reward is true, it does not tell the full story (T. J. 

Andersen & Schrøder, 2010: 21). Andersen & Schrøder (2010) hypothesise that effective risk 

management comprises all the organizational activities that improves the company's’ ability 

to respond and avoid negative economic impacts, while having the ability to exploit 

opportunities that stem from the dynamic environmental factors. 

The ERM perspective has developed further from the generic risk management framework 

(T. J. Andersen, 2016) into the SOX 404 standard based on the COSO framework and the ISO 

31000 based on the NZ framework (T. J. Andersen, 2009). These standards have become 

obligatory for companies that are listed on the stock exchange in some countries: Sox 404 in 

the USA and ISO 31000 for the UK. The questions is then how do small and medium sized 

companies adapt to the changing political demand on ERM and more importantly what is in 

it for them. ERM can quickly become a “white elephant” as seen in corporate social 

responsibility field. MSI for many companies have become the main tool for ERM in relation 

to suppliers in faraway foreign countries. This paper questions to what extent MSI 

membership hedges risk compared to a more holistic ERM framework like ISO 31000. Some 

companies may argue that MSIs, code of conducts and economic risk management based on 

prior performance such as Value-at-risk suffice in fulfilling ISO 31000 and similar standards. 

The issue is that the reliance on current revenue in a growing economy is not sufficient to 
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inundate a company against managing future fluctuations (Chappell, 2014). ERM helps 

decision-makers understand the risks they face and offers a framework of how to mitigate 

and manage the risks. Knowing your own business is important and ERM helps decision-

makers choose which risks to capitalise on and which risks to mitigate. At the end of the day, 

ERM´s goal is to increase shareholder value by making the risk-return-based relationships 

more evidence based (Chappell, 2014). 

A successful business is dependent on pursuing the right business strategy with the 

opportunities available based on the current capabilities and opportunities the company has. 

What ERM offers is the ability to identify and thereby inform decision makers at the right 

time while also identifying opportunities with an understanding of the key priorities. ERM is 

however not about half heartily adapting a new internal regulatory framework. ERM 

requires active participation from top management to the mid-level decision-makers (Olson 

& Wu, 2010). ERM has since its creation been dedicated to the creation and improvement of 

company's’ ability to manage risk. The word risk itself however has led to much confusion in 

the ERM field. In the context of ERM risk is more accurately described as the “uncertainty of 

outcome, good or bad” (Chappell, 2014: 3). The concept of risk and the reasoning behind 

this definition will be more thoroughly described in the next chapter. Based on these 

considerations a definition of Enterprise risks management is therefore: 

Enterprise risk management is a framework that supports the way in which a company 

runs its business, and that defines its approach to assessing and managing the uncertainty 

of the outcome of its plan consistently with how it manages its capital and value creation 

activities (Chappell, 2014: 3-4) 

A different perspective to risk management is the top-down view of ERM. The advantage to 

the top-down perspective is that it focuses on what the company is doing. It focuses on the 

key value adding activities that the ERM framework attempts to capture and improve. 

Contrary to the SOX and ISO 31000 processes, this approach also help companies 

understand that risk management is more than a process of monitoring internal controls. It 

about creating an organization that can identify and execute on strategic opportunities 

based on the risks (Chappell, 2014). A company’s development and the reason why people 

invest in companies are for them to take risk in order to earn a rate of return. As will be 
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shown in the definition of risk if there is risk there is also opportunity. The million dollar 

question is then to what extent the company is willing to execute on the risk-return trade-

off. 

In Andersen et al., ERM is defined as “Enterprise risk management is a formal framework 

that outlines the structure of the risk management process incorporating various risk 

analytical tools and practices, and thus provides a foundation for identifying, assessing, 

treating and monitoring all the major risks that could affect corporate performance” (T. J. 

Andersen et al., 2014: 2). Risk management therefore not only looks at risk but is also seen 

as a tool that supports strategic planning and investments as a continuing process, which 

goal is the company’s long-term strategy. Strategic risk management goes beyond ERM and 

therefore incorporates strategic decision-making and corporate governance in order to 

sufficiently answer the previously mentioned ERM definition. Andersen et al., like Alon & 

Herbert and Olson & Wu, argue that risk and its management relates to both its upsides and 

downsides (Alon & Herbert, 2009; T. J. Andersen et al., 2014; Olson & Wu, 2010). The 

dynamic nature of the risk environment, its complexity and variability makes uncertainty 

prevalent. Thirdly similar to Wu et al the importance of proactive risk management and the 

importance of enticing decision maker are crucial for facilitating strategic responses in a 

volatile environment. Risk does not happen in a vacuum and the organizational structure is 

an important influencer in the process towards effective risk management practices. This 

duality to risk management is also mentioned by (T. J. Andersen & Schrøder, 2010) who 

further argues that the development of these frameworks is an attempt to frame the 

‘unframable’. The strategic nature of risk management this paper argues is important in the 

understanding of whether MSI fulfil the objectives of ERM. To answer this with a certain 

amount of validity is then dependent on the generalizability of the ERM framework. This 

paper therefore argues, similarly to Andersen et al., that while SOX 404 and ISO 31000 have 

their value, they are in their core the generic risk management framework. The generic risk 

management framework prescribes to the idea that a company in their ERM process have to 

go through the four following steps: 
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In order to answer the research question this paper will utilize Miller’s (1992) framework for 

risk management. Miller´s framework attempts to solve the issue of generalisability in the 

assessment of risk by taking a company specific macro, mezzo and micro approach. In other 

words, Miller’s framework argues that an environment, industry and company analysis is 

required to create a foundation on which risk management can be carried out. Miller also 

argues that there is the need for an “emphasis not on particular uncertainties but the 

multidimensional treatment of uncertainty” (Miller, 1992: 313). To what extent an external 

and singular risk management approach such as MSI does this is questionable when put into 

perspective by Miller’s argument. Taking on Miller's approach as the overarching framework 

to judge MSI seems adequate. Miller’s framework does not prescribe which tolls should be 

used to analyse the macro, mezzo or micro environment. Further reason for the choice of 

theories to analyse these factors becomes imperative: In the framing of Miller's framework 

and ERM, a need to define risk and other intricacies inherent to risk management itself is 

needed before an argumentation for the methods can be carried out. 

Risk definition 

In the discussion of MSIs as a form of risk management tool, it becomes necessary to first 

define what risk is. There is no consensus on an exact definition of what risks is, and there 

are therefore many different points of views on the definition of risk (Miller, 1992). The 

business dictionary defines risk as ”A probability or threat of any negative occurrence 

(damage, liability, loss, …) that may be avoided through preemptive abusiction “ (Business 

Dictionary, n.d.a). Similarly, Bremmer & Keat use this definition of risk as ”the probability 

that an event will turn into a measurable loss” (Bremmer & Keat, 2009: 4). Bremmer and 

Keat´s definition stems from a statistical standard deviation-approach to the definition of 

risk. Risk is, in their eyes, seen as the probability that any action will produce a negative 

outcome. It is a casual definition where there is first a probability and then an impact, which 

in a sense fulfils this probability. Andersen et al. argue that risk is the “expected outcomes of 
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future events that can be predicted on the basis of the distribution of previous events” (T. J. 

Andersen et al., 2014: 6). This argument is also used by Andersen & Schrøder where it is 

argued that risk can be defined as the “volatility of performance outcome” as well (T. J. 

Andersen & Schrøder, 2010: 2). 

These perspectives on risk have been criticized, however. The criticism mainly stems from 

the fact that some scholars argue that risk is not only a measure of probability but of 

measurable loss (Alon & Herbert, 2009; T. J. Andersen, 2009; Chappell, 2014; Miller, 1992; 

Olson & Wu, 2010), an argument which can be partly justified from the inverse relationship 

between risk and reward (as seen on the stock market) (T. J. Andersen et al., 2014). Risk is 

not only measurable but also perceived and therefore is one part tangible and one part 

intangible. Andersen & Schrøder (2010) also recognise this and further argue towards an 

opportunity aspect risk that goes beyond the loss focus. 

Like Andersen & Schrøder (2010), Alon & Herbert (2009), and Miller (1992), this paper 

argues that any risk can be perceived as both a risk and an opportunity. In their paper on 

micro-political risks and the multinational firm, Alon & Herbert use the argumentation that 

risks can be both positive and negative: From their perspective, risk is a neutral 

phenomenon that can have positive and/or negative consequences depending on the 

stakeholder in mention. Similarly, Olson & Wu and Andersen argue that risk is not only a risk 

but also an opportunity. However, the definition of risk as an inherently neutral 

phenomenon does not by itself answer the cognitive aspect of risk. The stakeholder aspect 

of their argument does only in the periphery take into account the broader perspective of 

cognitive challenges in risk. When the cognitive aspect is related to the critical realist 

perspective, Alon & Herbert’s argument synergises well with the overarching critical realism 

perspective. 

The issue in risk and ERM is not the common downsides that have statistical records, but the 

risks that stem from so-called true uncertainty, where outcomes cannot be calculated as 

easily. The frequency and impact of uncertainty on companies are increasing (T. J. Andersen 

& Schrøder, 2010). Defining uncertainty therefore becomes a necessity. 
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Uncertainty 

In order to fully understand risk as a concept within ERM it is important to differentiate 

between two aspects of ERM: uncertainty and risk. Risk is defined as a neutral phenomenon 

that can have both positive and negative consequences, depending on stakeholders and the 

cognitive biases related to it. Uncertainty, on the other hand, differentiates itself from risk 

by not having a probability. An uncertainty can become a known risk as soon as the risk has 

been identified, analysed, aggregated and responded too (T. J. Andersen & Schrøder, 2010; 

Chappell, 2014). Within a company context, an uncertainty therefore ceases to be an 

uncertainty and instead becomes an identifiable risk when the probability/chance and 

extent is known. Bremmer & Keat (2009) argue that companies have become adept at 

dealing with the daily smaller risk and that it is the large uncertain risks that affect 

companies the most. Bremmer & Keat further argue that by focusing on uncertainties and 

trying to actively locate them, companies can differentiate between known uncertainties 

and unknown uncertainties. The aspect of known uncertainties and unknown uncertainties 

goes back to the discussion of an uncertainty transforming into a risk (i.e. known 

uncertainty). This is of course a more general definition of uncertainty because even if an 

uncertainty has become known, it can be intangible in nature and thereby making it 

impossible to find its standard of deviation and thereby make it a risk. In their book they 

differentiate between these known uncertainties and unknown uncertainties by naming 

unknown uncertainties ‘black swans’ (Bremmer & Keat, 2009). 

The problem with this definition of the difference between risk and uncertainty is that in the 

real world it is not that simple. Every form of decision making does require some form of 

judgement with regards to the level of risks a situation entails based on the available 

information. It is not only a question of quantifiability and the cognitive biases affecting it. In 

the judgement of whether it is a risk or not, the actual level of quantifiability becomes 

questionable. In the distinction between risk versus uncertainty, some argue that risk is a 

quantifiable entity. An uncertainty differentiates itself from risk by being a non-quantifiable 

entity.  The decisions and priorities made are not necessarily made on relevant information 

and fail to capture reality on praxis (Chappell, 2014). In other words the risk assessment 

process is based on imperfect information. At the same time not all information is relevant 

to the risk situation. It is therefore a judgement whether something is relevant information 
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and to what extent, if at all you can take imperfect information into account for a 

quantitative analysis. This is also the reason behind the gap that exists between the 

mathematical modelled reality and what happens in the “real world”. 

A Black Swan has to be an event or phenomenon that impacts a company and which has no 

possibility of turning it into a known uncertainty. However, it is difficult in praxis to locate 

black swans; scholars look at risks that have already had an impact and it always easier to 

have hindsight. Such risks as the Fukushima Daiichi, Deep Water Horizon, NASA Explosion of 

rockets all seemed at the time to be black swans. Under further scrutiny these incidents 

could however have been argued to have been known uncertainties in the companies and 

the aforementioned failures dependent on ERM failure (T. J. Andersen et al., 2014: 103). 

However, all three companies had ERM. 

The issue of Black Swans is further complicated when the aspect of cognitive biases is taken 

into consideration. As uncertainty and perception of uncertainty is context dependent, the 

risk averseness also changes. It is therefore important to recognize that neither risk nor 

uncertainty happens in a vacuum. It is affected by various variables both subjective and 

objective. This inherent elusiveness in risk and uncertainty makes it problematic to 

accurately predict. This argument is also seen in Andersen & Schrøder (2010), where one of 

their points is that the difference between uncertainty and true uncertainty is the inherent 

incalculability of true uncertainty. The aspect of Black Swans and uncertainty becomes 

important in the empirical analysis because you cannot calculate what is incalculable. This 

does not mean that the importance of the uncertainty is negligible in the assessment of risk 

management. 

Cognitive aspect of risk 

As mentioned earlier, ERM does not operate in a vacuum. It operates in an environment 

where there are many variables that influence ERM (Olson & Wu, 2010). One of the more 

pervasive is the cognitive aspect of risk. Cognitive biases may obscure the risk assessment 

process thereby making the organization strategy process more difficult (T. J. Andersen et al., 

2014: 38). Within the cognitive aspect of risk, there are generally two factors: The past 

managerial experiences and the individual's’ personal perception. These two broad 

encompassing cognitive biases can lead to decision makers either making bad decisions or 
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missing the alternatives. Bad decisions and missing alternatives are not only bad for profit 

maximisation but can lead to negative corporate cultures that make the problems systemic 

in the organization, despite of ERM (Such as with Lehman Brothers, Tepco, and BP). These 

cognitive biases are present in various stakeholders in a company from CEO, middle 

management and floor staff. Even if the cognitive biases are not systemic through the 

organisation, a few stakeholders who are influenced by the cognitive biases can make a big 

difference in the trajectory of the company. Depending on their position in the company 

they can influence the whole decision making process. 

At the same time a hindrance to ERM is the issue of imperfect knowledge (Olson & Wu, 

2010: 2). Decision makers do not have perfect knowledge of the situation they are dealing 

with, and this leads to decision makers relying on simplified processes. In this simplifying 

process, information distortions and erroneous decisions may happen, which further 

exacerbates the problem not only in decision-making but also in developing effective ERM. 

Two examples are that people will use old ideas and find new information that backs up 

these perceived beliefs. People will also overlook new updated information if they have 

preconceived beliefs in the area. Escalating commitment principle is a part of this. When 

people have invested in a project that is failing, they are willing to invest increasingly more 

money in the project to “save” it. Reasoning by analogy is when people rationalize by 

bringing up experiences (T. J. Andersen et al., 2014: 118). Other cognitive aspects of risk 

management and people’s actions are: 

• Positive illusion: we have unrealistic expectations of the future 

• Interpret events in egocentric ways: People tend to take all the honour of success 

while not taking responsibility for failure 

• Maintain status quo: do what we always have done because that seems safe but the 

world is not static it is dynamic so condition and risks change 

• Unwillingness to preventing problems that you have not experienced yourself and 

that you cannot gain “vivid data” on 

• Uniform thinking and engaging in group thinking is also common in corporations 

According to Andersen et al., “the sources of bad risks decision can be summarized as poor 

ability to identify viable alternatives solutions informed by proper data where the cost 
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benefits can be assessed correctly” (T. J. Andersen et al., 2014: 111). These adverse effects 

can be decreased by recognizing that they exist and trying to look out for them. Gathering 

relevant information to enlighten the decision-making helps a lot in decreasing the negative 

effects of cognitive biases. 

Strategy Intuition vs evidence based management 

It is important to define what strategy is. Skinner defines strategy as being “Strategy is a set 

of plans and policies by which a company aims to gain advantages over its competitors” 

(Skinner, 1969: 139). The business dictionary defines strategy as ”a method or plan chosen 

to bring about a desired future, such as achievement of a goal or solution to a problem” 

(Business Dictionary, n.d.b). Porter (1996) on the other hand argues that strategy is the 

creation of a unique and valuable position involving a variable set of activities: 

• Few needs of many customers 

• Broad need of few customers 

• Broad need of many customers in a narrow market 

Porter further argues that strategy involves creating a “fit” synergy between the company’s 

different activities. There is therefore no exact consensus on the definition of strategy. Even 

though there is a lack of consensus, the three definitions agree on general concepts. It is 

important to remember that no design or strategy definition exists in isolation and that the 

real world is more dynamic than a definition (Porter, 1996). There has been quite a bit of 

research done on strategy and its formulation (Grundy, 1998; Morris & Jamieson, 2005). 

However, it is argued that it is more complex to implement and execute a strategy than it is 

to develop one (Hrebiniak, 2006). Strategy execution is about walking the talk that is set out 

in the strategy, both from an organizational perspective but also departmentally (Garcia, 

2012). 

Strategy execution is on the other hand defined, as “the result of thousands of decisions 

made every day by employees acting according to the information they have and their own 

self-interest” (Neilson, Martin, & Powers, 2008). Why is strategy then so difficult for 

companies? As Hrebiniak argues: “The lack of a model, blueprint, or template to shape 

execution decisions or actions is a major obstacle to making strategy work” (Hrebiniak, 

2013: 37). There are frameworks for improving strategy execution but as argued earlier 
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strategy does not exist in isolation but is dynamic. It is therefore the opinion of this paper 

that a framework for the analysis of strategy execution needs to be context dependent to 

not only the individual company but to the problems, the companies face in the strategy 

execution process. 

Strategy execution is also a matter of perspective. The two perspectives that are discussed is 

the rational and irrational perspective: The rational also called the economic man presume 

that people first identify problem then the possible solutions. After identifying problems, 

people address each of the solution and choose the best. The irrational perspective however 

argues that people often do not choose the rational approach (Tingling & Brydon, 2010). For 

example, on the one hand people who smoke will say that it is unlikely they will ever get 

lung cancer from smoking, on the other they will play the lottery where the chance of 

winning are lower than the risk of cancer. People are not rational but irrational in their 

choices and cognitive biases and personal objectives often cloud the rational choices 

(Cabantous, Gond, & Johnson-Cramer, 2008). 

It is therefore crucial to define what intuition is. In this paper, intuition will be defined as 

“Affectively-charged judgements that arise through rapid, non-conscious, and holistic 

associations” (Dane & Pratt, 2007: 40). There is no consensus on where intuition comes 

from; some argue that intuition is an ability, while others argue that it is a matter of 

information processing. A third view on intuition is that it is cognitive affective, which mean 

that it is based on perception and gut feeling. Information processing on the other hand is 

the argument that intuition is the consolidation of different fragments of memory that is 

then a framework for the synthesis of decision-making (Woiceshyn, 2009). Intuition contains 

both aspects of explicit and implicit knowledge. Some researchers argue that intuition excels 

at unstructured problems such as strategy, investment and human resources. It is however 

at the same time argued that it is less effective in maths and probability issues where there 

is a high degree of structure (Kahneman, 2003). 

Another perspective is that intuition has high failure rates because it has an emotional 

engagement and that it supports an organizational culture of risk. Intuition can also quickly 

be affected by cognitive aspects such as escalating commitment, anchoring and 

overconfidence (Akinci & Sadler-Smith, 2014; Kahneman, 2003). This separation between 
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advantages and disadvantages has culminated into the Heuristics and biases perspective, 

which is against intuition. The NDM perspective is pro-intuition in decision-making 

(Kahneman & Klein, 2009). 

The heuristics and biases argue for evidence based decision-making (EBM). In the Mann 

Gulch incident, it is argued that the survivor made it by keeping to the principle of 

rationality and focusing on facts while keeping emotions in check. It is further argued that 

despite these limitations of intuition, it is more proactive, fast and effortless than the 

rational and EBM (Akinci & Sadler-Smith, 2014; Kahneman & Klein, 2009). EBM is the theory 

that decisions should be based on the best and latest evidence of what works. EBM’s goal is 

to use better logic and better facts to the extent that this is possible. Herein also lies the 

biggest disadvantage of the EBM approach: It is not possible to completely realize evidence 

based decisions because managers make their decisions on imperfect information and that 

the existence of rationality is questionable (Cabantous et al., 2008; Tingling & Brydon, 2010). 

The EBM approach does still serve as a goal to strive towards in the strategy decision-

making (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2006; Rousseau, 2006; Tingling & Brydon, 2010). It would 

therefore seem and is the argument of this paper, that in order for effective decision 

management to be employed, equilibrium between intuition and evidence has to be found. 

4.2 The Challenges of Sustainability in a Developing World 
First, a clarification of vocabulary is in order. For the purpose of comparison, this thesis will 

often speak of developed and developing countries. The distinction between the two is 

usually linked to the level of human development, average per capita income, and/or 

strength of (market) institutions of a country. Many terms have been used to describe this 

duality, among these Global North/Global South, which will be used interchangeably with 

the notion of development. Of course, we acknowledge that these terms rely on country-

level statistics and so do not necessarily reflect distribution inequalities within national 

borders. However, they do correspond somewhat to levels of human development and 

institutional prowess. As we will see in later sections, the current overarching sustainability 

framework enacted by the UN is applicable to every nation, and not just the developing 

countries, the Global South, or whichever term one might wish to use. 
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Sustainable Development 

Sustainability is one of those words that are being used casually in everyday conversation. 

We read about it in the news, we encounter it in supermarkets, and we hear our politicians 

discuss it. Yet, how do we define it? And which elements does it comprise? The Oxford 

Dictionary defines sustainability as “the ability to be maintained at a certain rate or level” 

(Oxford Dictionary, n.d.), but this still leaves the question of what should be sustained to be 

answered. With economic growth being set as the target of many nations in a world with 

finite natural resources, sustainability is as relevant as never before. While contemporary 

society's economic growth is dependent on the extraction and consumption of fossil fuels 

and therefore linked to carbon emissions (called 'carbon lock-in', see Unruh (2000)), a new 

branch of growth that took into account our limited resources was needed. In 1987, the 

World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) led by Brundtland published 

what has since come to be known as the Brundtland Report. In this, a now widely used 

definition of sustainable development was introduced to the world: 

Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (Brundtland et al., 

1987: 41). 

This, we believe, presents a definition wide enough to allow for manoeuvrability while still 

targeting the need to set limits on our consumption for the benefit of future generations. 

However, it has a rather narrow view on what sustainability entails – namely that it should 

be concerned with environmental sustainability and securing resources from depletion 

On the notion of global firms and sustainable development, Lasserre (2012) asserts that 

certain industries have bigger responsibilities to bear than others – among these are 

industry and agriculture. As the companies we will include in our research have common 

roots within the production and refinement of palm oil, they fall well within this industrial 

category. Lasserre provides a list of how company (mis)conduct with little thought about 

negative (unintended) consequences may include: 
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Source: (Lasserre, 2012: 430) 

These are among the issues that sustainable development would seek to remedy, and 

safeguarding the environment fits within the Brundtland Report's definition. But while the 

list also highlights how protection of the environment is a priority, another important aspect 

of sustainable development becomes almost glaringly clear by its omission: Social concerns 

are not adequately addressed, and poverty and corruption is left out of the equation. 

According to Sachs (2015), the wealth created is distributed highly unevenly and at the cost 

of the planet, and sustainable development should take into account the world economy, 

the global society, and Earth's physical environment. Sustainable development is about 

good societies - and calls for the solution of issues related to extreme poverty, inequality, 

social mobility, discrimination, and social cohesion. Another aspect is the protection of 

Earth's great systems, the ocean and rainforests, not just for their own inherent value but 

for the sake of future generations. A good society is then not just one of high per capita 

income, but one that is inclusive and equal, environmentally in balance, and well governed. 

According to Gupta (2017), although societal development in balance with nature is not in 

itself new, the more modern notions that we are encountering today go back to the 1970s. 

In the wake of heavy industrialisation and overall development and growth at the expense 

of the environment, various international conferences were held. Among those was the 

1972 Stockholm Conference on Human Environment where the conflict between 

environmental concerns and development was first acknowledged, leading to the creation 

of the United Nations Environment Programme. In the time between then and now a 

plethora of organisations (e.g. UNFCCC), conferences (e.g. COP), and agreements (e.g. the 

2015 Paris Agreement) have seen the light of day. However, as Gupta points out: 
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While these complex negotiations have been going on in the comforts of five star hotels 

around the world at most exotic places, there is absolutely no mitigation in the factors 

affecting ecosystem and climate change. On the contrary the situation is deteriorating day 

by day as clearly indicated in the Rio+20 Report. Temperatures are rising, glaciers are 

melting, rivers and lakes are disappearing, bio-diversity is on a declining curve, species are 

becoming extinct, forest cover is declining, ocean beds and fertility of soil are being 

poisoned, weather conditions are becoming erratic and natural disasters are on the 

increase (Gupta, 2017: 4). 

Gupta furthermore highlights how sustainable development may be inherently 

unsustainable, insofar as it is reliant on ever-increasing consumption: If economic growth is 

dependent on higher consumption there is a possibility that resources are depleted and 

ecosystems are ruined. On the other hand, if consumption stops current society will cease 

to function and previously stable institutions and regimes may quickly deteriorate. Gupta 

argues that rather than just focusing on greenhouse gas emissions, there is a need for 

systemic change – for acknowledging that business as usual will not hold up to scrutiny, that 

tried and true models may work well for the wealth of the global North (and thereby 

skewing wealth distribution globally) but not for the planet. 

Sustainable development is a vague term, seeking only to ensure that the needs of posterity 

will not be compromised by the behaviour of the present. Gupta's critique is a reminder that 

although well-meant, failure to fully appreciate the need for change will not only lead to 

inefficiency, it may lead to further deterioration. 

The 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

According to Sachs (2015), sustainable development as a concept has been emerging on the 

global scene since the 1970s. However, at the 2012 Rio+20 summit, world leaders found 

that there was still a long way to go, and that current rates of action would not suffice. The 

SDGs were designed to be short and concise, thus easily communicated and unlike their 

predecessors (the Millennium Development Goals, or MDGs), the SDGs are universal and 

therefore applies to all countries across the north-south divide. The MDGs showed that 

goal-based development could work and that they seemed to accelerate progress in four 

ways: 1) Goals motivate, 2) measurable goals allowed for monitoring, comparison, and peer 
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pressure, 3) goals brought together communities of knowledge that make critical 

recommendations, and 4) stakeholders are motivated and included. The SDGs, however, are 

more difficult to reach: Their time horizon is much longer, and they are now universal. 

Steffen et al. (2015) mentions how a framework such as the Planetary Boundaries should 

underpin the Sustainable Development Goals. As they put it: 

A proposed approach for Sustainable Development Goals argues that the stable 

functioning of the Earth System is a prerequisite for thriving societies around the world. 

This approach implies that the PB framework, or something like it, will need to be 

implemented alongside the achievement of targets aimed at more immediate human 

needs, such as provision of clean, affordable and accessible energy and the adequate 

supply of food. World development within the biophysical limits of a stable Earth System 

has always been a necessity (Steffen et al., 2015: 7) 

This idea further stresses the interconnectivity between social and environmental concerns. 

4.3 Sustainable Development, Governance, and the Private Sector 
As discussed above, sustainable development relies on development underpinned by 

preservation of key resources, development and reliance on sustainable energy, and a more 

equal distribution of resources reflecting a more multifaceted definition of poverty. While 

most can agree that these are admirable aspirations in themselves, it begs the question: 

How can these ambitions be brought to fruition? In the following section, we will account 

for the role of business in sustainable development, beginning with why this should even be 

considered a case for businesses before looking into how businesses can engage in 

sustainable development. 

Externalities, framing and overflowing 

In this section we turn our focus to untangling the notion of externalities. An externality is, 

in Coase's words ”the effect of one person's decision on someone who is not party to that 

decision” (Coase, 1988: 24), and may be something along the lines of chemical pollution of 

the environment, noise generated from production, or loss of arable land or fishable seas. 

While Coase points out that many scholars ascribe externalities the role of being 'prima 

facie' cases for government intervention, it is his view that externalities and whether to 
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solve them or leave them may be best left for the market. Indeed, if the cost of the damage 

caused by externalities is less than the cost of eliminating them, or if the transaction costs of 

eliminating an externality is too high for either party (or government), ”(...) it is very likely 

that most ”externalities” should be allowed to continue if the value of production is to be 

maximised” (Coase, 1988: 26). It can therefore be said that if externalities exist, in Coase's 

view, it is because they are too costly to dispense with. Coase then asserts that, as people 

are presumably acting out of a desire to 'promote their own interests', it should be made 

their interest to alter their behaviour through economic policy. Callon describes this solution 

as “an institutional framework which allows negotiations to take place” (1998: 264) (1998: 

264). 

Callon himself, in his take on a sociological approach to externalities, explicitly links 

externalities to market failures. This indicates that the existence of externalities are signs 

that the market is functioning inefficiently, in that ”(...) they are responsible for a gap 

between private marginal income and marginal social costs” (1998: 247). Callon then makes 

a connection between externalities and framing, which can be defined as a boundary of 

interactions agreed upon by the actors involved, a way to view the interaction as happening 

independently of the context but still informed by it; the example given being players having 

to submit themselves to the rules of chess and the chessboard before being able to play 

properly. Two opposing views exist on framing: One where framing is the norm, and where 

overflows (that is, incorrect framing) are the exception; and one where overflows are the 

norm, and framing is costly, laborious to achieve, and imperfect. Callon asserts that in order 

for framing to successfully happen, overflows (externalities) must be measurable and 

ascribable to actors. Callon identifies two scenarios: 

In 'hot' situations, everything becomes controversial: the identification of intermediaries 

and overflows, the distribution of source and target agents, the way effects are measured. 

These controversies, which indicate the absence of a stabilized knowledge base, usually 

involve a wide variety of actors (Callon, 1998: 260). 

In 'cold' situations, on the other hand, agreement regarding ongoing overflows is swiftly 

achieved. Actors are identified, interests are stabilized, preferences can be expressed, 

responsibilities are acknowledged and accepted (Callon, 1998: 261). 
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Finally, Callon asserts that Coase's suggestion (altering behaviour through making it actors' 

interest) has merit only if a situation is cold and framing can happen without much 

complication – property rights are clearly defined, responsibilities can easily be assigned, etc. 

In a hot situation, however, Coase's proposition is of little use, and emphasis is put on 

measuring overflows and producing an acceptable base of knowledge before real action can 

even take place. In other words, only when a situation is cold and a body of knowledge is 

agreed upon can collaboration begin and externalities be dealt with, but the road to such a 

state goes through a hot situation. This very much relates to complex situations where many 

actors become engaged in a contested issue. In the next section, however, we will explore 

the concept of corporate social responsibility as a means for individual firms to address 

externalities. 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a sentiment that deals with an apparent willingness 

from business to engage in actions that may enhance societal welfare (Gond, Kang, & Moon, 

2011). In order to narrow it down, Crouch suggests that CSR can be defined as “behaviour by 

firms that voluntarily takes account of externalities produced by their market behaviour” 

(Crouch, 2006: 1534 in Gond et al. (2011: 643)). 

In 2004, Garriga & Melé set out to make a roadmap to CSR theories, which they proceeded 

to group according to their nature. These four groups are 1) instrumental theories, 2) 

political theories, 3) integrative theories, and 4) ethical theories. 

1. Within the instrumental theories group, three different approaches were identified: 

Maximisation of shareholder value, strategies for competitive advantages, and 

cause-related marketing. The first approach takes point of departure in the view that 

the firm's only obligation to society is maximisation of profits for shareholders, and 

CSR can be utilised to this end. The second approach, strategies for pursuing 

competitive advantage, deals with ways of using knowledge of CSR to strategically 

target markets and gain competitive advantage Finally, cause-related marketing was 

included in this group, which essentially is a way of  product diversification. It relates 

to hinging a company's brand to a certain cause, which could be done by either 
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donating part of the profit, by emphasising socially responsible product attributes, or 

some other way. 

2. Garriga & Melé identified three main approaches within political theories: Corporate 

Constitutionalism, Integrative social contract theory (ISCT), and Corporate 

Citizenship. The first asserts that companies are social institutions, and that the 

social power of the firm derives not only from within but also from external factors. 

Social responsibilities come from having social power, and one that states that 

power must be used responsibly, lest it be lost to others who wield it better. ISCT 

denotes the idea that there exists a social contract between business and society, 

and that this relationship implies “indirect obligations of business towards society” 

(Garriga & Melé, 2004: 56). While macrosocial contracts provide overall rules 

('hyper-norms') for social contracting, microsocial contracts are more specific and 

apply to communities. However, whether tangible or intangible, they must be in 

accordance with the hyper-norms. This bears some resemblance to the notion of 

institutions. Corporate Citizenship is a term that came to prominence in businesses 

in the 80s, but is increasingly found in academia today as well. One underlying 

assumption of this view is that business is anchored in social context and belongs to 

and is responsible for a community, but beyond this corporate citizenship has many 

meanings. 

3. The third group looks at the integration of social demands into business, something 

business should do as business in this view is reliant on society. The four views in this 

group are Issues management, public responsibility, stakeholder management, and 

corporate social performance. 

4. Finally, the four ethical theories are discussed, them being Normative stakeholder 

theory, Universal Rights, Sustainable development, and the common good. 

Lasserre (2012) dedicates a chapter in the 2012 edition of his book ‘Global Strategic 

Management’ to discussing the social responsibility of the global firm, touching subjects 

from corruption through global warming and waste disposal in developing countries. In this, 

Lasserre provides a useful, albeit complex, map of the pressure a global firm experiences 

from stakeholders to “willingly or unwillingly […] confront their responsibility” (Lasserre, 

2012: 422): 
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The global ethical web. Source: Lasserre (2012: 422) 

It becomes apparent that a company may see “the social responsibility of business is to 

increase its profits” (Friedman, 1970, in Lasserre (2012: 421)), but the interconnectedness of 

the web of stakeholders above makes it clear that completely disregarding any social 

responsibility beyond that may result in retaliation from any given stakeholder group. 

Andersen & Skjoett-Larsen (2009) argue that as the means of production switches from in-

house processes to outsourced ones, so too shifts CSR concerns – from being limited to the 

company itself it migrates to the supply chain. Firms are capable of 'governing' suppliers 

through GVCs, and Andersen & Skjoett-Larsen makes the case that this could imply that the 

governing company is in some way responsible for ensuring that social and environmental 

impact is countered. Pressure to ensure proper business conduct has in many cases led to 

the implementation of CSR practices or codes of conduct, documents clearly stating 

standards that suppliers must meet. The authors then show how codes of conducts have 

been criticised for their vagueness, which arguably serves the purpose of making 

stakeholders content while in reality doing little: Although many empirical studies have 

been carried out and despite many companies’ endeavours to implement CSR in their supply 

chains, not many are able to fulfil what is expected of them. 
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As seen above, various approaches to the concept of CSR can elicit different responses from 

companies. Depending on the whether the view that the only social obligation is 

shareholder profit maximisation or a sense of normative obligation imply a wider list of 

responsibilities for the company, the way companies enact CSR policies can be very different 

and even contradictory. The SDGs include goals such as ending extreme poverty and hunger, 

providing access to clean and affordable energy, and securing life below and above water. If 

they are to be met by 2030, joint effort between public and private sector forces and civil 

society is needed – inclusive sustainable development entails stakeholder participation. 

Governance 

When discussing development, the concept of (good) governance if found extensively in 

scientific periodicals. Baland, Moene & Robinson (2010) suggest that it is currently a 

common understanding in social science that development is linked to the state of the kind 

of governance exercised in a given country. Although this has been contested on some 

grounds as either irrelevant or but one of many factors contributing, we wish to briefly look 

into this aspect. Börzel & Risse (2010) comment that governance is both a structure and a 

process, and Baland et al. define governance as: 

First, the nexus of political institutions in society construed broadly. (...) Such institutions 

determine the aggregation of preferences in society and thus what institutions and 

policies arise in equilibrium. Second, governance also refers to the implementation of such 

collective choices once made. This includes such issues as state capacity and the ability of 

the state to coherently and efficiently implement policies and the extent and impact of 

corruption (Baland et al., 2010: 4603). 

Consistent with the perspectives of institutional theory, the nature of a country’s political 

(and economic) institutions could have some bearing on the efficiency of policy enactment, 

economic reform, and social development. As discussed in that section, the absence of 

(strong) formal institutions leaves a void of sorts that may inspire the creation of a solution. 

Whether especially efficient or not, this solution will work towards decreasing uncertainty in 

human interaction. 

In their paper, Börzel & Risse discuss the concept of stateless governance. They distinguish 

between hierarchical and non-hierarchical coordination of governance, describing that the 
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first is contingent on institutionalised relationships of dominance whereas the latter is based 

on voluntary agreements. While acknowledging that theory posits that the shadow of 

hierarchy, or the implicit or explicit threat of regulation by states, is a major incentive for 

companies in developed countries to cooperate and engage in good governance, they 

maintain that modes of governance can still be found in areas with limited statehood and 

therefore weaker shadow of hierarchy. In the end, they find that the logic of consequences 

and logic of appropriateness are somewhat functional substitutes to the shadow of a state. 

With regards to the first logic, the threat of anarchy as well as a shadow of hierarchy cast by 

foreign agents such as international organisations and foreign governments, can spur 

companies to engage in governance. The second logic relies on normative pressure from 

consumers, NGOs and social movements. Ultimately, when the capability of the state is 

limited, non-state actors can be incentivised to cooperate and provide good governance (i.e. 

functioning institutions) in order to reduce uncertainty or due to normative ideas about 

appropriateness that may impact demand. 

Multistakeholder Initiatives 

To get an understanding of how industrial standards can be institutionalised by industrial 

players, we will look to the concept of Multistakeholder Initiatives (MSI). The number of 

MSIs is growing across multiple industries as a way to address shortcomings of certain 

industries, but they have faced both praise and criticism for their attempts to negotiate 

voluntary industrial standards. Before delving into this aspect, however, it is important to 

give an overview of the concept. Cheyns & Riisgaard (2014) explain that: 

Within the field of agricultural sustainability, MSIs—including commodity roundtables— 

have proliferated since the 1990s in response to growing criticism directed at the negative 

environmental and social impacts of large-scale agriculture. Based on a rationale which 

focuses on government failures to address these issues, particularly in the South, NGOs 

and other organizations have encouraged companies to participate in private multi-

stakeholder schemes to set global sustainability standards, monitor compliance, and 

certify ‘‘good’’ agricultural practices for a variety of commodities (…). MSIs are also a 

response to growing criticism of the non-inclusive nature of most previous private 

standards designed to govern the sustainability of agricultural production and trade 

(Cheyns & Riisgaard, 2014: 410). 
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Marin-Burgos, Clancy & Lovett (2015) remark that as market-based instruments, MSI´s 

receive their authority not from nation states but from audiences (stakeholders), which 

mean that they have the potential to fill in a governance void left by the government failure 

that Cheyns & Riisgaard mention. Like Coach, it seems that these authors argue that private 

initiatives can be just as (if not more) successful than government intervention in the right 

circumstances. Furthermore, the notion that a multistakeholder approach is taken to sort 

out industrial problems reflects a departure from traditional development thinking of the 

North developing the South to a cooperative development paradigm and seemingly follows 

the ethical reasoning behind the UN's sustainable and inclusive development regime, the 

SDGs. Securing stakeholder inclusion could mean that standards are negotiated rather than 

imposed, and that democratic values are upheld in organisational structures that are more 

flat than hierarchical. 

Another important aspect of MSIs are the certifications that surround their products. 

According to Reinecke, Manning & Von Hagen (2012), multiple certification schemes within 

one industry leads to consumer confusion, producers may run the risk of increased costs in 

order to cover themselves and secure certification. Standards and certifications are 

developed by many different interest groups, from civil society to business, and the ultimate 

goals of each may differ. Reinecke et al. asserts that while different standards organisations 

may unknowingly have set the stage for meta-standardisation, a process whereby multiple 

standard setters exists and influences each other, resulting in a common normative platform 

for standards. While this would eventually lead organisations to mutually recognise each 

other’s standards as a way to reduce producers’ costs (some certificates could be bestowed 

if the producers were already certified by a competing organisation), it would not lead to a 

reduction in certification schemes; Ultimately, it is a question of maintaining autonomy and 

reduce external influence over the certification process to a minimum. 

In Ponte (2014), the biofuels sector is investigated critically resulting in the less than 

flattering conclusion: despite efforts and grand gestures, roundtables are still very much 

biased towards larger, Northern actors. This effectively leaves many stakeholders without a 

say in roundtable matters. While NGO inclusion ensures some sense of normative pressure 

that could gradually open up MSIs and make them more inclusive, Ponte suggests that “(...) 

they do so generally late in the standard development and certification process – sometimes 
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even ex-post or as an afterthought – and do so in ways that heavily circumscribed effective 

participation by smaller or marginalized stakeholders. Thus, they rarely if ever go through a 

deep process of ‘roundtabling’.” (Ponte, 2014: 269). Schleifer (2016) furthermore suggests 

that private initiatives such as roundtables are not equipped to tackle the emerging 

dominance of South-South trade in these problematic industries, as roundtables usually 

centre on North-South trade. Focusing on the RSPO, a roundtable designed with big brand 

company inclusion in mind, Schleifer finds that developing markets are more fragmented 

and less brand dominated, and that institutional pressure for sustainability is relatively weak 

compared to those in the Global North, meaning that the RSPO is struggling to find its 

footing. Whereas 40% of palm oil imported in the EU is certified sustainable, India, which is 

a larger importer altogether and where demand for palm oil is increasing at a rate of 11% 

annually, only imports 11% certified palm oil (Schleifer, 2016). 

Where Cheyns & Riisgaard and Marin-Burgos et al. argued that private initiatives could have 

advantages over government intervention, especially in instances where government was 

incapable of delivering adequate solutions, Ponte and Schleifer present some downfalls of 

such an approach, highlighting that there may not be a perfectly simple solution for an 

increasingly complex situation. Where private initiatives may provide much needed impetus 

for change where government is incapacitated, there is still the risk that such initiatives will 

favour companies of size and western origin over smaller companies from developing 

countries, or even seek to exclude them while keeping a facade of inclusiveness. As Fransen 

puts it: 

It seems that some business-driven programmes are trying to have their cake and eat it 

too: they want the external support that engagement with various stakeholder groups 

offers, without actually allowing these groups a central place in governance (Fransen, 

2011: 188). 

MSIs must effectively develop measures to counter such tendencies, lest they become 

vulnerable to (rightfully placed) claims of inadequacy. 

Palm Oil and the RSPO 

With the above section detailing the advantages and disadvantages of MSIs, we will now 

focus on the Roundtable of Sustainable Palm Oil and the palm oil sector. The sector has 
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been heavily contested by many NGOs, NPOs and civil society actors over issues such as loss 

of habitat for the endemic orangutan, peatland conversion into palm plantations releasing 

significant amounts of CO2, and overall loss of species biodiversity in an area of the world 

home to a large part of its rainforest (Pye & Bhattacharya, 2013; Schleifer, 2016). These 

problems were exacerbated by the increase in output and demand over the past years, and 

the EU-27 experienced an increase in palm oil consumption from 2.79 million tonnes in 2000 

to 6.85 million tonnes in 2015, roughly 2.5 times more (Index Mundi, 2016). According to 

Schleifer, roughly 40 percent of the EU’s palm oil imports are certified sustainable as per the 

standards set by the RSPO. 

But why is palm oil so sought after? With the problems associated with the production and 

use of it, would it not be better to source other vegetable oils? One reason for the 

pervasiveness of palm oil and why it accounts for such a large portion of the global 

consumption of vegetable oils is its relative efficiency. For every hectare oil palms yield 10 

tonnes of fruit which when processed equals 3.74 tonnes palm oil per hectare - against the 

0.38, 0.48 and 0.67 tonnes produced from soybean, sunflowers and rapeseed, respectively 

(GreenPalm, 2016). This has led palm oil to become the most popular vegetable oil 

consumed, as can be seen in the graph below: 

 

Source:  (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, 2016) 

To address the issues that increasing palm oil demands were putting on the environment 

and to secure smallholders’ livelihood, the RSPO was established in 2004. The RSPO seeks to 
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gather industry players from growers to buyers in order to set standards that would ensure 

the sustainability of the product, the RSPO itself functioning as an organisation that sets 

standards and issues certification. According to Schleifer, the RSPO claims to have certified 

about 15% of total global production, equalling an area in Malaysia and Indonesia of 3.3 

million hectares in 2013. According to the RSPO’s website, the roundtable has more than 

3.300 members and claim that they now certify 21% of the global palm oil production. On 

their website, the RSPO provides the following self-introduction: 

We are a not-for-profit that unites stakeholders from the 7 sectors of the palm oil 

industry: oil palm producers, processors or traders, consumer goods manufacturers, 

retailers, banks/investors, and environmental and social non-governmental organisations 

(NGOs), to develop and implement global standards for sustainable palm oil. The RSPO 

has developed a set of environmental and social criteria which companies must comply 

with in order to produce Certified Sustainable Palm Oil (CSPO). When they are properly 

applied, these criteria can help to minimize the negative impact of palm oil cultivation on 

the environment and communities in palm oil-producing regions (RSPO, n.d.) 
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5. Multidimensional Analysis 

5.1 Empirical Analysis 
The empirical analysis was carried out by employing the risk management efficiency formula 

on all the RSPO certified companies in Sweden. At the same time just as many companies 

who were not members of RSPO were chosen. Out of 51 Swedish RSPO members 42 of 

them had published the necessary information for carrying out the effective risk 

management calculation. The non-RSPO certified companies were chosen based on their 

relative size and the criteria that palm oil had to be a major resource. 

The comparison is based on four years of standard deviation of revenue divided by four 

years of standard deviation of return on assets. The initial comparison between the RSPO 

block and non-RSPO block shows that members of RSPO had a higher risk management 

efficiency ratio. This claim is based upon the sample standard of deviation comparison 

between the non-RSPO certified and RSPO certified companies, the argument being that 

standard deviation of revenue is an indicator of firm risk while standard deviation of return 

on assets being an indicator for external risk. The higher performance of Swedish RSPO 

members therefore shows that they are better at handling all types of risks such as hazards, 

economic risks, operational risks, and strategic risks. The lower performers shown in the 

empirical analysis indicates that non-RSPO members are more often than RSPO certified 

companies unable to handle the exposures to the same extent as RSPO members. It should 

be noted that it is a rough estimate of performance. The analysis does not tell us why or 

how they are better at handling the risk exposures. 

Looking at the return of asset deviation, non-RSPO companies have a higher degree of 

variance in the sample. The collected standard of deviation on return of assets from Swedish 

non-RSPO companies is 9.797. On the other hand, RSPO companies have a variance of 7.317. 

This difference in return on asset variances shows that RSPO companies manage to more 

effectively control risk exposures related to the company's return on asset. It should be 

acknowledged that the non-RSPO has one more company in the sample compared to the 

RSPO company sample. The reason behind this is that some companies publish some data 

that other do not, and this means that there exists a discrepancy in the access to the data. 

The calculations have been done when possible to create a broader sample to compare the 
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smaller RSPO sample to. Related to the limited size of the sample, an indicator of what the 

standard deviation of return on assets would be can also be seen from the population 

standard of deviation. The population standard deviation is an estimation of what the 

variance would be with a larger sample size. Here non-RSPO companies have a population 

standard of deviation of 9.68 while RSPO companies have one of 7.23. 

 

First 44 firms on the x-axis are non-RSPO companies 

On the other hand non-RSPO companies also have a higher variance in the standard 

deviation of revenue. Non-RSPO has a variance of 10365976.3137 while RSPO companies 

have a lower variation of their revenue. One problem with this calculation is the size and 

industry difference. From the column charts of values for the standard deviation of revenue, 

it becomes apparent that non-RSPO companies’ revenue is much higher, which skews the 

numbers in their favour when calculating risk management efficiency, and it becomes much 

more difficult to compare the two blocks because of this size difference. Taking this 

challenge into account, the variance in return on assets becomes much more interesting 

because it is a percentage increase and decrease dependent on net income divided by total 

sales or revenue. The issue with merely relying on the variance in return on assets is that it 

could be argued that for companies with smaller revenues, it is easier to attain a higher 

growth to create a high net income compared to total assets. The problem with this 

argument is that total assets are the gross amount of investments, cash, and receivables 

present on the balance sheet. The total assets  and net income will grow as a company's size 
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increases but has a tendency to grow more organically to its size than revenue.in order to 

have a high RME it is also advantageous have a low variation in standard deviation of return 

on assets. ROA generally shows a close picture to the growth situation while revenue can be 

influenced by many factors both short term and long term in the company which then skews 

the RME numbers. At the same time net profit being the total earnings left after 

depreciation and other costs from doing business also organically growth as a company 

grows. 

Taking into consideration the challenges to the standard deviation of revenue and return, 

this paper argues that RSPO companies seem to perform better, but that it is important to 

note that the empirical analysis is not conclusive in its results. Apparently, it seems to favour 

RSPO when taking into consideration that the non-RSPO standard deviation of revenue sum 

is 2.7 times larger than the RSPO´s sum. Looking at the column chart for revenue within 

their own blocks, the RSPO block has a larger sample of higher standard deviation of 

revenue performers while the non-RSPO block has two large outliers. 

 

Non RSPO                                                                        RSPO 
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RSPO standard deviation of revenue: top; Non-RSPO standard deviation revenue: bottom 

With the empirical analysis ultimately being somewhat inconclusive albeit with a slight 

advantage to RSPO membership companies, why do some RSPO members who generally 

perform well when taking size into account perform badly in RME terms? At the same time 

why do some non-RSPO membership companies that generally have a lower RME when 

taking into account industry and company size perform better than their RSPO 

counterparts? In relation to whether MSIs are a efficient risk management tool or not, the 

empirical data would seem to indicate that it is, at least in terms of return on assets. The 

evaluation of how much industry and size plays into the numbers is subjective; however, 

one thing the numbers do show is that even if size and industry is not taking into account, 

RSPO companies handle firm risks better and non-RSPO companies handle market risks 

better. 

It should be noted that the empirical analysis is based on Swedish companies and when not 

taking into account industry and company size, non-RSPO companies perform better. While 

this could be used to draw conclusions on the Swedish market it puts the generalisability of 

the analysis into question. On one hand the small sample size limits the variables that could 
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be taken into account and thereby increases the validity of the results. On the other hand 

the depth of the analysis could also be criticised because of its small sample size, when it is 

compared to the sample size of the more than 3000 companies that are members of RSPO. 

However, this analysis took into account more than 95% of the Swedish membership 

companies, and so the issue is not of its depth in terms of the RSPO sample, but in terms of 

its non-RSPO sample: There is a much higher number of non-RSPO companies than RSPO 

members. At the same time, as mentioned earlier the non-RSPO companies which are large 

consumers of palm oil have higher revenue than the RSPO certified companies. Our 

empirical analysis may therefore have chosen the under performers thereby skewing the 

numbers. 

In order to solve this issue it is not enough to merely answer our research question with the 

empirical analysis results. What is more interesting is looking into why some of these 

companies underperform while other over perform. Is this related to the RSPO as the 

empirical analysis hints to, or is it that companies that focus on risk management generally 

also are members of MSIs? It is an issue of correlation vs. causality. We have to a certain 

extent established correlation between higher risk management efficiency and being a 

member of RSPO. This is however not proof of a causality between higher risk management 

efficiency and RSPO. In order to further substantiate the results, this paper will carry out a 

case analysis based on the empirical analysis findings. This is to find whether a MSI 

membership is the reason or whether another factor is the culprit behind these numbers. 

Looking at the numbers for non-RSPO, we find that some of the highest risk performers are 

hair styling companies. Revlon, who has the Revlon brand, D:FI and American crew, has one 

of  the highest RME efficiencies when relating it to size. Revlon has the second lowest 

standard deviation return of asset score. at the same time its standard deviation of revenue 

score is the fifth largest. Compared to other non-RSPO companies who also have a high 

standard deviation of revenue, Revlon has a high return of asset standard of deviation even 

among RSPO companies who performed generally better at Return on asset. On the other 

hand skin care/cosmetic products seem to perform lower than the hairstyling from an risk 

management performance perspective despite being in the cosmetic industries. The 

healthcare industry and chemical industry on the other hand seemed to perform middle of 

the road. 
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From an RSPO perspective, the highest performer is ICA Gruppen, a company in the retail 

and wholesaling industry. Another high performer from the RSPO side is Cloetta AB, who is a 

candy manufacturer. Findus, on the other hand, has a much broader product range and is 

one of the lowest performers. Findus has the 18th highest ROA but the 7th lowest standard 

deviation of revenue. The lower revenue in the case of Findus as will be shown later in the 

analysis is not because of the macro nor mezzo factors. Findus low performance comes from 

inefficient control of firm and industry specific risks.  In order to however substantiate these 

numbers a more in-depth analysis is needed. These companies will therefore be used to 

further investigate the why to the results found from the empirical analysis. 

5.2 Macroeconomic conditions and beyond: PESTLE and Institutional 
Analysis 
In order to map the macro-level conditions that Swedish companies must navigate, we will 

not just focus on Sweden; as this thesis focuses on the Swedish companies and the RSPO, 

we propose looking at the institutional context of the suppliers to figure out whether or not 

the RSPO may be seen as significant in intermediating between buyers and suppliers. The 

latest data available on FAO revealed that Indonesia accounted for 57 % of the oil produced 

in the Asia Pacific region in 2014 - almost 50% more than the 2nd largest producer, Malaysia 

(FAO, 2016). Based on this, we decided to turn our macro-level focus to Sweden and 

Indonesia, which will result in a comparative analysis that will enable us to discern the 

similarities and discrepancies of not only immediate macroeconomic characteristics through 

a PESTLE but also the stability and state of crucial institutions, formal as well as informal. 

Swedish PESTLE 

Political 

Sweden is a parliamentary democracy with a constitutional monarchy. The Swedish Social 

Democratic Party (SAP) has dominated the Swedish political environment. In 2006, the SAP 

lost and the ruling party therefore consists of a coalition instead of an individual party. In 

2014, the SAP made a comeback and is still the governing party today. The SAP does 

however not hold majority but has a coalition with the green party. The SAP´s focus is on 

social welfare and the government’s control of the economy. It has its roots in Marxism, but 
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has since become supportive of mixed economy. Its power stems from its connection to 

trade unions and blue-collar workers (MarketLine, 2017b). 

In 2016 the Swedish government focused on improving educational standards, increasing 

employment and climate change. In the budget, it was also proposed for the government to 

invest in new infrastructure, improve labour markets and on new business policies to 

increase manufacturing capabilities. It is expected that tax cuts will be removed and that 

income tax will increase. After the reelection of SAP, Sweden is also expected to move closer 

to the European partnership and increase their contributions to the union (Market Research 

Reports, n.d.; MarketLine, 2017b). 

While Sweden is not a member of NATO, fear of Russian activity has moved Sweden closer 

to a membership. Sweden is also a member of the world trade organisation, the World Bank, 

the Food and Agriculture Organization, the International Labour Organization, the 

International Atomic Energy Agency, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO) and the World Health Organization (WHO) (MarketLine, 2017b). 

The Swedish political environment is currently stable, but in the two first weeks of the SAP 

party taking office, two ministers were removed after scandals, which did create ripples in 

the political environment. From a business policy perspective the goal of most political 

parties in Sweden has been towards fiscal discipline, which has made Sweden score high in 

the World Bank reports (Market Research Reports, n.d.; MarketLine, 2017b). In the world 

bank country reports Sweden also scored very low in terms of corruption which means that 

impact of elite and private interest is low (World Bank, n.d.b). Sweden is also a member of 

the OECD Bribery convention. All in all Sweden is a stable country that offers a fairly stable 

political environment for companies to operate in. where there is policy changes like taxes 

they are generally over encompassing and not pervasive in creating unfair competition 

(MarketLine, 2017b). 

The outlook for the current two part coalition is gloom. They currently hold 1/3 of the seats 

in parliament. This has made policy changes slow to implement and this is expected to 

continue. The two-part coalition according to market line is also expected to continue 

through its term. The result of the next presidential election in 2018 is however unknown 
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because of the increase in right nationalist parties and nationalist tendencies in the Swedish 

political environment (MarketLine, 2017b). 

Economic 

Sweden is highly dependent on exports which accounted for 42.3% of the GDP in 2016, its 

major export partners being the EU and USA. The Swedish economy was hit hard by the 

2007 financial crisis but had already bounced back strong in 2009 where GDP increased by 

5.18%. The economy has seen growth from 2009 till 2016. This positive economic 

environment has created a more robust private investments environment and an increase in 

household disposable income (MarketLine, 2017b). 

Similar to the political environment the monetary policy in Sweden has focused on stability. 

In 1999 the Swedish central bank was given an independent status from the parliament to 

control monetary policy. The main goal of the central bank is to control inflation i.e. catering 

to stability over expansive growth. The tool mainly used by the Swedish bank to control this 

inflation is through the repo rate, which is the rate that the central bank loans money to 

commercial entities for. The repo rate was -0.02% and is expected to increase to 0.89% in 

2016. Sweden also has the Finansinspektionen, which monitors companies and the Swedish 

financial market. Its role is also stability and efficiency. The department is under the 

financial ministry and also controls the risk management policies and how bank, fund and 

insurance companies have to operate (Finansinspektionen, n.d.; MarketLine, 2017b). 

While Sweden is a member of the EU and did not sign an exemption to the euro partnership, 

it is not expected that Sweden will go towards the euro in the near future. Instead, Sweden 

still has its own currency which is not pegged to the euro. While the current governing party 

is in favour of the euro it is unlikely it will change anytime soon because Sweden does not 

fulfil the requirements to join the euro. In order to join the euro, a European exchange rate 

mechanism has to have been joined for at least 2 years. Despite the Swedish population 

unwillingness to join the euro partnership Sweden´s focus on stability has produced good 

public finances. In 2015 government debt was 61.71% in 2015 which is one of the lowest in 

the world (Market Research Reports, n.d.; MarketLine, 2017b). 

Sweden’s largest industry is the service industry, which accounts for 72.1% of GDP in 2016. 

The industrial sector was the second largest industry. It accounted for 26.5% in 2016. 
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Sweden’s agricultural industry is small compared to the industry and service industry. This is 

mainly because of climatic conditions and lack of arable land. In Sweden, less than 10% is 

cultivable land. The only oil producing agricultural product is oilseeds. Rigid labour market 

has also halted development in labour intensive industries and its effects have been visible 

on the youth unemployment rate (MarketLine, 2017b). 

While the political environment has been fixated on the risks of immigrants, this has been 

less pervasive in the economic policies. There have been concerns that increases in 

government subsidized households, medical care and education will adversely affect the 

economic situation in Sweden. There does not seem to be a consensus on whether it’s good 

or bad. For example, the HDR report from 2016 on argues that immigrants are fuelling the 

2016 economic boom in Sweden. The same report also acknowledges that an economic 

policy and general long-term strategy is needed to deal with immigrants (UNDP, 2016: 137). 

Social 

From a social development point of view Sweden score high similar to other Scandinavian 

countries. In the UNDP’s Human Development Report, Sweden gained a HDI value of 0.907 

in 2014. In the 2016 report Sweden was still on the 14th spot but with a 0.913 score, which 

was one better than 2015 where they were number 15. This gave Sweden the 14th place out 

of 188 countries (UNDP, 2016). The reason for its position in the report was that despite its 

good performance on social indicators the increasing aging population and the increase of 

immigrants lowered the score. The current SAP government was voted in on premises 

related to new social reforms dealing with the welfare system. The difficult economic 

situation in 2014 and the sensitive issue of immigrants have however halted progress on 

social reforms. There have been implemented new immigration policies to reduce the 

economic impact of these immigrants by putting in place policies that make it more difficult 

for immigrants to utilise the full spectrum of welfare goods offered in Sweden (MarketLine, 

2017b). 

The current educational system in Sweden is based on 16 years of mandatory education 

called Grundskola. Then there is Gymnasiaskola which is similar to Highschool. 

Gymnasiaskola is not mandatory, but after Gymnasiaskola a Swede can choose to go to 

university, which is separated into three levels. The system has however been shown to be 
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difficult to integrate immigrants in because of the interconnectedness between each step. 

Immigrants of different educational attainment levels are difficult to place in any of these 3 

levels. This issue of integrating immigrants in the education system has further been 

complicated by the fact that the Swedish educational systems authority is decentralised and 

so far, no new policy has been made to solve this issue. Despite of this the educational 

system does perform well overall and the literacy rate in Sweden is 99% taken from 2016 

(MarketLine, 2017b; UNDP, 2016). 

Overall, the Swedish Social system similar to its economic policy puts weight on stability. 

The influx of immigrants to Sweden has put a strain on certain areas such as Healthcare and 

Education though it may also be advantageous in certain areas for the economy. A rising 

inequality, an ageing population and a political environment unable to create new policies 

does create a level of uncertainty. The Political stalemate and the costs of housing and 

medical care in the future can create further strife between a rising right wing and the new 

immigrants. In lieu of these concerns Sweden is still considered a “moderate, manageable 

and meticulous place” to operate in (Market Research Reports, n.d.). 

Technological 

On the technological side, the Swedish context offers some interesting insights. Here, we 

will focus on the efforts to innovate, develop and research that characterise the Swedish 

macro environment. By gauging these aspects, we will be able to gain an understanding of 

the technical capabilities of Sweden, which may give insights into the innovative and 

competitive nature of the Swedish economy. A 2017 MarketLine report asserts that 

Sweden's R&D spending as a percentage of GDP was among the highest in Europe in 2015 

(MarketLine, 2017b). The report further describes how this high R&D expenditure rate leads 

to a more internationally competitive Sweden, something which the World Economic Forum 

acknowledged by ranking Sweden sixth most competitive nation among 138 in their Global 

Competitiveness Report 2016-17. It was found that the Swedish government would be well 

advised to provide further incentives for R&D (especially poignant for exporting sectors) in 

order to improve productivity. Despite this, the Swedish economy is still one of the most 

innovative in Europe, ranking 1st in the European Commission's 2016 European Innovation 

Scoreboard (European Commission, 2016). 
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Another important feature of the Swedish macro-environment is its communication 

capabilities, which as a highly developed economy needs the interconnectivity of different 

market actors and their ability to coordinate and communicate to be at a high level. The CIA 

World Factbook asserts that 90.6% of the Swedish population are connected to the internet 

and that the country has a “highly developed telecommunications infrastructure” overall 

(CIA World Factbook, n.d.). 

Legal 

By including an aspect of the legal structures at work in Sweden, we will be able to assess 

the transparency and corruption of the legal system and the economy, the degree to which 

business is easily commenced or cumbersome to do, as well as any labour or environmental 

laws in place that would impact significantly on the companies operating in Sweden 

(Transparency Intl., 2017). 

Transparency International is an organisation that monitors corruption perceptions and 

publishes these in annual indexes. Countries are given a score between 0 and 100, 0 being 

'highly corrupt' while 100 means a country is 'very clean'. According to this method, Sweden 

has in the period 2012-2016 scored 87-89, which effectively lands it a ranking of fourth 

among the 176 surveyed nations. Being ranked in among the higher-ranked countries 

reflects “higher degrees of press freedom, access to information about public expenditure, 

stronger standards of integrity for public officials, and independent judicial systems”, but 

does not mean that a country is exempt from forms of corruption that are not glaringly 

obvious, such as conflicts of interests and closed-door deals. 

The World Bank's Doing Business Rankings have placed Sweden as ninth of 190 nations in 

both 2016 and 2017, which reflects a range of parameters from dealing with construction 

permits to paying taxes (World Bank, 2017). As a point of reference, Denmark ranked third. 

While this may give an overall measure of the business climate in one country relative to 

other countries, it is important to remember that rankings are highly quantified ways to 

understand situations that may be complex and require interpretation, something 

quantitative data may not easily convey (see fx. (Espeland & Sauder, 2007)). 

In 1999, the country introduced legislation to better protect the environment. Dubbed the 

Swedish Environmental Code, its aim is to secure both humans and nature against 
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degradation, preserve biodiversity and natural resources, as well as promote more 

sustainable consumption and management of resources and energy. 

Environmental 

In the age of sustainability, the environment features prominently as a cornerstone of 

sustainable development. This section will look into the the climate of Sweden and its 

agriculture, the state of its renewable energy ambitions, as well as the effects of pollution 

may have or have had on the Swedish environment. 

According to the previously mentioned MarketLine report, Sweden was ranked third in Yale 

Environment Centre's 2016 Environmental Performance Index, which ranked 180 nations. It 

passed its 49% renewable energy target in 2011, have sought to turn to biofuels, and its CO2 

emissions have generally decreased from 1990 to 2013 (MarketLine, 2017b). The primary 

crop of Sweden is cereal, which accounts for just about 50 per cent of the total agricultural 

output. The climate of Sweden does not allow it to grow oil palms, which necessarily means 

that this product must be imported. As can be seen from the graph below, while the total 

national greenhouse gas emission levels have generally decreased from 2005-2014 from 

about 70 megatons to just below 60 megatons CO2, the levels for agriculture are virtually 

unchanged in the same period. 

 

Source: (Eurostat, n.d.a; Eurostat, n.d.b) 

This trend has, according to Pierrehumbert (2016), in some way been influenced by a carbon 

tax introduced in the 1990s, which affected heating of buildings (which is currently close to 

carbon neutral) and public transport. District heating is fuelled by biofuels and garbage 
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combustion where population density is high, and a large part of Swedish electricity is 

provided by either nuclear-, wind-, or hydro power plants. 

Indonesian PESTLE 

Political 

Since Indonesia declared independence in 1945 from short-term Japanese colonial rule, the 

country has continued to gradually develop. In 2004, the country made a transition from an 

authoritarian government to democratic rule by electing its first directly elected president. 

The Indonesian parliamentary setup is characterised by a division of houses in a House of 

People’s Representatives with 560 seats and a Regional Representatives Council with 136 

seats. Half of the national assembly is elected by popular vote, while the other half is 

appointed by the country’s president, who is also elected by popular vote. However, indirect 

elections have been introduced via a bill signed by the former president, and according to 

MarketLine (2016b) a repeal seems unlikely due to the dominance of the opposition in 

parliament - something which may also pose an obstacle to further institutional reforms. 

The MarketLine report furthermore suggests that the country’s ties with other Southeast 

Asian nations are somewhat strained, embodied in Indonesia’s apprehensiveness regarding 

other ASEAN members after talks of a proposed multilateral FTA in the region have started, 

something which would affect Indonesia’s relatively less productive manufacturing sector. 

This unwillingness to reach too much outside Indonesian domestic issues is reflective of 

what might be seen as an inward focus akin to protectionism. 

This inward focus is not necessarily a bad thing: A 2017 Euromonitor country profile 

suggests that this was resulting in an increase in infrastructure development (Euromonitor 

Intl., 2017b), the current underdeveloped state of which is something the country’s rate of 

growth is suffering from. 

Economic 

In recent years, Indonesia has experienced favourable economic growth. Since 2010, annual 

GDP growth has been about 5% (IMF, 2016a), with GDP per capita expected to grow from 

3,362 USD in 2015 to 4,673 USD in 2020, a 39 percent growth over 5 years (IMF, 2016b). 

According to the CIA World Factbook, Indonesia derived 14% of its GDP from agriculture 
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(while employing 32.3% of the population), 40% from industry, and 46% from the services 

sector, which provides an image of an economy moving from essentially primary and 

secondary economic means to a tertiary economy, but still somewhat different from the 

composition of economies like Sweden (Cia World Factbook, n.d.). Unemployment is 

approximately 5.5%, but about 70% of the country’s working population is employed in the 

low-wage informal sector (Euromonitor Intl., 2017b). 

According to the same country profile, Indonesia is very self-reliant in terms of trade as the 

country’s exports equalled 15.5% of its GDP and imports just 14.5% in 2016 while domestic 

trade accounted for two thirds of its GDP. Recent changes in regulations regarding the 

export of processed mineral or and metals seem to indicate that trade will grow in 2017. 

Furthermore, while the country was reluctant to join the ASEAN FTA, it is expected that 

Indonesia would seek to join a newer iteration of the currently scrapped TPP, attempt to 

establish a trade agreement with the EU, as well as negotiate an Economic Partnership 

Agreement with Australia. 

Social 

With almost 260 million people, Indonesia is home to a very ethnically diverse population. 

The largest religion represented is Islam, with Muslims accounting for almost 90% of the 

population’s religious groups. In the 2016 UNDP Human Development Report Indonesia 

ranked 113th with a HDI value of 0.689, which classified the country as a medium human 

development country (UNDP, 2016). The MarketLine report asserts that well-being and per 

capita wealth is varying significantly among the different Indonesian regions, some being 

much better off than others (MarketLine, 2016b). This disparity showcases an inequality in 

Indonesia that is reflected in its Gini coefficient of 39.5 (a Gini coefficient of 0 being absolute 

equality and 100 being absolute inequality) - a number which is higher than Sweden’s 27.3 

(UNDP, 2016). It is expected that Indonesians attend school for almost 13 years, but the 

mean years of schooling is currently 7.4 for women and 8.5 for men. With respect to gender 

equality, Indonesia is placed in group 3 of 5 by the UNDP, signifying medium equality of HDI 

achievements between the two sexes (UNDP, 2016). 
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Technological 

Where Sweden placed highly among its European counterparts with regards to R&D 

expenditure, Indonesia lies in another end of the scale. UNESCO estimations suggest that 

Indonesian R&D expenditure as percentage of total GDP amounts to just 0.1% (UNESCO 

institute of statistics, n.d.). MarketLine (2016b) also finds this to be the case, suggesting that 

as a result Indonesia has one of the lowest rates of high technology exports in the region, 

something which is further hurting total Indonesian exports. The WEF assessed that the 

overall competitiveness of the Indonesian economy was somewhat weak, which earned it a 

ranking of 41st. While Indonesia does score fairly high with regards to macroeconomic 

environment, market size and innovation, feats that are necessary to gain a good ranking, 

health and primary education, labour market efficiency, and technological readiness 

detracts from the overall score. 

Indonesia is currently in the process of bettering its infrastructure, as mentioned in the 

above sections. As of 2012, 96% of the total population had access to electricity (S. World 

Bank, n.d.), while the average number of phone subscriptions per 100 people is 132 and 

22% of the population had access to the internet in 2015 (Cia World Factbook, n.d.). 

Legal 

According to MarketLine (2016b), the recent 2014 presidential elections were characterised 

by transparency and fairness. However, Transparency International places Indonesia fairly 

low in the corruption perception index - ranking 90 out of 176 countries, Indonesia with its 

score of 37 was deemed more corrupt than clean. The MarketLine report furthermore 

suggests that the judicial system is weak and likely to be influenced or give into pressure 

from political and business elites. Especially foreign companies face difficulties when dealing 

in Indonesia “due to the arbitrary intervention of the Indonesian Government, which has 

often created problems by either not honoring deals or imposing new conditions after an 

agreement has been signed” (2016b: 40). 

While Sweden ranks ninth in the ease of doing business rankings, Indonesia, a nation where 

many of the primary producers of palm oil are located and therefore a key factor to contend 

with for Swedish companies in the RSPO, ranks 91st. This reflects the relative difficulty of 

conducting business - of course, it should be mentioned that while Sweden did not rise or 
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fall in the rankings, Indonesia jumped from being 106th, a jump of 15 points from 2016. This 

reflects heightened efficiency in all categories except for dealing with construction permits, 

protecting minority investors, and dealing with insolvency, all of which decreased slightly. It 

is, however, still difficult, and as the MarketLine report asserts that it indicates “excessive 

red tape which is driving firms elsewhere” (2016b: 5). 

MarketLine adds that another hurdle for foreign companies is the rising minimum wage 

which has increasing sometimes significantly in the last years, posing an uncertainty for 

foreign companies and increasing the likelihood of unforeseen costs. Furthermore, 

Indonesia’s labour law makes firing employees costly as severance costs can amount to as 

much as the salary from 58 weeks. On the environmental regulation front, Indonesia has 

sought to reduce their environmental footprint and forest reduction by joining the REDD-

initiative as well as enacting plans to conserve orangutan habitats for the benefit of the 

health of Indonesian forests. 

Another important aspect relating to the palm oil debate is the ISPO, the Indonesian 

Sustainable Palm Oil system supported by the Ministry of Agriculture, a set of mandatory 

national standards set by the Indonesian government in order to ensure a base level of 

sustainability among Indonesian growers (ISPO, n.d.). However, Efeca, a UK-based 

consultancy, assesses that in comparison to the RSPO, ISPO have weaker transparency, less 

codified principles and criteria regarding High Conservation Value Forest, and does not 

prohibit forced labour. They both, however, require that parties seeking certifications must 

comply with all criteria (Efeca, 2016). 

Environmental 

Indonesia is home to the world’s third largest area of tropical rain forest, habitat for 

considerable biodiversity. As the oil palm only grows in the very climate that Indonesia and 

other countries in this latitude enjoys, Indonesia has become a major producer of palm oil. 

As mentioned earlier, Indonesia produced almost 50% more palm oil in 2014 than did the 

2nd biggest producer. The conversion of forest and peatland into monoculture oil palm 

plantations have caused many NGOs to criticise the current development, as the 

development of palm oil production capacity comes at an environmental cost. As can be 
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seen from the figure, the loss of forest area in 2000-2013 roughly equals the increase in 

arable land. 

 

Source: (FAO, 2016): Palm oil production in Asia Pacific region in 2014, by country (in 

thousand tons). 

 

(F. World Bank, n.d.a; F. World Bank, n.d.b) 

As Indonesia has continued to develop, its carbon emissions have continued rising. However, 

the per capita carbon emissions are still relatively low (compared to Sweden): though a 

huge difference exists in population size, both countries emitted approximately 60 

megatons CO2 in 2012. Unlike Sweden, however, Indonesia’s CO2-emissions have not been 

gradually dropping over the years. Rather, they are increasing at a rate of approximately 5% 

annually in the period 2000-2013. 
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(World Bank, n.d.a) 

The Institutional Backdrop 

The insights of the PESTLE will support the development of an institutional profile of 

Sweden and Indonesia, while research on their respective institutional setup will be used to 

substantiate an analysis that will point to deeper-seated cultural traits that may or may not 

be the cause of tensions between the two. By making a comparative analysis featuring two 

different institutional environments, it will be possible to disentangle differences and 

similarities, which will help us assess whether business transactions are likely to run 

smoothly or experience difficulties due to uncertainties. This will in turn provide insight into 

the role the RSPO plays in the interactions between suppliers and buyers. It becomes 

interesting, then, how companies have interacted with Indonesian companies to gain access 

to palm oil, which as already established is used increasingly around the world in product 

categories from candy to makeup and which is provided by Indonesia in greater quantities 

than other nations. 

When companies internationalise, they do so not as entirely rational agents. Indeed, 

institutional theory posits a certain ‘path dependency’ in that actors’ actions are somewhat 

informed by their cultural ‘software’. As Khanna and Palepu (2010) wrote, the lack of 

developed formal institutions can often confuse and frustrate companies due to their 

reliance on stable institutional framework. Not only does the uncertainty of business 

transactions and/or social interactions increase when the rules of the game are not clear, it 

also highly increases likelihood of higher transaction costs. How are deadlines observed? Is 

it necessary to invest time and money in developing relationships before actual business can 

commence? And if problems should arise, to what extent will local authorities be able to 
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handle complaints, enforce contracts or punish companies for failing to live up to 

contractual obligations? 

The Swedish context 

As mentioned in the reviewed literature, the formal institutions are often the ones that are 

easily observed as they express themselves in a way that is often codified and presented 

tangibly, such as laws, decrees, constitutions, etc. It is safe to assume that the formal 

institutions of Sweden are well-functioning, judging by the state of Swedish educational 

level, the high Transparency International ranking, as well as the other parameters found in 

the PESTLE. The development of strong institutions is a process that can take decades; Peng 

(2003) argues that for emerging economies a shift is happening from relying on informal 

institutions to a system of formal institutions, or what is known as market-oriented 

institutional transition. The basis for this incremental process is to reduce uncertainty, as 

the complexity of exchanges gradually increases over time, making relational contracting an 

unfeasible solution and resulting in formal, arms-length relationships with suppliers and 

buyers. A glance at literature on institutions will reveal that strong institutions, those that 

can weather a storm and provide certainty, are important in ensuring the welfare and 

prosperity of a country. If that is indeed the case, we should be able to see that Sweden has 

robust institutions on which to rely. It can be proposed that an indicator of the complexities 

of setting up business, and in extension thereof the associated institutions’ efficiency can be 

discerned from the ease of doing business rankings mentioned above. As previously 

mentioned, Sweden ranked 9th in the doing business rankings and 7th in the Transparency 

International rankings, an indicator that the rules and regulations in the marketplace are not 

just transparent, but also comparatively well-functioning. 

In a 2007 paper, Schneider proposed that Sweden owes much of its prosperity to its 

institutions, which functioned so well that it was enough to overcome perceived 

comparative disadvantage to other countries, a large public sector and government 

intervention (which generally is deemed less effective vis-a-vis the free market, much like 

Coase’s view on externalities). Instead, comparative institutional advantage allowed Sweden 

to succeed and attract foreign investment and remain competitive while others were falling 

behind in the race to globalise. Of the most important institutions, Schneider mentions 

active labour market policies and the educational system, the strong social safety net that 
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allowed investors and to take a chance on new industries, a very active innovation system 

between government, universities and the private sector, and finally the overall stable 

macroeconomic conditions that Sweden enjoys. As Schneider puts it: “Part of this 

explanation includes the fact that efficient government intervention and welfare state 

institutions can contribute to the attraction of particular industries to a specific location” 

(Schneider, 2007: 418). As mentioned in the PESTLE, Swedish policy is heavily informed by 

the desire for stability. Therefore, it is no small wonder that its institutions reflect this 

stability. Of course, Sweden industrialised in the second half of the 19th century, which 

means it has had a long time to lay a steady foundation. 

The Indonesian context 

The robustness of Indonesian institutions are questioned by the state of corruption in the 

country, something which may indicate that informal means of securing contracts and 

government permits are somewhat preferable over formal means. The fact that Indonesia 

scores low in the ease of doing business index, experiences significant and unexpected rises 

in minimum wage as well as the notion that foreign companies may have a hard time 

getting fair treatment when negotiating contracts indicates an unstable market institution 

environment fraught with uncertainty, something which is very likely to increase overall risk 

perceived by companies. These shortcomings of the Indonesian economy can be perceived 

as market failures, and so a foreign company wishing to engage with Indonesian companies 

would have to account for potential transaction cost. The overall performance of Indonesia 

indicates a business environment that can be hard to navigate, an economy which may 

require certain resources to overcome when deciding to set up shop. 

A study by Gultom (2014) points out that the big informal sector in Indonesia could be a 

hindrance to growth of a formal, open market. The study found that the informality of the 

Indonesian manufacturing industry could be caused by a “high-transaction-cost institutional 

framework”, effectively making transaction costs increase due to an ineffective or overly 

costly institutional framework. It was also found that smaller companies in the formal sector 

bore more transactions costs than their informal counterparts, in some provinces as much 

as three times as many. Accordingly, the conclusion was that to overcome this, “regulatory 

reforms aimed at reducing transaction costs resulted from such high-transaction-cost 

economy which are not merely aimed at simplifying procedures and reducing official costs, 
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are the key to achieving economic growth while ensuring full participation by the private 

sector” (Gultom, 2014: 36). 

Ray & Ing (2016) discuss the state and prospects of Indonesia’s infrastructure, taking point 

of departure in the assertion that years of underdevelopment has led to ‘substantial’ 

economic and social costs. They assert that while past neglect has left the country with what 

they an infrastructure deficit, the Indonesian government has recently unveiled a number of 

policies that would set in motion deregulation in order to encourage investment. The result 

of this deregulation would potentially be a more globally competitive Indonesia, addressing 

a concern of being a relatively weak performer when compared to other countries outside 

the protectionist policy endorsed by former governments. Heavy investment is indeed 

needed in infrastructure; Ray & Ing suggest that in order to reach established economic 

growth goals, annual growth in infrastructure investment should be at a 10 percent rate and 

not the current 3 percent. 

As mentioned earlier, the informal sector accounts for 70% of the employed population by 

some estimates. This means that most of the working population is employed in positions 

that are not regulated, not likely to be payed minimum wage, and not paying taxes. As such, 

it could be posited that current weak institutional framework is symptom of undeveloped 

and underperforming institutional design. This lack of efficiency is akin to the institutional 

void mentioned in the literature, and could benefit from involvement of parties’ dedicated 

to building a level playing field with social and environmental standards. While it can be 

speculated that a market-institutional transition such as the one Peng (2003) speaks of 

could be underway as the government is seeking to introduce reforms and improve 

infrastructure, it is also likely that such a transition would take a considerable amount of 

time to accomplish. Meanwhile, the country is urbanising at a rate of 10 percent of the total 

population every ten years, the forested areas are in decline at a rate approximately equal 

to the gain in agricultural area, and carbon emissions have been on the rise for the past 

years, all of which may suggest that current problems may persist if not increase if the 

suggested political measures fall short. 
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Sweden, Indonesia, and the RSPO 

As can be discerned from the above sections, not only do the macro-level conditions offer 

interesting insights into Sweden and Indonesia, it is also readily apparent that there are 

substantial differences between the two. Where Sweden as a western economy has had 

years to develop and grow a formal and open market as well as robust institutions, 

Indonesia on the other hand is plagued by many disadvantageous factors. It becomes 

immediately apparent that while the Indonesian economy as a whole is experiencing 

development both in terms of economic growth, social factors and infrastructure, it is still a 

far cry from Sweden. In all factors assessed but economic growth, Indonesia fell behind in 

rankings and performance, and while much is being done to remedy this by introducing new 

universal social security systems, infrastructure development and export promotion it may 

still take years before the macroeconomic indicators are on par with Sweden’s. Meanwhile, 

the differences in the reliability of institutions pose a real challenge to international trade. 

While Swedish companies may be used to operating in within a stable and reliable 

institutional framework, that is far from what they find in Indonesia. With seven in ten 

people working in the informal sector, labour conditions are difficult to assess and would 

leave Swedish companies in a compromising position of not being able to guarantee that 

standards are being met. Furthermore, as the relatively weak formal institutional framework 

is fraught with issues leading to high transaction costs and corruption, it would seem that 

companies in need of palm oil for production are setting themselves up for a hard time. We 

therefore posit that in order to counter this and ensure that industry standards are set, the 

market actors would have an interest in laying the foundation for an industry-wide 

institutionalisation to take place. 

The case could be made that in order to fill these institutional voids, the industry itself 

started building institutions by creating the RSPO and its certification scheme. By doing this, 

it would be possible for market actors to rely on more stable governance and market 

procedures when approaching growers. If seen as an act of institutionalisation, the creation 

of the RSPO would be a move to create rules by which to play the game, or in North’s words 

create stable structures for human interaction in order to mitigate risk. Setting standards 

and rules that members must abide by lest they wish to run the risk of expulsion is in some 

way reducing uncertainty, in that industry regulation is being made in a politico-economic 
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climate known for its levels of corruption and sizable informal sector, factors that 

significantly contribute to uncertainty and risk. Our empirical study finds that companies in 

the RSPO has a somewhat better risk management efficiency than non-members, and the 

PESTLE and institutional analyses found that Swedish and Indonesian macro conditions 

differed significantly. 

It can also be posited that the RSPO is functioning as a non-hierarchical, coordinated private 

sector initiative to provide reliable, good governance. In the absence of a strong state, 

companies are motivated to provide good governance in order to avoid ‘anarchy’ (reduce 

uncertainty), because international organisations influence them to do so, and/or because 

of normative pressure. This fits the profile of MSIs rather well, and as such the RSPO can 

easily be cast in this role. 

In principle, therefore, the RSPO is a fine example of institutionalisation and of seeking to 

provide good governance, especially because the roundtable model would allow all 

members an equal say and ability to voice their opinion and settle disputes in a fair manner. 

As already discussed, this is not necessarily the case in the real world. In reality, however, it 

is not just the concept of the RSPO that can be contested, but the strength of its legitimacy 

and its efficiency as well. While the roundtable may be structuring human interaction and 

therefore could be considered an institution, this does by North’s definition not necessarily 

mean that it is efficient. Indeed, whether something is an institution, formal or informal, 

says nothing of its strength. As much as the RSPO is bringing together actors, it does not yet 

seem to have the institutional prowess to completely get members to follow the rules, as 

can be seen from the findings of the Amnesty International report. 

In summary, the PESTLE and the institutional analysis suggest and support the view that the 

RSPO can be seen as an act of institution building, filling an institutional void and reducing 

risk for companies engaged in trading palm oil. The underdeveloped state of Indonesian 

institutions poses a real risk to Swedish companies, and joining the RSPO to lessen the 

uncertainty can be seen as a solution. Of course, this does not mean that the RSPO is 

without its shortcomings; the fact that it is still finding its feet means that the ‘rules of the 

game’, and the penalty to be paid if they are broken, may not have cemented themselves in 

the consciousness of the actors yet. 
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To further understand the situation faced by Swedish companies, we will conduct an 

industry analysis to highlight the industry-specific dynamics facing Findus and Revlon. 

5.3 Industrial Analysis: Porter's Five Forces 

Findus AB 

The key products for Findus AB are ready meals, but they are also a major food distributor. 

They mainly distribute fish, herbs and vegetables as a wholesaler, but their main income 

source is the ready meal/packaged foods which is sourced from their own supply chain. In 

that sense, Findus AB has consistently used vertical integration in the supply chain to find 

new profit venues. They source directly from producers to decrease supply costs and 

increase profits margins both from the wholesale side and the packaged food manufacturing 

(MarketLine, 2016a; Nomad Foods, 2015). 

Industry Rivalry 

The industry rivalry is high for Findus AB and the ready meal industry. Their main 

competitors on the Swedish market are Arla Foods, Lantmannen Kronfagel and ASM Foods. 

The industry has also intensified as it has been difficult for companies in the industry to 

differentiate their product from each other. This has made it difficult for companies to 

create any form of brand loyalty, which in turn means that customer retention is low and 

that the competitive environment has boiled down to price and quality (Euromonitor Intl., 

2016; MarketLine, 2016c). 

The competitive situation between producers in the industry has further worsened by an 

increase in retailer bargaining power. The retail industry for groceries has consolidated and 

gone towards supermarkets. These supermarkets while making large purchasing orders also 

can negotiate price with manufactures to their advantage. This situation is partly related to 

the issue of lacking brand loyalty, which mean there is no push back from consumers if 

supermarkets choose to go with a competitor (MarketLine, 2016c). 

The trend in the retail industry towards so called private labels where supermarkets 

backwards integrate in the supply chain has further put the pressure on Findus AB. As 

supermarkets move toward private labels, there has also been a trend for the supermarkets 
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to source from large wholesalers like Cargill and Bunge where they can bundle up their 

sourcing for their private label and their commodities (Euromonitor Intl., 2016). 

Supplier Power 

The supplier power in the industry is categorized as strong. The reasoning behind this is that 

the key inputs for the industry are commodities such as fish, meat, vegetables and etc. 

Manufacturers in the ready meal industry generally do not source directly from fishmongers 

and farmers because the required logistics network is too expensive for medium and small 

companies. The small and medium sized ready meal producers also do not have the 

purchasing order sizes to economically source directly from commodity producers; as such 

transactions are based on long term contracts. As mentioned in the rivalry section, this 

situation means that companies like Findus are easily replaceable. Where Findus 

differentiates themselves from competitors is their success from backwards integrating into 

the wholesale industry whereby they can circumvent some of the commodities industry 

challenges (MarketLine, 2016a). 

The difficulties in prepared meals manufacturers sourcing directly themselves make the 

supplier power stronger. Some prepared meal manufactures, like Findus, choose to source 

themselves (Frozen Foods Biz, n.d.). While circumventing some challenges this makes the 

companies vulnerable to price fluctuations in the open commodities market, something 

which manufactures are not able to push on the retailers because of their strong 

negotiation power. Solutions to this have been to mitigate some of the risk through hedging 

and negotiating supply contracts with the commodities producers. These fixed-term 

contracts are common in the industry, but they are generally not long term and prices are 

negotiated periodically. It does therefore not inundate the industry against the risk of price 

fluctuations. A more advanced hedging strategy similar to currency exposure is used 

(Euromonitor Intl., 2016). 

The importance put on the quality of the commodities used has also strengthened the 

supplier power because the number of suppliers able to deliver the needed level of quality 

as customers and consumers are demanding is limited. A factor that counters strong 

supplier power is the fact that at the end of the day, these companies are selling 

commodities, which eliminates most of the bargaining. Being commodities producers, the 
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extent to which suppliers can effectively differentiate themselves from others is limited. The 

equilibrium between environmental concerns and the need to produce high quality 

commodities is an important conundrum in the industry, and increased consumer 

consciousness for products that impact the environment less has put pressure on the 

commodities suppliers (MarketLine, 2016c). This is not always the case in the commodities 

industry: For example, the cooking oil industry in Malaysia has been somewhat supported 

by the government; they subsidized the farmers in order to lower the price of the cooking 

oils (The Star Online, 2016). While this did not fix costs entirely, it did function as a stabiliser 

in what could be a volatile market. As mentioned earlier this fluctuation or lack thereof can 

both be an advantage and disadvantage depending on the company and their willingness to 

leverage their organisation. Despite the price being fixed to a certain extent, the consumer 

concerns for the environment is still a deciding factor, one of many which has led to the 

development of RSPO.  

New Entrants 

The threat from new entrants is deemed as medium. The barrier to entry mainly comes in 

the form of high initial capital investments required to operate. The necessity to buy and 

establish a warehouse, which also need to be able to have freezing facilities and an area for 

manufacturing meals means high fixed costs. The distribution system and the whole 

business process aspects of manufacturing are also important in this industry because of the 

strength suppliers and the competitors have. One of the larger complications met by new 

entrants is the commodities supplies. While large wholesalers like Cargill and Bunge are able 

to supply the new entrants into ready meal manufacturing, this has its disadvantages: When 

buyers are strong and there is no brand value, price and quality becomes crucial in order to 

compete. With the intense rivalry, bigger ready meal companies are able to have better 

economies of scale and can source at lower prices directly from commodities producers, 

which increases their per unit profit margins. The increased profit margins then allow them 

either to sell at lower prices or keep the same price to then reap the benefits of the 

difference in unit cost. With higher profit margins it is also possible to offer higher quality 

products while still having acceptable profit margins. This is not the case for new entrants; 

new entrants do not only have to make substantial fixed costs investments, but also to 
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invest heavily in complex sourcing processes to be competitive in the market. These two 

factors alone make the threat from new entrants quite low (MarketLine, 2016c). 

The lack of differentiation on the other hand lowers the barrier for new entrants. The trend 

increases retailer power as which in turn creates an environment where manufacturer 

competitiveness comes from economies of scale and their ability to leverage this from a 

effectiveness and convenience point of view. New entrants are unlikely to be able to engage 

in that kind of negotiations. In spite of this, the niche market does still offer a lot for new 

entrants, because it in many ways circumvents these issues (Euromonitor Intl., 2016). By 

focusing on a niche segment new entrants lower the risk of being undercut, but it also 

makes capturing large market shares unlikely (MarketLine, 2016c). 

The distribution channels in the market are also very segregated and difficult to penetrate. 

Large wholesalers like Cargill and Bunge along with private labels make it difficult for new 

entrants to get a foot in the door to the distribution channels. As private labels become 

more dominant, it also becomes more difficult for both new entrants and more established 

companies like Findus to compete for shelf space; established brands who have consumer 

loyalty takes precedence. 

At the same time, the industry was seeing a trend towards premium branding in 2016. While 

the industry saw growth, the result was the increase in the number of private labels moving 

towards ‘premiumisation’. The ready meal manufacturers lost market share to private labels, 

and private labels at the same time managed to create opportunities in the market that 

conventional ready meal manufacturers could not. This would seem to show that the threat 

from entrants and buyers have increased as the lines become more blurry between them 

and ready meal manufacturers. The strengthening of private labels was further carried by 

their ability to replicate innovative brand launches made by conventional ready meal 

manufacturers. In some cases private labels have been able to outmanoeuvre conventional 

companies on innovation (Euromonitor Intl., 2016). 

The growth in the market and the lack of industrial property right and patents does make 

the niche market more enticing for new entrants, while making that aspect of entering the 

market unimportant. 
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Threat of Substitutes 

The threat from substitutes is also seen as fairly low. The reasoning behind this is the lack of 

brand loyalty. This also means that switching costs are difficult to evaluate, though an 

argument could be made that the switching cost is convenience and ease of life. The growth 

in the market together with an outlook that expects future growth in the market means that 

the perceived threat from substitutes is low. One exception to this is increasing consumer 

perception and media coverage of the health effects to eating some prepared meals. The 

increasing health consciousness could impact growth expectations in the long run if ready 

meal manufacturers do not corrugate for the possibility of changing trends on this issue in 

the industry (MarketLine, 2016c; Nomad Foods, 2015). 

Buyer Power 

Buyer power is medium and is very dependent on the size of the buyer and their ability to 

backwards integrate. The largest distribution channels for prepared meals are supermarkets 

and hypermarkets who account for 52.2% of sales. Switching costs for these supermarkets 

are also low, and the trend towards private labels further strengthens the retailers. On the 

other hand, prepared meals make up a large part of retailer’s sales. However, this also 

makes large supermarkets backward integrate in their supply chain to capture the higher 

profit margins. Buyers are therefore also competitors in many cases. It is still much more 

common for supermarkets to contract prepared meal manufacturers in producing their 

private labels (Euromonitor Intl., 2016). This means that for some of the larger prepared 

meal manufacturers, sales numbers are increasing. It is still worrying for the industry that 

their main buyer is entrenching into the prepared meals manufactures industry and in the 

future possibly their profit margin. 

Revlon AB 

Key products for Revlon AB are hairstyling products ranging from shampoo to hairspray. 

Their main product group is hair wax products whose ingredients are wax and palm oil. The 

multinational brands accounted for 85% of the market sales in 2015 (Euromonitor Intl., 

2017a). 
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Industry Rivalry 

In the Hair care industry Revlon main competitors are L’Oréal, LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis 

Vuitton, Procter & Gamble, Unilever and Shiseido. L'Oréal held 25% of the Swedish market 

for hair care products. In the hair care industry, the industry rivalry is dominated by large 

international companies. The trend is to sell the same products on a global scale. 

Competition has in recent years increased because of lacking market growth. In order to 

compete on the market large investments in marketing campaign and overall brand 

management has been crucial in differentiating from the competitors. The Brand 

Management operates on the crucial point that brand loyalty and positive perception is 

what triumphs one product over the other (MarketLine, 2013). 

The industry giants have relied on economies of scale and the brand value to sell their 

products, but as growth turned unfavourable a need for something new arose. This has 

made ethnicity, age cultural practices, climate, and fashion important sales tools to create 

new segments for a stagnant industry. Many of these claims and marketing styles are similar 

to the skin care industry. These claims therefore heavily rely on brand perception and its 

loyalty. This has meant that there has been an increased spending on add campaigns to 

increase market shares (Euromonitor Intl., 2017a; MarketLine, 2013). 

Stagnate growth on the Swedish market has further increased the rivalry between 

competitors. In 2015 the value measured in CAGR was -1%. The slow growth in the market 

stems from the customer increasing eco consciousness. There are environmental concerns 

due to products like shampoo but also hair wax products that use palm oil. In Sweden the 

customer trend has been to move away from good that are not environmentally friendly. 

This has in turn created an environment where customers either are turning towards 

alternatives or chose specialized products that attempt to solve the environmental concerns 

(MarketLine, 2013). The home-made product market has also become a threat for the more 

established companies like Revlon. The homemade product market let customers 

themselves control the environmental impact (Euromonitor Intl., 2017a). 

Supplier Power 

The supplier power is seen as low however certain ingredients have a medium amount of 

power. Suppliers of the hair care industry are varied. A large part of the suppliers are 
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chemical ingredient manufacturers, and major ingredients for hair care products include 

silicone, palm oil, preservatives, foam boosters, etc. The main ingredient in hair care 

products are however so-called surfactants, which are generally acquired through the 

petrochemical industry. The price of hair care production is therefore dependent on the 

commodity price of oil. The hair care industry deals with similar issues to commodity price 

fluctuations as the packed meal industry. As the commodity price of oil has been very 

volatile many hair care manufacturers have chosen to change to palm oil which has been 

somewhat stabilized by the government intervention and low procurement costs 

(MarketLine, 2013). 

The supplier power has decreased as alternatives for main ingredients have increased. 

Brand loyalty being a major factor in the efficacy of products ingredients with environmental 

and other possible dangerous effects on the  the supplier has decreased. Fewer and fewer 

manufactures are able to deliver the quality and the required ethical and environmental 

standards. This has led mainly hair care manufacturers to invest heavily in R&D to try and 

find substitutes to the currents ingredients mix. This has put suppliers in a precarious 

position where they need to evolve or see themselves becomes obsolete. Container 

manufactures are also a supplier to the industry. As the industry is dominated by large 

multinational companies, the packaging companies are often national and their supplier 

power is therefore low (MarketLine, 2013; MarketLine, 2017a). 

New Entrants 

As mentioned earlier, the market is dominated by large multinational companies. These 

companies are also able to invest heavily in brand recognition which makes them difficult to 

compete against. A possible solution for new entrants is to target a niche.  Choosing to for 

example focus on male hair care and more “artisan” branded products are still viable 

strategies (Euromonitor Intl., 2017a). 

A new trend in the market that may also put extra pressure on new entrants is eco-

friendliness. As mentioned earlier hair care is dependent on petrochemical and other 

industrial chemicals that don’t always coincide with environmental concerns. In the start-up 

phase where companies are more price sensitive, the viability of vertical integration seems 

unlikely. Even inspecting supplier would often be too much of a cost to carry for small niche 
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producers. The natural movement and eco-friendliness is projected to be one of the few 

areas with opportunity for growth (Euromonitor Intl., 2017a). This leaves new low cost 

companies with little wiggle room and with very little power. The need for economies of 

scale and a strong brand name also weakens the new entrants’ power. A possible solution to 

this is mergers and acquisition, which has been a trend for medium sized players to buy 

smaller niche companies in order to capture market shares. An issue for this strategy has 

however been that the multinational companies have been very effective in penetrating the 

same segments that these mergers and acquisitions have found success in. The 

multinational companies generally win this battle because of economies of scale and brand 

recognition. The last hindrance for new entrants is the structure of distribution channels. 

Supermarkets are the largest buyer of hair care products and are unlikely to cooperate with 

small and medium sized companies that can't compete on neither price nor brand value. 

The market has also seen low growth which has further discouraged entrance by new 

players in the market (MarketLine, 2013). 

Threat of Substitutes 

The threat from substitutes is deemed to be low. The reasoning behind that is that hair care 

product manufacturers often also produce soaps and other cleaning agent. For the Swedish 

market the only real threat from substitutes comes in the form of counterfeited products. 

Not only do these potentially damage the brand value which is important to compete in the 

industry, it also enables these nefarious companies to circumvent some of the biggest 

hindrances to entering the hair care market. 

Buyer Power 

For the hair care industry the largest distribution channels are supermarkets and 

hypermarkets. Supermarkets account for 75% of total sales in the hair care industry, and for 

these large supermarket chains the switching cost is low. They are therefore also able to 

negotiate favourable prices and the only backlash the supermarket can receive are from 

customers with brand loyalty. This brand value is a major factor in the hair care industry, 

and this makes it more difficult for buyers to transition to a cheaper alternative. Consumer 

loyalty also weakens the power of supermarkets in the negotiation process (MarketLine, 

2013). At the same time, it is important to recognize that hair care only constitutes a little 
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product unit for supermarket while supermarkets are a huge sales outlet for hair care 

manufacturers (Euromonitor Intl., 2017a). 

As seen in the prepared meals market, the hair care industry is also heavily impacted by 

private labels. Backward integration by supermarkets has been common while forward 

integration by hair care manufactures is rare except for the biggest players like Shiseido, 

L’Oréal and Sephora. There are exceptions like Shiseido and L’Oréal. It should be recognized 

that while private labels are a major threat for the industry, in Sweden it only accounted for 

2% of the sales in 2015 (Euromonitor Intl., 2017a); the low market share for private labels 

stem from customers questioning the efficacy and quality in these products. The fact that 

private label products are sold in supermarkets and don’t have and brand recognition 

creates uncertainty, which makes losses in sale. The Swedish customers prefer to pay a 

higher price and get something they perceive as high quality. 

While the hair care industry has been able to create “broad” portfolios, the width is often 

dependent on personal traits like skin colour, type and hair type. The ingredients are 

however often the same and there are only few changes from product to product which 

make it easier to establish economies of scale and standardization in manufacturing and 

sourcing. There are more niche products that are heat resistant and that can maintain 

certain shapes of hair which does enact a kind of high differentiation in the industry. The 

industry being dominated by large multinational companies, and the fact that it is often the 

same companies that are able to forward integrate, reduces the overall buyer power 

(MarketLine, 2017a). 
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Comparing the industrial profile of the two companies 

Findus AB 

Industry rivalry 

High 

Supplier power 

High 

New entrants 

Medium 

Substitutes 

Low 

Buyer power 

Medium 

 

The industry environment Findus is facing is a red ocean. It has a medium level 

manufacturer competitive level but the pressure from suppliers is strong. Furthermore the 

pressure from buyers backwards integrating into the manufacturing aspects of packaged 

food is increasing. The power of private labels and the difference between large retailers 

such as Coop and Findus are narrowing as retailer not only take on packaged food but also 

attains a strong presence on the wholesale market. The smaller retailers and the lack of 

threat from substituting products do help the competitive environment in the industry. The 

challenge companies like Findus face is that while the threat from substituting products and 

small buyers/retailer is low, the main outlets for packaged foods are large retail chains 

rather than smaller ones. The threat from suppliers is also high because attaining purchasing 

quantities to source directly from commodities producers require high tech supply chain 

systems while sourcing with wholesalers like Cargill often will give an unfavourable price 

situation to retailer backwards integrating (MarketLine, 2016a). 

 

Revlon AB 

Industry rivalry 

High 

Supplier power 

Low/medium 

New entrants 

Low 

Substitutes 

Low 

Buyer power 

medium 

 

The competitive environment is fierce in the hair care market and similarly to packaged 

foods, the industry can be characterised as a red ocean. The majority of sales in the industry 
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is acquired by a few large multinational companies, which makes the threat from new 

entrants low except on a niche level. At the same time the small number of big players 

means that threat from suppliers is of less concern. Some ingredients are controlled by 

certain suppliers making supplier power dependent on the needed ingredients. The threat 

from substituting products is not a concern either, because alternatives to hair wax and 

shampoo are not common. The buyer power on the other hand is a situation very similar to 

the packaged food industry. The main distribution outlet for hair products are supermarket 

retailers. While private labels still are not as common in the hair care industry as packaged 

food, retailers are very price sensitive. At the same time one of the main competitive 

elements in the industry is the brand value which makes it difficult for large multinational 

manufacturers to find the equilibrium between price and quality (MarketLine, 2017a). 

What becomes immediately apparent from the comparison is the differing nature of the 

two industries. Whereas Findus finds itself in a market characterised by strong market 

powers except where substitutes are concerned, companies like Revlon do not have to 

contend heavily with strong suppliers and new entrants. While the degree of industry rivalry 

is an issue in both industries, it could be argued that the nature of the remaining forces 

somehow lessens the stress Revlon is under, allowing them to focus their efforts on other 

activities such as developing unique capabilities or resources. Whether this holds true or not 

will be investigated below in the firm-specific analysis. 
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5.4 Firm-Specific Conditions: SWOT and Resource Based View 

Revlon AB 

Revlon SWOT 

Strength Weakness 

• Brand recognition 
• Broad Portfolio 
• Major investment in R&D 
• RME 

• Lack of equilibrium over different 
sub business units 

• unable to penetrate rural markets 

 

Opportunities Threat 

• unconsolidated industry 
• ethnicity and cultural targeted 

products 
• male grooming 
• cosmeceuticals 

• Competitive environment 
• Counterfeit Products 

 

 

Strengths 

One of Revlon's main strengths is its brand recognition. The strong brand recognition has 

facilitated a growth in market share and a consolidation of other brands under the Revlon 

umbrella. Brands such as D:FI and American Crew being some of the largest brand names 

owned by Revlon, Revlon has also managed to have a diversified product portfolio. However, 

the portfolio is still mainly diversified in hair care products that then target different 

segments. The biggest difference between Revlon products would be between deodorant 

and shampoo. Their product offerings are all mainly hair care products, but they encompass 

more than just one business unit (Revlon, 2015). 

Revlon has in recent years also made major investments in research and development.  The 

company has used results of this R&D in its products, especially in the increasing cultural 

and ethnic targeting products (Euromonitor Intl., 2017a). Revlon was also the first 

international company to launch a line of products for people of colour on a worldwide scale.  

The capability of Revlon to designate and capitalize on new business opportunities are one 
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of the ways the company stays competitive in an environment where it is not the biggest 

player (MarketLine, 2017a). The investments in developing new products for specific ethnic 

groups have also enabled Revlon to hire popular artists that then further enhances the 

whole Revlon brand image (Revlon, 2015). It is then possible to hire spokespersons at a 

lower fee because other companies are not requesting these popular artists in their 

campaign activities. 

As seen in our risk efficiency calculation, Revlon has also been able to hedge the company 

very well. Revlon has engaged in FC contracts and option schemes short term to hedge the 

net cash flow uncertainties. In the mid-term, they have used interest rate swap transactions. 

These are forward starting floating to fixed interest swap transactions with a 1% floor rate. 

These contracts’ interest rate swap rate is based on three month labour interest rate. 

Revlon has also used credit risk derivatives contracts. They have attempted to lower the risk 

by only entering credit risk contract with parties who have investment grade credit ratings 

and who are major financial institutions. It is therefore argued that the risk from 

counterparties is remote (Revlon, 2015). 

Weakness 

While Revlon’s diversified product portfolio and brand recognition are strengths, they also 

carry with them some weaknesses. The majority of Revlon's customer base is centred on the 

major brands under the Revlon umbrella, which means that while they have a diversified 

product portfolio, the customers don't buy equally into all the different brands. The lack of 

equilibrium in the different brands mean that Revlon’s yearly performance is heavily reliant 

on certain brand names. Another aspect where Revlon has underperformed is with regards 

to lack of sales compared to their peers: Revlon is a large multinational company but 

compared to their main competitors L’Oréal and Shiseido they are lacking behind. The lower 

sales number also mean that Revlon can't use economies of scale to the same extent, this 

factor becomes more important when taken into account the environment shown in our 

industry analysis. The strong buyer power and retailers tendency to backwards integrate 

means that the ability to take advantage of economies of scale becomes crucial. The 

inability to scale makes Revlon lose the opportunity to lower per unit costs and thereby 

increase profit margins (MarketLine, 2017a). 
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Revlon has also been unable to penetrate outside cities. There can be numerous reasons for 

this, but Revlon itself argues that its focus on popular artists in campaign efforts mainly 

speaks to a cosmopolitan segment (Revlon, 2015). 

Opportunities 

The market has seen some consolidation but is still a unconsolidated market. This gives large 

multinational companies a good opportunity to do strategic acquisitions. The Swedish 

market has also had a growing segment of niche product that caters different groups, 

including both in terms of the groups’ demand and their ethnicity. Revlon has also 

attempted to forward integrate in their acquisitions and has bought distributors of well-

known brand like Rihanna and Burberry products. On the one hand, this has been done in 

order to diversify, while on the other it has enabled Revlon access to new markets. This 

opportunity of buying market access and increasing global power through strategic 

acquisitions is still a viable option for Revlon in their competition with the larger hair care 

companies (Revlon, 2015). 

A rising opportunity for the multinational companies is also the male grooming market; 

while the female hair care industry has been stagnant, the male grooming products and hair 

care market has increased and has seen a growth of 3% per year in CAGR in 2015. At the 

same time it is estimated that 23% of products bought in salons are male products 

(Euromonitor Intl., 2017a). These premium products generally have higher profit margins 

and enable hair care manufacturers to lower the supermarket power if the salon sales 

increase. Targeting the male demographic is therefore still ripe with opportunity for further 

increasing profit margins, as pricing these products higher is an actual possibility due to 

men's preferred outlets (Euromonitor Intl., 2017a; MarketLine, 2017a). 

Cosmeceuticals seem to be the new trend for 2017. Cosmeceuticals are cosmetics that claim 

medicinal properties, going beyond the usual claims of health and prescribing a medicinal 

property of the products. As competition in a stale market grows, finding a way to clearly 

differentiate products is both a significant challenge and opportunity (the cosmeceuticals 

saw a 8,5% growth in CAGR in 2015). The demand for products that are related to aging, or 

which specifically targets ethical and cultural concerns is an opportunity (Euromonitor Intl., 

2017a; Revlon, 2015). 
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Threats 

As mentioned in the industry analysis, the hair care industry is very competitive. Factors 

such as brand recognition, price and quality are important for customers. Revlon is in the 

precarious position of competing with larger MNCs on particular product groups related to 

hair care. These MNCs have larger retail distribution channels and better brand recognition 

which makes the high end segment a tough segment to compete for. MNCs also have more 

money to invest in advertising and other marketing forms, which makes it difficult for 

Revlon to compete on both an operational and strategic perspective. On the other hand, 

online sellers/retailers dominate the low price outlets where brands like Revlon are not 

willing to sell because of brand perception worries. If Revlon were to take its product groups 

and sell them at these cheaper outlets, Revlon runs the risk of devaluing their brand value, 

which is their most important competitive tool. The pressure from the high end segment 

and the low end threatens Revlon's profit margin. The increase in local Swedish competitors 

that targets niche segments of the market also threatens Revlon's markets share. Some 

experts in the hair care industry suggest that this increasing power among local competitors 

stems from a change in consumer preferences (Euromonitor Intl., 2017a). While this threat 

seems to be a worry amongst all the larger players, Revlon´s strength in becoming aware of, 

targeting and branding towards segments such as people of colour does to a certain extent 

keep them close to changing consumer preferences. This ability to adapt through their 

strong investments in innovation does however not inundate them from the risk of rising 

local niche manufacturers that are better at fulfilling the changing consumer preferences. 

Another worrying trend for Revlon is the increase of counterfeit products on the market. 

The issue of increasing counterfeit products affect Revlon from two fronts. Firstly it 

threatens brand perception by giving customers a product that differs from quality and 

premium expectations inherent to the genuine Revlon products. Customers buy Revlon 

products because they have expectations to its performance from a smell, feel and visual 

perspective. While some counterfeits can fulfil some of these aspects of a Revlon product 

where they fall short impacts customer perspective of the Revlon brand. The second issue of 

counterfeits is that they further pressure Revlon by taking market share that should have 

been Revlon’s. The rise of internet retailers in the hair industry has also increased the reach 
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of counterfeits products to a global level and while the hair industry in Sweden remained 

stagnant, the counterfeit market saw a 9% growth 2015 (MarketLine, 2017a). 

Findus AB 

Findus SWOT 

Strength Weakness 

• Brand Recognition 
• Distribution channel 
• Quality 

• Limited product range 
• Lack of flexibility 
• Unable to deal with environment 

and firm specific risks 

Opportunities Threat 

• Increasing health concerns 
• Environmental 
• Allergenic food 

 

• Rise of international food producers 
• Increasing health concerns 
• Supplier quality issues 

Strengths 

On the Swedish market, the Findus AB brand has been strong for years. Even in an industry 

that has been stagnant, Findus has managed to stay relevant. Findus AB was also bought by 

the larger German company Nomad Foods. This buyout has enabled Findus to utilise Nomad 

Foods’ larger size to acquire lower purchasing prices on the wholesales market. In 2016, 

production also relocated from Sweden to Germany in order to further save on production 

costs. The reasoning behind this buyout was for Nomad Foods to acquire market shares and 

get a foot in the door in the Scandinavian market. For Findus, it was a way to increase 

competitive advantage in an industry under massive competitive pressure from both buyers 

and suppliers (MarketLine, 2016a; Nomad Foods, 2015). 

One of the main selling points for Findus and one of their main strengths is their solid 

connection with the distribution channels in Scandinavia. Findus products can be found in 

nearly every supermarket in Scandinavia to varying extents, something which also secured 

Nomad Foods easy access to the Scandinavian customer base and connections with the 
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associated buyers. Findus AB has always been known on the Swedish market as a quality 

alternative to home cooking. This rings true in terms of both their Swedish product range 

and in their foreign offers. This quality associated with the brand has been under pressure 

from changing consumer demands towards “healthier” foods, but Findus still has a positive 

brand perception despite this (MarketLine, 2016a). 

Weaknesses 

One of the major weaknesses Findus has suffered under is a limited product range.  While 

the wholesale business has been profitable and seen growth, packaged food has been 

stagnating. The limited product range has also meant that when major retailers drop a 

product, it is a major blow to Findus (MarketLine, 2016a). Another weakness we found in 

our analysis is how Findus scored quite low on the RSPO risk efficiency measurements. This 

hints towards Findus’ inability to effectively deal with both firm and environmental risks. 

Opportunities 

The increasing health concern, while a weakness by the lack of it in the limited product 

range, is also an opportunity because Findus has the ability to branch into it. One of the few 

segments of the packaged that is not stagnant is the quick “health” food segment, and this 

healthy label also asks for a premium price which means a potential increase in profit 

margin for Findus. Especially in the frozen food segment the healthy products range is 

underdeveloped, and frozen food along with packaged foods and wholesaling are Findus’ 

main areas of expertise. Trying to capture the healthy frozen food segment is therefore a 

viable option for Findus to expand product range while also targeting a consumer segment 

that currently does not have many options (Euromonitor Intl., 2016). 

Findus has also been very good at focusing on declaring allergenics and focusing on 

environmental concerns, and an opportunity for future expansion in product range could be 

gluten and lactose free products. The lactose and gluten free consumer segment is often 

also the same segment that values healthy alternative, and while not necessarily completely 

the same consumer segment, there is some overlap where Findus could carve out a part of 

the market (MarketLine, 2016a; Nomad Foods, 2015). 
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Threats 

The rise of other international prepared food makers in Sweden is one of the major threats 

to Findus. Producers like ORKLA from Norway have a similar product range and the 

capabilities to become a major threat for Findus on the home market. In an industry that is 

already competitive if another large competitor enters the market it's going to be 

challenging for Findus to continue their growth. This is especially true because the prepared 

food industry lack brand loyalty and has low switching costs (MarketLine, 2016a). 

The increasing health awareness while being a opportunity is also a threat. Currently, Findus 

has focused on environmental concerns related to their products, but they are not targeting 

the health segment. Recently there has been a trend from consumers to move away from 

frozen foods, which is one of Findus’ major products. Customers have instead turned 

towards fresh products that are not frozen. Fresh products are often made by the 

supermarkets themselves who have outsourced the production to prepared food 

manufacturers. Findus also do prepared foods, but frozen food is one of their bestselling 

product categories. The frozen food industry is also where Findus have a large share of the 

market in Sweden (MarketLine, 2016a). 

Findus, while branding themselves on quality, has had what could be defined as quality 

problems from suppliers. Findus was a part of a ‘horse meat scandal’ which severely 

damaged their brand reputation. In an industry where brand loyalty is low and competitive 

environment in fierce, such liberties cannot be taken. In the scandal it was Findus who 

revealed it to the customers, but this did not satiate customers and the backlash still 

happened. As production has moved to Germany Findus will become more of a brand than 

an actual manufacturer in the future. To what extent this will damage the brand is difficult 

to say, but there has already been some Swedish customer backlash, complaining that a 

company that brands itself on being Swedish leaves Sweden to save costs (Frozen Foods Biz, 

n.d.). This is a vulnerability to Findus’ market position and opens up opportunities for other 

large manufacturers like Orkla, which is still in Scandinavia, to capture market share. 

SWOT Findings 

For both Findus and Revlon’s increasing environmental consciousness has changed certain 

customer preferences. For Findus it has been towards organic, healthy and sustainable 
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ingredients. For Revlon it has also been a trend toward organic and sustainable products. 

These trends are big opportunities for the hair care and packaged food which both are 

stagnant markets.  Findus and Revlon are also similar in their positioning on the market. 

Both have product brands that mainly focus on higher quality products, which then 

demands higher price. There are also both dependent on brand recognition but brand 

loyalty has been non-existent in the packaged industry. Revlon has managed to have higher 

risk management efficiency and have been more flexible in responding to challenges in their 

industry. Findus on the other hand have not been able to change or improve their market 

position and through food quality and production origin concerns have faced consumer 

backlash. It seems that Revlon has been better at accounting for their weaknesses while 

working around their opportunities and threats they face in the market. 

Some of the strengths and weaknesses for Revlon and Findus are the same. in the porter's 

five forces the analysis also found similarities in the industry. The question is then why does 

Revlon still perform better. In order to answer this it is important to not only find the 

strength but research whether the strengths are valuable, rare, inimitable, and 

organisationable. If a company's resources fulfil those factors they are no longer just a 

resource but a competitive advantage. 

5.5 The Sustained Competitiveness of Resources: VRIO 

Revlon 

Revlon’s strengths found by employing the SWOT analysis are brand recognition, R&D and 

risk efficiency. The question is then to what extent these strengths are valuable, rare, 

inimitable, and organisationable. This paper argues that brand recognition is a valuable 

strength based on the industry analysis, which showed a strong competitive environment 

with few ways of diversifying. This leads companies in the hair care industry to compete on 

brand recognition/brand loyalty and price. In that competitive environment, brand 

recognition serves as a valuable competitive tool for separating a company from 

competitors while also offering consumers an attractive value proposition. It also enables 

Revlon to ask a higher price for their products because this brand recognition also carries a 

premium, where lesser known brands’ only value proposition for both the customers and 

consumers is price. The exception to this is the niche market that, while not having an 
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established brand name, can ask for a premium through their positioning in the market and 

the nature of their products which are more specialised. As seen in the goodwill Revlon has, 

it does create value. This is based on the fact that Revlon's annual report, goodwill 

estimations are based on such factors as marketplace participants, product life cycles, 

consumer awareness, risk expectations, brand history and future expansion expectations. 

Revlon has seen some goodwill impairment, but this has only been on the Pure Ice nail 

enamel brand, which was acquired in 2015. Despite a 9.7 million impairment from this 

product segment, Revlon has still managed to increase goodwill with more than 5 million 

dollars from 2014-15 (Revlon, 2015). 

R&D is a valuable strength because according to Andersen et al. (2014), innovation is an 

important factor for not only company performance but also risk management. In the paper 

they found an inverse relationship between investment in innovation and company 

performance. They further argue that if innovation increases performance and risk 

management efficiency is dependent on revenue and sales, innovation also impacts risk 

efficiency performance. R&D can therefore help Revlon not only differentiate themselves 

from competitors but also improve rate of return and risk efficiency.  

Whether risk efficiency is valuable is a complicated question to answer. As argued in our 

methodology, risk management is an important tool for companies to increase rate of 

return by acknowledging uncertainties and thereby improving the risk taking capabilities of 

a company. On the other hand, it should be acknowledged that there is no consensus on 

whether risk management actually improves company performance. To answer whether risk 

efficiency improves performance requires that you answer whether risk efficiency improves 

competitiveness. 

Brand recognition in the industry is not necessarily a rare trait, but it depends on which 

segments of the industry are examined. Small and medium sized enterprises in the hair care 

industry generally do not have the needed cash flow that enables them to compete at a 

marketing or price level, while larger MNCs like Revlon all seem to share this trait, in that 

they have the ability to invest more heavily in branding. This enables stronger brand 

recognition, which then leads to higher brand loyalty and increased product margins. It is 
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difficult, however, to say whether it is sufficiently rare if all the big players, who are the 

largest competitors with the biggest markets shares, also have it. 

R&D is also not a rare trait among the large MNCs, as they have the cash flows to support 

the investments. Similarly to MNCs, niche companies have the ability to focus their 

investment efforts in innovation that caters to their specific segments. Where R&D does 

create somewhat rare strengths are in the cosmeceutical product category. These products 

can more easily be patented, making intellectual property rights easier to defend. 

Innovation in ethical targeted products, green products, and ingredients are more difficult 

to protect, because they generally contain a mix of ingredients/traits that while being 

patentable often have substituting ingredients that produce the same results. The industry 

has a follower issue, where smaller and medium sized companies, while not able to make 

huge investments in R&D themselves, will buy competitors’ products and then backwards 

engineer them. The cosmeceutical products are easier to protect because they are clinically 

tested and have been FDA approved for their alleged effects, which lends credence to the 

products. Gaining support from these regulatory and administrative bodies to approve a 

product takes a long time and large investments which makes barriers to entry high. 

Both brand recognition and innovations in cosmeceuticals are hard to imitate. As mentioned 

earlier the needed cash investments and the intellectual property right creates a barrier for 

other companies to imitate products. On the other hand, the extent to which these barriers 

remain is questionable. Competitors could, for example, copy the branding and the product 

offerings of American Crew, a brand Revlon has. Then, by learning from the experiences 

Revlon have had with their product and simply copying it relieves competitors from having 

to go through the long trial and error face of product line development. The competitors can 

then allocate resources to other facets of the business and through that seek to gain 

competitive advantage. It becomes a question of whether the hair care industry has a first 

mover or a latecomer advantage. We would argue that because of the brand loyalty and 

importance of goodwill, the first mover advantage is more important in the industry. It 

could, however, also be argued that the ability to jump onto the bandwagon severely 

hinders the interest in large investment on innovation among the larger competitors on the 

market. 
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Revlon has been able to take advantage of their risk management. Compared to other 

companies, even the ones that are members of RSPO, Revlon has had higher risk 

management efficiency. In other words, Revlon have been more effective in their handling 

of both firm and industry specific risks. The risk management efficiency number shows that 

Revlon have been able to organise and exploit their risk management capabilities. 

Brand recognition is also a recognised strength Revlon has been very good at exploiting. 

Brands like American Crew, D:FI and Revlon Professional are some of the most known brand 

in hair care for men and women in the higher end segment. These brands are mainly known 

for their hair styling products, but Revlon has increased revenue by using the brand names 

and expanding into other hair care products like shampoo and conditioner.  Revlon as a 

parent company has been effective in differentiating their different brands and in targeting 

the brands’ core consumers to increase sales. Having American Crew targeting the young 

adult segments and D:FI the teenage male segment, Revlon can use similar ingredients and 

manufacturing processes because they use the same ingredients with few variations in 

ingredients and at different price levels. In an industry where the competitive environment 

is hard especially for upscale products, the ability to use the same process with different 

labels enables Revlon to decrease cost while more easily managing the different risk 

exposures of manufacturing. 

A strength Revlon has not been able to effectively exploit is innovation/R&D. Innovation 

within products for ethnic segments and for men has been strong, but they have not been 

good at exploiting any manufacturing or ingredient innovation. Despite large investments in 

R&D on anti-aging and skin treatments, Revlon has not been able to capitalize on these 

innovations in terms of sales. Much of Revlon's increase in revenue has come not from 

female consumers, who are the main recipients for anti-aging and skin treatment products, 

but from male consumer group. Revlon has at the same time been unable to market these 

products to men at the same level of success as their hair care products. The inability to get 

consumers to purchase other hair care products than wax and shampoo is not only a lost 

opportunity, but in the long run also leaves a gap for competitors. Private labels have moved 

into the anti-aging and skin care products but still do not focus on the cosmeceutical 

products. They have yet to branch into upscale products in Sweden, but it has been a trend 

globally for private labels to go further in their product offerings for hair care. Cosmeceutical 
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products are where Revlon has invested heavily, but if they are not able to sell these 

products to different consumer segment; it leaves them with these exact problems. The 

trend of new entrants to the market being niche product producers and the fact that Revlon 

is the smallest of the large multinational hair care manufacturers makes it all the more 

important for Revlon to capitalise on its resources. 

Findus 

Findus’ strengths are their distribution channels, the perceived quality of their products and 

market/brand recognition on the Swedish market. All of these strengths are valuable 

because they offer a way for Findus to differentiate themselves from their competitors. 

These strengths also help Findus in lowering buyer and supplier power which are major 

threats to companies operating in the prepared foods industry. A stagnant market along 

with strong buyers’ backward integration mean that companies like Findus have to have 

strengths that somehow give them a competitive edge. 

The next question is then whether these valuable strengths are rare. Supermarkets and their 

private labels being the largest threat have a wide network of distribution channels, which is 

therefore not a rare trait. Large supermarkets such as COOP are bigger than Findus and not 

only have a wider distribution network but also source larger quantities, and they can 

therefore source commodities at a lower price than Findus are able to unless Findus choose 

to source directly from commodity producers. This may not solve the issue because sourcing 

directly from commodity producers requires a more complicated sourcing system, which in 

the end may increase per unit cost. 

The brand recognition and quality perception on the Swedish market on the other hand is a 

rare trait. The Findus brand is strongly related to the packaged industry. It is a “household 

name” and therefore more easily differentiated from competitors. To what extent these 

rare traits lead to quantifiable competitive advantage is difficult to say, as retailers control 

shelve space and brand loyalty is not high enough that customers will only buy Findus 

products. 

Similar to Revlon, brand recognition and quality perception are inimitable. They are traits 

that take a long time to develop. Similar to other kinds of intangible assets, a company 

generally fosters goodwill over time in extension of a successful marketing campaign. It is 
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therefore unlikely that a competitor would be able to supplant Findus as a quality Swedish 

household product. This was also one of the major reasons why Nomad Foods acquired 

Findus and could also explain the backlash a Swedish company being bought by a German 

company together with relocating production to Germany experienced from customers. 

There has been a changing consumer perception that Findus has lost its roots. 

Have Findus been able to exploit and take advantage of Findus´ strong positive brand 

perception by consumers? The short answer would be no. Despite Findus´ strong presence 

on the Swedish market, they have been unable to create any push/pull in the supply chain. 

In extension of this, the move of manufacturing from Sweden to Germany damaged their 

brand perception. The horsemeat incident still lingers in consumers’ minds, and while sales 

have bounced back to pre-crisis levels, it still inhibits the strategic moves Findus can take 

from a branding perspective. Quality had been their main value proposition towards 

consumers, but in the mind of the consumer this perception has been waning. Despite 

efforts from Findus to market the quality and product diversity, it has not changed 

consumer demand in relation to distribution channels like supermarkets. Findus has not 

been ready to capitalise on their position in the market, and seems to have been weighed 

down by the competitive pressure described in the industrial analysis. Operating in a 

stagnant market where the firm capabilities also stay stagnant creates opportunity for new 

entrants. In that sense, Nomad Foods’ acquisition does make sense and can maybe pump 

new blood into a company that seems to have gone stale not only from an organisational 

standpoint but also in the eyes of the consumers. 

The major difference between Findus and Revlon from a VRIO perspective is that Revlon has 

more capabilities that are valuable, rare, inimitable, and organisationable. Revlon and 

Findus have similar strength and operate in similar industries, but Revlon have been better 

at exploiting their strengths. One differentiating factor between the two are that Revlon has 

a very high risk management efficiency compared to Findus. 

5.6 Generic risk management model 

Risk identification 

Revlon and Findus are very different in their approach to risk management. None of the 

companies on an international scale uses any international risk management standards such 
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as ISO 31000 or SOX 404. Revlon does use SOX 404 as part of the regulative requirements as 

a stock company in the US. It is however not that relevant for Revlon AB. According to 

Revlon´s risk management advisory department they attempt to use a holistic analytical 

approach to risk management in accordance with market expectations. That is a fairly vague 

description of the risk management processes. In their annual report Revlon's interest, 

currency and other financial hedging tools are described. They identify potential risk in 

relation to its impact on their cash flow and the likelihood of occurrence. While Revlon does 

have a risk management framework that follows the generic risk management model they 

do not have a standardised approach to tools and analytical approaches used to fill the 

framework. According to Revlon, the framework they use “identifies internal and external 

risk factors, monitors identified risks and takes appropriate action to mitigate such identified 

risks” (Microsoft, 2011). This explanation does seem to follow the generic risk management 

framework of identifying, analysing, evaluating and responding.  In the identification process, 

Revlon has mainly invested in IT solution to improve risk management and transparency 

than employing specific risk management tools (Microsoft, 2011). 

On the other hand Findus, while engaging in risk management, does not follow the generic 

risk management model, nor do they have any in-house. Findus uses third party companies 

to go identify, analyse and evaluate risk. The third part risk reports directly to the board of 

directors and it is the responsibility of the CFO to respond to these risks that have been 

evaluated. The CFO and senior management also themselves evaluate and choose whether 

a risks need to be responded on beside the third party companies results.  It is the CFO and 

senior management that choose the risk appetite and risk averseness in the nomad group 

and therefore also Findus. Internally in Findus the risk identification process is only 

undertaken from a regulatory and compliance perspective. 

Risk analysis/Risk evaluation 

The risk analysis process in Revlon is done through a new IT system, built on project server 

2010 on a Microsoft project program (Microsoft, 2011). The same system has then been 

strengthened with different feature packs that enable the system to more effectively locate 

dependencies and potential risks. In the risk analysis, Revlon also uses both local and global 

regulatory standard to find potential risks and uncertainties. It should be noted that this IT 

system is risk management more from an enterprise point of view than for the local offices 
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to take advantage of. The risk management analysis is also done by monitoring the risk 

through the IT system and if the monitored risk deviates from the targeted risk appetite, it is 

the management that then has to mitigate the risk. The risk management in Revlon is 

dependent on the management to themselves carry the enterprise risk management 

functions. Some of the risk evaluation and analysis is also done by these IT systems but are 

based on a Monte Carlo and value at risk analytical tools that then helps Revlon evaluate 

and aggregate the risks. 

Risk Response 

Both Findus and Revlon have been effective at responding to financial risks. Neither 

company has been influenced aversely by interest or value variances. Findus has the 

advantage of generally producing where they sell products which makes the currency risk 

less of a factor except on sales. Findus has however chosen to further centralise production 

in Germany to decrease per unit costs and become better at taking advantage of economies 

of scale. Both Revlon and Fidus use securitized derivatives and options in responding to the 

financial risks. 

On the operational risks Revlon makes managers stakeholder to their risks. This means that 

it is the managers themselves that has to develop and implement the risk responses. From 

as strategic risk management approach this could lead to lack of coherency in the risk 

management process. While difficult to get conclusive evidence, this approach may be used 

because removing agency and aligning new motives for managers is difficult. A sales 

manager is going to be more interested in short term high sales numbers than long term, 

because they are often evaluated on how much revenue/profit they can make. Profit 

maximising is however not always the best risk management decision. 

Remarks 

Revlon has in many ways adhered to the generic risk management model. However, Revlon 

has not been able to implement organisation-wide ERM. The risk management process in 

Revlon is highly dependent on individual managers and to what extent they find value in the 

tools given. There have recently been changes to this through large investments in IT 

systems. These IT systems are there to facilitate the risk management process by calculating 

the impact, but the analytical process and the response is where Revlon lacks good risk 
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management processes. Findus somewhat outsourced their risk management; except for 

the financial risk management which is done by the audit department in Findus, the 

operational aspects to enterprise risk management is carried by third party providers. At the 

same time it is up to the board, CFO and senior management to respond to these threats 

which in Findus has not always been smooth. Taking into account the societal, industrial and 

firm level how does theses risk management approaches create flexibility. As defined in the 

methodology the goal of the generic risk management model and enterprise risk 

management is to create flexibility to handle firm and environmental risk. 
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6. Discussion 

The macro, mezzo and micro level analyses have shown many different variables to the 

evaluation on whether an MSI can be considered an effective risk management tool. The 

initial statistical analysis showed that RSPO companies have higher risk management 

efficiency than non-RSPO companies, and especially the mezzo- and micro-level analysis 

revealed some interesting insights into why Findus is the lowest performer of the Swedish 

RSPO companies and why Revlon is the highest performer of non-RSPO. The macro-level 

analysis fleshed out the institutional environment that both companies originate from and 

put this into perspective by investigating the institutional setup of Indonesia, a country 

which supplies 55% of the global demand for palm oil. 

An underlying assumption of risk management is that a company to a certain extent can 

seek to affect the impact of external risks and firm risks. In the case of the Swedish market, 

we see that the factors found by the PESTLE and subsequent institutional analysis are not 

negatively impacting risk management and company performance Revlon and Findus. On 

the contrary, the analysis showed that in Sweden, as macro risks are of less concern, 

companies are more dependent on competitive variables from an industry- and firm-level 

perspective. Comparing Revlon and Findus, another interesting result is presented by the 

industrial analysis: It seems that the hair care industry and the packaged food industry face 

many of the same challenges. Both industries face pressure from supermarkets, which are 

the largest distribution outlet and are backward integrating into the respective industries. 

Despite of some controversy in the case of Findus, both companies have strong established 

brands on the Swedish market. Both companies also have a strong presence on the 

wholesale and supply side from an economies-of-scale point of view. This leaves both 

companies in a strong position against smaller competitors. 

Where Findus and Revlon differ the most is in terms of firm-specific capabilities. While the 

initial SWOT did not reveal much, the accompanying VRIO showed that while Revlon and 

Findus have similar strengths and opportunities, Revlon has been able to take advantage of 

opportunities and exploiting their strength while hedging the threats stemming from the 

hair care industry in Sweden better than Findus. A partial answer to the question “why do 

some non-RSPO companies perform better while other RSPO perform worse?” is that 
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Revlon is better at utilising their firm-specific advantages. Another explanation for the 

differing outcomes despite the similar circumstances between Findus and Revlon could be 

their use of risk management. 

6.1 Risk mitigation and the RSPO 
At the end of the day, the RSPO and the production of palm oil is a good example of how the 

existence of an externality is sought resolved by a private initiative. To satisfy consumer 

demand, companies to demand more palm oil of growers, who then set out to expand 

plantations in the only climate zone where this can be done. Unfortunately, by converting 

precious rainforest and peatland into plantations, not only are endemic species threatened 

by extinction and rare forest cleared in favour of monoculture, vast amounts of CO2 is 

released into the atmosphere. Thus, the transaction taking place between palm oil 

procurers and growers inadvertently impacts not agents outside the negotiating parties. But 

if companies require palm oil due to consumer demand, are consumers then to blame as 

well? We argue that consumers are not part to the negotiations and do not actively demand 

palm oil as such - even if the products they demand contain palm oil. As covered in the 

industrial analysis, companies like Findus compete primarily on price, and the versatility and 

low cost nature of palm oil makes it an attractive way to reduce costs and thereby increase 

competitiveness. An attempt to compete therefore slowly but surely puts unique 

ecosystems and in the long run the entire planetary system in jeopardy. 

Can the RSPO be seen as an attempt to frame the situation and cool it? As Callon suggests, it 

is a costly and complicated affair trying to frame a hot situation, where the knowledge base 

of an issue is contested and responsibility for causing externalities is hard to assign, and turn 

it into a cold situation where negotiations can be commenced. In this way, it can be 

suggested that the RSPO is a private sector initiative set to frame, cool, or institutionalise in 

order to minimise the externalities created. But the proverbial devil is in the detail: As the 

RSPO admitted in the excerpt from their homepage, the 7 sectors they serve do not include 

the public sector. Different private actors as well as non-governmental organisations make 

up the participating members, but exclusion of public entities could limit stakeholder 

inclusion. Expanding this to the framing debate, is it really possible to effectively negotiate 

the frames and negative spillovers of palm oil production when governments are not part of 

negotiation process? 
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Of course, this may have been intentional; by filling the institutional void and putting into 

place its own mode of governance, the RSPO functions as a de facto rule-maker and -

enforcer in the sustainable palm oil industry. Deliberately limiting government influence 

puts the organisation in a position to set its own course, meaning less uncertainty as an 

outcome of differing agendas. (Bäckstrand, 2008) shows a spectrum of public-private 

climate governance organisations, which ranks them from high level of private actor 

autonomy to high level of public actor autonomy. Although slightly different from the 

agricultural nature of the RSPO, the classifications set here can provide some insight into the 

implications of the (almost exclusively) private sector initiative. At the far end of the 

spectrum, the category “Private self-regulation in the shadow of hierarchy” seems to fit the 

RSPO best, as the roundtable is perhaps indirectly affected by the local governments. 

Characterised as a sort of “Private-private partnership”, the surveyed organisations were 

characterised by low representation of stakeholders (“private actors, business, NGOs”) as 

opposed to “Public-private partnerships” (which encompass “business, NGOs, multilateral 

organisations, developed and developing governments”) (Bäckstrand, 2008: 98). Although 

not directly applicable, it could be surmised that this would be where the RSPO lay. Albeit 

not characterised by a high level of stakeholder representation, it could be argued that the 

RSPO is still trying, and perhaps succeeding, in cooling the situation little by little. By making 

a recognisable certification that allows the consumer to distinguish between oil sourced 

from certified growers and regular growers, it becomes possible to slowly spread awareness 

and disseminate knowledge. 

Returning to the issue of representation, could relying solely on public measures then be the 

way forward as opposed to a purely private initiative? Judging by the poor management of 

the ISPO, which is wholly operated by the Indonesia government, and the very relaxed 

criteria it imposes on growers, it seems like a faux pas to only look to government measures. 

Indeed, from the macroeconomic factors to the relative superiority of the RSPO over ISPO, it 

would seem foolish to relegate responsibility to a public instrument in this less efficient and 

highly corrupt society. The RSPO has come a long way and gained the support of many 

stakeholders, but it continues to be a problem that public actors are lagging behind and 

hindering overall efforts. Ultimately, it would appear that increased legitimacy, and 

therefore less risk, can only be fully achieved once a public element is introduced, making 
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the RSPO a fully-fledged multistakeholder initiative and able to fully address the need for 

systemic change. As Schoeman concludes in her 2015 paper: 

(...) the regulatory absence that caused the need for such voluntary approaches is what 

will continue to hamper efforts going forward. The RSPO has too many weaknesses to 

change the industry only through market-driven incentives (...). This multi-billion dollar a 

year industry has expanded at the expense of both the environment and indigenous 

communities and will not change until grassroots initiatives and top-down command 

control regulation come together to address the industry at its core (Schoeman, 2015: 

1125). 

If combined, the shortcomings of both private and public sector driven initiatives could be 

complemented by its respective counterpart. However, from an institutional perspective, 

both need to further establish their individual legitimacy and expand their institutional 

strength and stability before such a merger could happen. 

6.2 External versus Internal Risk Management 
Returning to the notion of risk management, the different approach to this between Findus 

and Revlon could explain why one performs better from a risk management efficiency 

perspective. Internalising risk management can lead to risk management competencies 

being developed internally in the company. Developing risk management competencies 

increases the company's dynamic capabilities. What is meant by dynamic capabilities are a 

company's ability to adapt to changes in the macro, mezzo and micro environment. 

Increasing dynamic capabilities, therefore, enables Revlon to decrease the variances in the 

cash flows thereby creating a more stable framework on which to develop strategy. 

By internalising risk management as Revlon has done, they have developed a risk 

management culture in the company. It is important to ingrain risk management into the 

organisation in order to give authority and agency to the conclusions based on risk 

management. By doing so, Revlon has been able to not only integrate risk management on a 

financial level, but also on an operational level. Revlon has been able to engage in risk 

management, but also take steps beyond merely engaging to integrating and executing 

strategy on risk management. Revlon has followed the strategic risk management 

perspective instead of seeing risk management as marketing or ‘due diligence’ tool. The 
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increased flexibility in the organisation and the ability of regional offices like Sweden to 

execute on risk management could be why Revlon's performs better. 

The risk a company runs by externalizing risk management, as Findus did, is that it loses 

agency and that risk management becomes a chore and not a competitive tool. In the case 

of Findus, we see that they perform well enough; they do have a RSPO certification as a 

manufacturer and they are very active on hedging operationally from a supply chain 

perspective and an environmental perspective. However, where Revlon and Findus differ is 

that this is the extent of Findus’ risk management. They do not have a department who 

develops any form of strategic risk management, and it seems that risk management in 

Findus serves the purpose of a marketing and annual report tool. They have no integration 

of either financial hedging or any forms of operational hedging besides RSPO for palm oil. 

Findus is also a member of many other MSI, but they do not go beyond the regulatory 

requirements of these organisations and they do not use any broader risk management 

framework in solving macro, mezzo and micro level uncertainties and risks. It is a lost 

opportunity for Findus to establish a more succinct risk management framework that could 

help some the issues that have had in sourcing. 

By Findus not engaging in any broader risk management approach, they have a company 

that is not as adept at handling risks. They are therefore not as flexible in the organisation 

and when negative outcomes happen, they are not able to solve or hinder them as quickly 

and efficiently. An example that makes this clear is the horse meat incident Findus 

experienced: At the time they did not have any contingency plans or operationally risk 

management tools to insure such an incident does not happen in the future, and they still 

do not. They argued that a contractual agreement with their suppliers and occasional tests 

would suffice in inundating them against supplier risks related to quality. However, this is 

not what our analysis has shown. The risk management efficiency numbers speak for 

themselves, but so does the backlashed received from consumers concerned with the 

incident. When one of the main value propositions for the company is quality and 

responsibility, taking further steps secure supplier quality would seem to be self-evident, 

but in the case of Findus this is not the case. Findus does the bare minimum in terms of risk 

management and sees joining MSI as a more economically feasible tool for hedging risks. In 

the case of meat sourcing they faced risks that should have been hedged but was not. One 
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could argue that hindsight is always easy, but we argue that if the meat supplier can fail, 

why wouldn’t the palm oil suppliers also fail in certain areas? The question then becomes 

how well does RSPO function as a risk management tool. 

Evidence-based versus intuition-based risk management 

A different perspective on the performance of Findus and Revlon is the evidence-based 

perspective versus the intuition perspective. One argument for internalising risk 

management is that a company based on an analytical framework can choose what kind of 

risk management methods to engage in. Taking a more analytical approach therefore also 

lead to a more evidence-based solution compared to externalised risk management tools 

like RSPO. In the case of Findus and RSPO there is limited flexibility. In an organisation such 

as RSPO changes to the regulatory framework and solution to issues and challenges 

accounted in the risk management process is slow. It is also important to remember that as 

mentioned in the institutional analysis RSPO being a coalition of different companies and 

therefore also has a coalition of different opinions and motives. Using RSPO as the only risk 

management tool therefore inhibits the strategic choices a company can take in their 

sourcing from a risk management perspective. This does not take away the importance of 

RSPO as a risk management tool. A company could very effectively use RSPO as a risk 

management tool but then also have other internalised risk management tools such as 

scenario analysis and Monte Carlo simulation to more effectively evaluate and aggregate 

risks from the macro, mezzo and micro environment. 

The argument is therefore not about being for or against MSIs such as RSPO but arguing that 

in order to reap the benefits of risk management it is important not to “pigeonhole” 

yourself. One of the main tenets of risk management is flexibility. RSPO does not solve 

internal sourcing risk such as the one Findus has experienced. The meat industry is of course 

different from the palm oil industry but it still says a lot about the internal risk management 

procedures that Findus seems to lack compared with Revlon.  A part of this argumentation 

process is also the danger of RSPO becoming a “white elephant” as a risk management tool. 

According to Olson & Wu ERM requires active participation. To what extent is RSPO active 

participation in risk management? RSPO has its weaknesses as a risk management tool and 

has not solved nor hedged many of the risk related to palm oil sourcing. Environment, 

human rights and corruption are still large issues in the sourcing of palm oil and have so far 
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not been answered from a RSPO perspective. This leaves a large risk exposure not only from 

a PR point of view but also from such issues as strikes and blockades made by unhappy palm 

oil farmers and producers. 

Using the same kind of argumentation, Chappell argues that ERM needs to be more than a 

regulatory framework. It could very well be argued that RSPO is nothing more than a loose 

regulatory framework. In that sense Revlon's internalised approach to hedging palm oil 

related risks does come closer to a internalise and flexible approach. This is not to say that 

Revlon has the perfect risk management approach. Revlon has also faced backlash for 

supporting the petrochemical industry and for buying ingredients from companies that test 

them on animals.  The difference between Revlon and Findus is in the handling of these risk 

exposures. Revlon has, as Olson & Wu (2010) and Andersen et al. (2014) stipulate, managed 

to make the risk management guide their strategy in the market. This can be seen in their 

way of moving upscale in their product offerings by very heavily branding their strong CSR 

and risk management profile. 

The differences in the handling of their risk exposure also become apparent when taking 

into account the industrial analysis and the SWOT. According to Miller, there has to be a 

multi-dimensional treatment of uncertainty. Findus have at no point fulfilled this criterion, 

but Revlon’s response to risk management is also somewhat lacking in this aspect. Revlon 

has many internal procedures and a compliance approach to risk management. They have 

created standard within the organisation that prescribes their tolerances to the risk 

exposure they have found. This is the case for their sourcing of ingredients but also 

apparent in their manufacturing process. Where Revlon's does fall of is in the way they 

locate and aggregate risks seeing it from the generic risk management perspective. They do 

not have any enterprise wide risk management approach to locating risks. It seems that it 

has more been from a compliance and PR perspective. This does follow the risk 

management tenets that risk management has to create value in the organisation. On the 

other it is a lost opportunity to further integrate risk management into departments like 

sales and accounting. Taking into account Bremmer & Keat’s argument, Revlon is still 

exposed to uncertainty risks because of their lacking analytical approach to locating risks. 

This leaves them vulnerable not only to “fat tails” events but also for uncertainties that 

could have been changed to know uncertainties with a better ERM framework/tool.  By not 
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fully integrating risks management Revlon also loses some of the flexibility they could have 

created in the organisation. 

The issue of cognitive aspects on the risk management performance is also a factor. Findus 

has in their risk management process interpreted events in an egocentric way. Findus has 

been very proud of their perceived quality and market leadership in the Swedish market. On 

the other despite food quality issues and a decreasing market share Findus has not taken 

any responsibility in solving the issues. Findus has instead of trying to change their ways 

gone towards a status quo; they have used the same strategy and done what they have 

always done from a risk management and organisational perspective. However, the world is 

not static but dynamic, and the conditions on the market and risk exposures in an industry 

changes. Findus has not adapted to these changes.  

A few years ago the RSPO may have been a sufficient tool for risk management from a 

compliance perspective, but the consumer demands have. At the same time Findus has 

fallen in the trap of so called “positive illusion”: They have had unrealistic expectations of 

the future. On one hand they expected that their current product offerings could stay 

competitive and sustain company growth, but this was not the case. At the same time they 

not followed either consumer nor customer demands to stay competitive or also 

differentiate themselves from other competitors in the market. The issue that Findus faces 

may come down to emotional engagement. It has focused on its household name and 

hoped that it could carry it a long way in the competitive environment and inundate them 

towards their risk exposures. 

Revlon has differently than Findus had an underdog mentality from the start. They have 

never been the biggest player in the market. Companies like L’Oréal have always been 

bigger and have had more money to invest in product development, branding and 

production facilities. This competitive environment has forced Revlon to be more flexible in 

their approach to the hair care market. They have had to be more innovative and willing to 

take more calculated risks to try and find new possibilities in the market that larger more 

established companies haven't already taken in order to get ahead. By realising that it has 

challenges and then being willing to actively pursue solutions and new opportunities to 

solve these challenges are one of the big differences between Findus and Revlon. This may 
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also be why Revlon has turned towards a more internalised and integrated approach to risk 

management. It is however not enough to be willing to more actively engage in new 

opportunities and more risky investment opportunities. Revlon has therefore been 

dependent on taking risk but calculated risks which relates well to the evidence based 

approach. The argument may well come down to the principle of rationality. It is contested 

to what extent it is possible to actually be completely rational. This paper would still argue 

that when comparing Revlon and Findus in their strategy and decision making from a micro 

perspective, Revlon's decision making process seems to be based more on rationality than 

emotions and perceived notions of grandeur, unlike Findus. 

It should however be noted that pointing out these differences as an argument is not the 

end all of be all. With regards to the Five Forces, Porter argues that difference itself is not 

interesting but that the way in which it impacts competitiveness is. This is in many ways the 

essence of this paper’s structure of argumentation. What seems to be the final lesson 

learned from this research is that risk management is important for growth, but that there 

are many factors that influence the competitive impact it has. Through a macro, mezzo and 

micro analysis, some of these perspectives become apparent but that there are also many 

institutional and cognitive factors that impact the situation. 

It would seem that there is no one factor to why Revlon performs better than Findus, but 

that there is a myriad of factors that interplay to create the situation we see now. 

6.3 Theoretical and Methodological Considerations 
Ideally, we would have conducted a case study to determine in a more qualitative way 

whether MSI participation potentially holds benefits for the members that may not be 

readily discernible by our archival data search. Conducting a case study has numerous 

benefits, especially where a rich contextual understanding of an event is warranted. Easton 

(2010) discusses how case studies are especially appropriate when coupled with a critical 

realist research philosophy, in that underlying and often intangible structures can be studied 

in order to understand 'the real' that we experience. It is true that the in-depth nature of 

case studies means that generalisability may be compromised, but the aim of a case study is 

not to outline universal laws – which may be more in the realm of positivism to begin with. 

Indeed, we would argue that because events are the result of intangible causal structures (in 
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the plural), the same event observed within a different setting may be the result of entirely 

different causal structures. However, as neither of our two selected companies was 

available for interviews, we chose to focus on developing a sound theoretical framework. 

This is not to say that it would not be possible to conduct a case study informed by this 

thesis. 

Another choice we had to make was when we discussed which macro-level approach to use. 

Though we were certain that a PESTLE would serve as a suitable tool to funnel data into a 

theoretical model, it would have been possible to use a number of different models. 

Porter’s Diamond, a theory dealing with national competitive advantage, was a candidate 

until the institutional theory was chosen. What ultimately informed this choice was four 

things: 1) there was an overall better fit with Miller’s conceptualisation of macro-level 

sources of uncertainty, meaning that we had loose guidelines that helped focus not only the 

institutional analysis but also the PESTLE, 2) the theory was mentioned in several pieces of 

literature reviewed (or was referenced by their authors) and could be positioned rather 

seamlessly in extension of the sustainability and development debate, 3) the link between 

uncertainty and institutional theory was compelling and was better able to explain actors’ 

actions, and 4) the institutional theory better reflected the curriculum of many of the 

subjects taught during our studies. 

A different perspective on the empirical mathematical approach could also have been taken. 

Andersen (2009) chose to calculate the RME but also further substantiated the analysis by 

taking into consideration investment in innovation, performance and financial leverage. 

Analysing the impact investment in innovation could also have been interesting in the case 

of RSPO, Findus and Revlon. As argued earlier in the methodology there is a correlation 

between investment in innovation, performance and risk management. Andersen (2009) 

paper found that low financial leverage and investments in innovation enhances the risk 

management outcome, which is important in industries with fierce competition and 

obtaining new capabilities are important for competitiveness. The results of the Andersen 

paper that risk management effectiveness and performance are significantly related also 

lends credence to the importance of investigating the impact RSPO has on company 

performance from a Risk management efficiency point of view. Revlon is a company known 

for heavily investing in innovation while Findus has stayed in the Sub business units that 
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they have been successful in. The argument for not going with these calculations is that 

degree of financial leverage and the applicability in investments of invasion between hair 

care and packaged food is a unfair comparison. As seen in the industry analysis while both 

industries are similar the product trends and the innovation needed to follow these trends 

are widely different between the cosmeceuticals and healthy food. 
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7. Conclusion 

As companies increasingly seek to make their sourcing sustainable, the proliferation of MSIs 

and roundtables has been popular private sector-led solutions to industry standard 

alleviation. Swedish companies are no exception to this trend, and their involvement in MSIs 

and roundtables and the associated risks such membership bore revealed interesting 

insights. As shown, palm oil is seen as problematic in a number of ways, and cases like 

Wilmar International only adds fuel to the fire. Comparing members and non-members, a 

discrepancy was found between their mean risk management efficiency, revealing an 

opportunity to learn more about the nexus between risk management, MSI involvement, 

and sustainability. In order to develop a substantial and thorough argument about these, 

both societal-, industrial-, and firm-specific dynamics and sources of risk were investigated.  

For the two companies we included in our analyses, the industrial- and firm-specific factors 

had a large impact on risk management. The shared macroeconomic background did not 

impact their risk management, but sourcing from a less stable macroeconomic environment 

did elicit different responses to risk management from the two companies. What seems to 

be imperative for company performance is how well a company can handle internal and 

external risks while taking advantage of their industrial and resource-based advantages. 

While RSPO membership companies seemed to perform better, the empirical analysis was 

inconclusive. What our analysis showed was that roundtable like the RSPO is not enough to 

1) have a high risk management score and 2) to perform financially well. If the goal of risk 

management is flexibility, then neither Revlon nor Findus has performed perfectly. What the 

analysis does seem to show is that externalised risk management by itself seems to be less 

effective in comparison to internalised risk management approaches. The findings seem to 

coincide with Hrebiniak’s (2013) argument that strategy execution requires change, and that 

change requires flexibility in the organisation to respond to the new external and internal 

environment.  

In conclusion, the RSPO can be seen as one of many ways to manage risk. However, 

although the empirical analysis initially painted a slightly more favourable picture of risk 

management efficiency in companies that were members, the subsequent multi-level 

analysis revealed that membership was far from the only factor to consider. As such, 
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providing a conclusive remark about the impact of membership on risk management 

becomes difficult. As the case of Findus showed, without efficient ERM and unique and 

competitive resources, it was lacking behind companies who were not members of the RSPO. 

This is indicative of the need for a multi-dimensional approach to risk management and 

assessment. 

7.1 Perspectives and Implications for Future Research 
A major implication for this research is in its generalisability. In order to decrease the 

number of variables we have focused only on Sweden, but by narrowing the margins we 

may have lost some of the applicability of our research. We would argue that we have 

answered the research question from a Swedish context while utilising peer reviewed 

sources and thereby attained a high degree of reliability. The issue of generalisability 

therefore also impacts our validity and puts into question our research from a broader 

perspective. In future research it could therefore be interesting to increase the breadth of 

the sample for the empirical analysis to see whether we encounter the same 

results/inconclusiveness in other industries or with other nationalities. While the 

macroeconomic analysis did not identify unique sources of risk for the two companies due 

to their shared background, it would have been very interesting to perform a comparative 

analysis with one of the Swedish companies and another Scandinavian company, or even an 

Indonesian company. This would have allowed us to establish the extent to which the 

institutional setup affects risk management.  

The qualitative data in our research is based on secondary data. It could therefore have 

been interesting to carry out a more in depth case study of Findus and Revlon to find out 

whether theses finding and results we found in the macro-, mezzo- and micro-environment 

stays true to the practical truths. Another interesting perspective that came from this 

research paper is the importance of internal versus external risk management in the risk 

management efficiency performance. We have shown that RSPO members seemed to score 

better, but would this also hold true of other MSIs and roundtables? In the case of the RSPO 

it does have issues as an institution and does not completely inundate companies against 

risks associated with palm oil. To what extent this claim stays true for other MSIs could be 

interesting not only when answering whether MSIs are good risk management tools, but 

also if there are better solutions for external risk management.  
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One fundamental issue with researching risk management and the “correct” way of doing it 

is that it is highly contextually dependent. An effective risk management approach in one 

company may totally fail in another. Cognitive aspects are important in the internalization 

process of enterprise risk management but such factors as company culture, degree of 

internationalisation and positioning in the market are also important for the choice of risk 

management tool and model. 
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9. Appendix 
 

IX 



revenue Revenue precentag ROA
sales standard 

revenue standard

Revenue percentage st and Revenue percentage stand/ ROA stand 
                                                                sales

ARVID NORDQUIST HANDELSAKTIEBOLAG

2015 210028 210028 5,219704522 8,61 9642,749102 9648,442927 7,585183203 2,495208742 0,999409871 3866,787882 3,039899

2014 199609 199609 ‐9,99075598 7,75

2013 221764 221765 2,122907601 11,9

2012 217124 217155 6,722135671 5,94

2011 203477

APOTEK PRODUKTION & LABORATORIER AB

2015 143310 143336 ‐6,284488846 0,86 29468,79671 29452,81302 41,98937253 2,690345393 1,000542688 10947,59546 15,60743

2014 152942 152948 ‐16,33453495 1,18

2013 182784 182809 64,213467 3,7

2012 111263 111324 57,62690265 ‐2,83

2011 70625

COLGATE‐PALMOLIVE AKTIEBOLAG

2015 81269428 81315751 ‐8,2830787 15,08 11587686,5 11586074,82 9,6974405360065 2,322972234 1,000139104 4987607,967 4,174583

2014 88638547 88659486 ‐15,67191799 15,92

2013 105101813 105136372 1,540273461 13,43

2012 103504806 103541549 5,845256182 18,97

2011 97823514,00
BEIERSDORF AKTIEBOLAG

2015 67773788 70971826 ‐13,07682688 37,14 12857911,39 12132491,42 24,888754753121 3,928396619 1,05979151 3088407,967 6,335601

2014 78176975 81648913 ‐13,91709335 45,57

2013 92923507 94849159 39,29478442 43,17

2012 64280730 68092398 3,943423308 38,58

2011 65509097

ASM FOODS AKTIEBOLAG

2015 53527150 53600907 ‐13,49509241 9,6 7990937,251 8003970,988 28,801363271335 7,058410468 0,998371591 1133962,246 4,080432

2014 61824148 61962851 39,36871441 10,31

2013 44349998 44459656 ‐26,5661023 21,75

2012 60422939 60543778 8,010891257 5,21

2011 56053401

CCS HEALTHCARE AB

2015 48708297 47347170 ‐11,36332607 ‐18,18 5171184,137 6319088,465 95,702896907183 11,051350973222 0,818343368 571793,302 8,659837

2014 52230436 53417133 ‐12,53722259 1,36

2013 59056636 61074133 2,236868988 5,01

2012 59089093 59737875 183,7142287 4,66

2011 21055650
CONAXESS TRADE SWEDEN AB 37474695,84 40064129,73  25,138826853752 2,876120072 0,935367774 13929922,51 8,740535

2015 46853023 47.230.001 ‐55,01622126 ‐5,61

2014 101115991 104993405 ‐20,0161512 ‐6,3

2013 125439502 131268258 ‐1,392886961 ‐5

2012 127205475 133122504 ‐1,99599238 ‐11,29

2011 135833735

E.SAETHER AB

2015 21440621 21440621 ‐3,347174332 23,32 1586634,343 1586634,343  16,528675225463 4,169079635 1 380571,8484 3,964586

2014 22183129 22183129 ‐11,54838157 21,38

2013 25079393 25079393 11,75738916 16

2012 22440926 22440926 25,78847735 14,65

2011 17840208

DEPEND COSMETIC AKTIEBOLAG

2015 18672150 18672150 ‐36,61936046 5,6 4425858,831 4425858,831 23,335596637924 4,491787877 1 985322,3153 5,195169

2014 29460337 29460337 18,41907202 8,21

2013 24.878.034 24.878.034 4,02271922 11,56

2012 23.915.962 23.915.962 ‐2,351177994 16

2011 24.491.808

ALF SORENSEN AKTIEBOLAG

2015 7596555 7639323 13,04755418 21,65 578310,1716 560094,4298 13,4199894 4,607076984 1,032522626 121572,6223 2,912908

2014 6757619 6757619 ‐14,02509418 12,05

2013 7823407 7859990 15,09005296 17,89

2012 6687370 6829426 0,700108892 21,94

2011 6781945

DERMANORD‐SVENSK HUDVARD AB

2015 7390650 7389821 20,85589964 74,44 1020122,483 1019780,679 10,93655899 17,00521954 1,000335174 59968,68647 0,64313

2014 6114831 6114572 0,172869683 40,44

2013 6104020 6104020 24,76777306 41,5

2012 4892305 4892305 11,70804006 39,47

2011 4379546

BALDACCI HAIRCARE AB

2015 4764507 4771705 62,6236026 0,79 877935,6339 877532,6681 32,21514032 0,053541261 1,000459203 16389839,28 601,6881

2014 2919239 2934202 ‐3,094679954 0,69

2013 3024125 3027906 ‐2,463988187 0,76

2012 3101675 3104398 37,69607754 0,68

2011 2254529

CREATIVE CONCEPT NORDIC AB

2015 4833662 4833662 ‐40,96607938 4,5 1396603,179 1396603,179 32,33477505 4,944339356 1 282465,0734 6,539756

2014 8187940 8187940 35,7845037 0,66

2013 6030099 6030099 ‐0,180896394 ‐4,42

2012 6041027 6041027 ‐17,59530788 6,91

2011 7330926

BYREDO AB

2015 5133518 5333736 68,65568379 ‐2,22 3372322,281 3456495,714 66,38285591 32,38383792 0,975647754 106735,2092 2,049876

2014 2703125 3162500 ‐70,73516233 ‐5,95

2013 9969799 10806484 20,51738296 ‐32,01

2012 8935632 8966743 71,41811984 ‐72,49

2011 5230919

ESTELLE&THILD AB

2015 4707793 4707793 50,06869419 18,91 1081839,2 1081839,2 31,12647759 21,05744841 1 51375,60729 1,478169

2014 3137092 3137092 ‐7,853029746 23,41

2013 3404444 3404444 63,91349732 ‐23,11

2012 2076976 2076976 38,55124554 2,15

2011 1499067

EMMA S. AB

2015 3158705 3166169 ‐0,627245262 12,16 643935,7359 645848,7043 17,13111223 8,464657406 0,997038055 76299,44998 2,02384

2014 3180338 3186154 35,77827533 17,77

2013 2340048 2346586 25,36648251 ‐2,15

2012 1869936 1871781 4,798155964 6,97

2011 1786082

BABOR SVERIGE AB

2015 1093380 1614420 6,652908013 ‐0,51 484310,2211 596775,1714 1,575129624 0,811545527 378873,689 0

2014 1497945 1513714 183,4097224 ‐1

2013 533485 534108 ‐3,45

2012 NA new company

2011

ELLANCE AKTIEBOLAG

2015 1546891 1543219 ‐3,255252657 6,18 354585,5496 355810,0499 8,991853799 11,45227889 0,996558556 31068,9299 0,785158

2014 1593853 1595145 ‐16,5969962 ‐4,94

2013 1904636 1912575 ‐17,4167237 ‐6,43

2012 2315935 2315935 0,021723808 18,22

2011 2315432

CLAUDIA COSMETICS INTERNATIONAL AB

2015 1139584 1154156 ‐46,86871626 ‐16,48 707730,0043 708828,7439 22,15747899 9,197674978 0,998449922 77066,07872 2,40903

2014 2119665 2172272 ‐20,6649577 ‐8,37

2013 2724089 2738099 6,889726816 3,15

2012 2540703 2561611 ‐14,15138729 1,65

2011 2983870

ELIZABETH ARDEN (SWEDEN) AB

2015 NA

2014

2013

2012

2011

NATURAL FRAGRANCE of SWEDEN AB

2015 850867 850867 ‐21,38983433 ‐48,41 96025,95085 96025,95085 19,50530294 16,72926677 1 5739,997584 1,165939

2014 1082388 1082388 15,07849006 ‐75,45

2013 940565 940565 0,639963877 ‐36,75

2012 934584 934584 23,05739529 ‐61,81

2011 759470

ASPIRE BRANDS AS

2015 NA NA

2014 NA NA

2013 623 623

2012 NA NA

2011

DAXXIN AB

2015 556227 554805 71,34928626 6,25 189463,087 188828,8752 19,558817 4,539253793 1,003358659 41599,1006 4,308818

2014 323786 323786 49,85166913 4,93

2013 216071 216071 88,90297424 0,51

2012 114382 114382 ‐3,74

2011

SWEMEDEQ AB

2015 478865 478865 5,279531099 ‐42,34 48545,90919 49056,66221 13,38428429 26,0923552 0,989588508 1880,116296 0,512958

2014 453171 454851 ‐0,61659744 ‐74,68

2013 454715 457673 24,34975398 ‐79,21

2012 368053 368053 25,87096664 ‐24,85

2011 292405

ETERITIQUE AB

2015 299261 299261 ‐42,87156932 ‐12,74 757055,3001 726193,7481 50,35398201 45,00468966 1,042497683 16135,95724 1,118861

2014 312928 523839 28,63278296 ‐2,86

ROA standard deviation

Sales/revenue



2013 407236 407236 ‐77,9976141 ‐69

2012 1850872 1850872 16,87786334 40,41

2011 1583595

VIVA LA DIVA AB

2015 166312 166312 104,0087338 ‐0,4 102008,5245 102008,5245 157,8449442 2,296736816 1 44414,5467 68,72574

2014 81522 81522 ‐75,0601912 ‐2,93

2013 326875 326875 84,77222495 ‐1,96

2012 176907 176907 309,7345748 2,33

2011 43176

ORIFLAME COSMETICS AB

2015 71295492 71523077 ‐21,75013929 3,42 24678181,25 24858119,44 15,70140591 5,740112513 0,992761391 4330597,943 2,735383

2014 90949639 91403456 ‐24,3665633 15,07

2013 119940694 120850592 ‐2,057027379 14,72

2012 123029289 123388732 8,222192557 7,24

2011 114014260

OMEGA PHARMA NORDIC AB

2015 70687493 70690100 12,57485823 33,63 5206761,835 5206862,948 13,55513805 7,253038444 0,999980581 717887,1294 1,868891

2014 62792698 62793861 ‐15,40233879 38,29

2013 74226006 74226474 14,01322244 30,88

2012 65102930 65103391 2,46222634 47,42

2011 63538919

INVIMA HOLDING AB

2015 37126812 37126812 ‐9,724680644 37,24 5265915,352 5265915,352 26,8656858 3,287302592 1 1601895,537 8,172562

2014 41126204 41126204 ‐9,693105643 34,54

2013 45540492 45540492 36,82383161 34,73

2012 33284035 33284035 41,6

2011

MOBERG PHARMA AB

2015 33832 33974 30,95632733 6,43 6779,498039 6669,414136 42,47878922 7,034176095 1,016505783 948,1443237 6,038915

2014 25874 25943 5,326620925 3,41

2013 24501 24631 39,08746965 ‐4,18

2012 17291 17709 105,0602131 12,76

2011 8636

HARDFORD AB

2015 26284001 26556843 31,82998998 4 11359049,64 11720661,72 37,17588206 5,362477661 0,969147468 2185680,289 6,932594

2014 19973502 20144766 ‐21,01205959 ‐5,98

2013 25286592 25503597 ‐45,53687451 ‐6,21

2012 45880391 46827274 25,29938342 2,21

2011 37372310

Fora AB

2015 17296346 17547152 141,201248 8064128,693 8198536,984 0,98360582 #DIVISION/0! ########

2014 7269989 7274901 441,8262811

2013 1342663 1342663

MAKE UP STORE AB 31

2015 17203550 18499599 ‐20,19454748 ‐11,15 3453870,637 3333344,046 7,290501477 5,995422559 1,036157861 555981,5031 1,216011

2014 21753788 23180871 ‐3,822704689 1,91

2013 23024961 24102228 ‐8,847461137 ‐8,61

2012 25428884 26441642 ‐5,951753258 ‐1,96

2011 28114976

Letsfaceit N

2015 13622524 13709245 40,037423 14,78 2741490,809 2759044,962 21,93891135 2,873875142 0,993637598 960043,4347 7,633912

2014 9684486 9789701 ‐2,573152481 11,84

2013 10048258 10048258 43,8957573 18,69

2012 6943040 6983012 39,44766598 13,86

2011 5007622

KAO SWEDEN AB

2015 12906715 12906715 ‐22,62851491 10,89 2794372,86 2794372,86 10,41520476 3,37097785 1 828950,2288 3,089669

2014 16684488 16681488 ‐11,28011533 4,36

2013 18802423 18802423 ‐0,307828841 5,83

2012 18860481 18860481 ‐1,319232982 10,79

2011 19112621

REVLON AB

2015 11145307 11473438 ‐4,441330441 6 1451459,826 1321429,659 11,55100663 0,478713554 1,098401126 2760376,531 24,12927

2014 11464553 12006695 ‐16,37271816 5,6

2013 12004110 14357390 6,725072842 5,8

2012 14353032 13452687 6,7

2011

Skin Concept I Stockholm AB

2015 9971795 10096534 ‐12,69108408 18,98 762315,159 922316,9531 11,98428366 2,738588444 0,826521898 336785,5273 4,376081

2014 11081136 11564150 13,09612469 22,72

2013 10317478 10225063 9,387824574 25,38

2012 9246328 9347533 ‐4,230825896 20,8

2011 9760482

JOHAN NORDSTROMS HANDELS AKTIEBOLAG

2015 9585229 9783670 ‐4,18691077 15,81 668850,023 623338,4658 8,76519147 4,086068812 1,073012592 152552,1215 2,14514

2014 10153943 10211204 ‐5,423135256 20,52

2013 10756718 10796725 ‐3,545854407 16,85

2012 11100315 11193635 13,07568934 24,83

2011 9899241

HERDINS FARGVERK AKTIEBOLAG

2015 5659896 5635364 ‐29,35816606 ‐3,41 1009960,751 1080731,327 16,34961822 12,23702136 0,934516031 88316,53521 1,336078

2014 7697240 7977375 2,968734188 17,64

2013 7704833 7747376 1,97032593 ‐6,55

2012 7634421 7597677 ‐21,10616189 ‐9,17

2011 9630254

PARFUMS CHRISTIAN DIOR AB

2015 9089186 9089186 ‐4,074152993 11,1 53342168,62 53342168,62 9,172870629 2,774471421 1 19226065,26 3,306169

2014 9475221 9475221 ‐18,3629882 13,64

2013 116606526 11606526 3,150268715 17,8

2012 11252056 11252056 ‐2,314446772 14,71

2011 11518649

PANOS EMPORIO AKTIEBOLAG

2015 3353237 3382973 ‐20,76559827 3,26 567020,7443 560761,083 15,57239788 2,32145608 1,011162795 241555,7579 6,70803

2014 4170695 4269576 ‐9,803667236 4,33

2013 4731468 4733647 15,88260956 8,59

2012 4013990 4084864 ‐10,03607927 5,99

2011 4540558

SESSION MAP AB

2015 8174817 8177424 21,05209944 18,07 1725189,208 1726176,24 13,83288165 7,115955663 0,999428197 242578,2737 1,943925

2014 6755293 6755293 14,84015556 25,55

2013 5882344 5882344 45,22775006 15,64

2012 4050427 4050427 35,87632331 8,29

2011 2980966

SVENSKA KRAMFABRIKEN AB

2015 7543242 7558051 60,40026791 0,05 2555071,574 2552836,458 38,90534694 36,10016713 1,000875542 70715,36399 1,077705

2014 3755544 4711994 66,39389851 26,05

2013 2656732 2831831 64,45107114 6,36

2012 1721273 1721990 ‐13,90187757 ‐57,9

2011 2000032

GRAZETTE of SWEDEN AB

2015 8121386 8184532 ‐4,578956364 12,78 561214,3719 550755,6349 9,824086315 5,323113124 1,018989796 103464,9503 1,845553

2014 8497660 8577282 ‐9,675673985 6,23

2013 9454529 9496093 9,380797408 7,59

2012 8681682 8681682 9,622387424 ‐0,16

2011 7919625

SCANDINAVIAN HAIR COMPANY AB

2015 6070633 6291228 64,09665989 41,58 1741904,368 1615516,619 86,26309601 6,056827415 1,078233642 266726,5399 14,24229

2014 3687020 3833855 ‐22,06355618 29,9

2013 5025219 4919207 ‐34,79053584 32,16

2012 7813821 7543701 150,8993689 41,21

2011 3006664

MARIA NILA AB

2015 11003933 11005473 32,33182706 20,8 1299507,053 1250343,948 17,5873402 12,60506876 1,039319665 99193,7428 1,395259

2014 8306103 8316573 ‐5,254762938 12,64

2013 8754632 8777827 3,190625809 0,74

2012 8267661 8506419 ‐4,061464857 ‐7,69

2011 8866530

RSPO companies45 companies not counting NA

Bofood Aktiebolag

2016

2015 1045754 1045754 48,45097694 ‐68,66 320658,8568 320658,8568 28,93809295 18,02310369 1 17791,5448 1,605611

2014 704444 704444 34,67876227 ‐75,44

2013 523055 523055 83,50682202 ‐46,38

2012 285033 285033 14,8081315 ‐37,36

2011 248269

Gunnar Dafgård AB

2016

2015 250276 252212 ‐5,54883552 6,23 31785,81707 33201,74541 9,507101255 2,620413453 0,957353798 12670,42243 3,628092

2014 262806 267029 ‐14,95702133 6,42

2013 307901 313993 ‐1,316542105 2,08

2012 313560 318182 7,942463616 1,53

2011 294770

kallbergs aktiebolag

2016

2015 38038929 38154795 ‐2,317923266 10,91 9697403,361 9666217 20,45531811 6,507981638 1,003226325 1485286,459 3,143112



2014 38892277 39060180 ‐25,21124566 ‐1,69

2013 52002244 52227344 ‐9,296491746 ‐2,33

2012 57565225 57580291 23,87075746 ‐2,26

2011 46484168

Oatly AB

2016

2015 43048881 43694910 23,49356337 3,78 5273305,92 5328072,061 10,3279372 5,663276437 0,989721209 940810,8753 1,823668

2014 34172092 35382338 3,306633243 0,49

2013 34733181 34249822 9,610012589 8,19

2012 30584826 31246983 13,56

2011 NA

Quality Meals Production QMP AB

2016

2015 3204080 3205146 6,915606899 14,83 225326,6431 225143,512 9,333229895 9,346493103 1,000813397 24088,55487 0,998581

2014 2997828 2997828 ‐11,92166631 NA

2013 3403953 3403593 ‐2,951660213 ‐2,29

2012 3507111 3507111 7,916055228 ‐0,23

2011 3249851

Almondy Aktiebolag

2016

2015 43944175 44018694 ‐2,415565733 ‐4,57 8429289,092 8390187,526 12,03890448 11,20269127 1,004660392 748943,9211 1,074644

2014 44872423 45108315 ‐22,39588424 ‐11,79

2013 57983906 58126189 ‐2,984059167 4,52

2012 59879623 59914060 6,185848514 14,05

2011 56423771

Cloetta AB

2016

2015 672211 672211 ‐2,207069723 3,96 44514,23491 44991,40004 189,9971082 1,956297523 0,989394303 22998,24005 97,12076

2014 686736 687382 ‐9,977513434 2,43

2013 761699 763567 1,942137727 2,94

2012 749020 749020 376,4515801 ‐0,59

2011 157208

Delibake I Örebro AB

2016 NA

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

Delicato Bakverk AB

2016

2015 32313998 32345986 0,149261042 ‐11,87 4082289,393 4105832,437 9,966691735 8,623993661 0,994265951 476094,0926 1,155693

2014 32263267 32297778 ‐17,32537322 0,03

2013 38949844 39066131 ‐1,759990549 0,08

2012 39726036 39766009 6,02985964 ‐17

2011 37504538

Duni AB

2016

2015 507416 509312 ‐7,351493929 11,76 35294,22481 34634,25631 6,247856774 3,243095229 1,019055368 10679,38308 1,92651

2014 549208 549725 ‐7,192624369 12,74

2013 592017 592329 4,895286938 10,27

2012 564071 564686 1,736609693 5,43

2011 555047

Findus Nordic

2016

2015 305984 315655 ‐15,03390246 ‐2,65 52557,67924 61715,49948 5,583048715 12,60810685 0,851612313 4894,906128 0,442814

2014 359653 371507 ‐13,77647291 0,61

2013 417064 430865 ‐4,796574254 ‐16,21

2012 307794 452573 14,5

2011

SmålandsMunken AB

2016

2015 12208084 12295635 56,10103246 26,25 41,15432375

2014 7703513 7876716 ‐32,53090439 26,77 41,15432375 5,596504862 0 7,353576

2013 1166157 11674554 ‐9,973400461 17,54

2012 12959324 12967894 37,95088917 16,2

2011 9400370

Hennes &  Mauritz AB

2016

2015 20781216 20781216 1,874194105 24,35 1181352,529 1181352,529 4,655736428 1,508045092 1 783366,8471 3,087266

2014 20398901 20398901 3,838246521 26,42

2013 19644882 19644882 8,480324273 26,12

2012 18109166 18109166 12,21529325 28,03

2011 16137877

Svenska Cellulosa AB SCA

2016

2015 13661738 13661738 1,577454815 4,6 311242,471 311242,471 6,002152049 0,375455279 1 828973,4842 15,98633

2014 13449577 13449577 ‐2,945001063 4,27

2013 13857686 13857686 5,537324184 3,9

2012 13130602 13130602 11,19127393 3,77

2011 11809022

Ica Gruppen AB

2016

2015 12493602 12600820 ‐6,253901183 4,49 6128598,099 6170194,496 1355,599477 4,608401748 0,993258495 1338901,171 294,1583

2014 13313341 13441434 10,85088856 6,48

2013 12095956 12125689 2717,850329 3,48

2012 419094 430317 15,55143219 13,69

2011 372403

Axfood AB

2016 4784158 4831829 ‐1,465527825 13,98 464523,3925 475284,6722 10,91402423 1,147373813 0,977358244 414236,9879 9,512178

2015 4886622 4903694 ‐2,360265316 12,92

2014 4974278 5022232 ‐14,76628764 11,3

2013 5841091 5892307 4,688641252 11,05

2012 5581674 5628411 10,61061128 10,17

2011 5088491

Ikea AB

2016 3066563 3067169 9,868648468 119083,5155 119409,9903 5,431885427 4,069949836 0,997265934 29339,42557 1,334632

2015 2788103 2791669 ‐8,998750214 7,86

2014 3062834 3067726 1,98757223 6,64

2013 3006126 3007941 2,740611756 8,31

2012 2927401 2927704 ‐3,119195623 15,62

2011 3021965

Martin & Servera AB

2016

2015 1535191 1557813 ‐5,303057474 8,25 152127,8446 154222,9487 18,76449923 2,785550514 0,986415095 55365,33906 6,73637

2014 1617729 1645051 ‐14,03145985 7,76

2013 1883959 1913550 8,453728846 4,97

2012 1742050 1764393 29,01891417 2,23

2011 1367546

Lantmannen Ek FOR

2016

2015 1184722 1184722 ‐8,342765541 21 183593,9475 183593,9475 10,18730672 12,8945725 1 14238,07943 0,790046

2014 1292557 1292557 ‐16,96872445 14,3

2013 1556711 1556711 1,256279282 ‐3,4

2012 1537397 1537397 5,891327212 ‐4,9

2011 1451863

Clas Ohlson AB

2016 945379 948351 7,239855845 70516,8665 70866,61171 10,14676564 1,008596384 0,995064739 70262,60733 10,06028

2015 881441 884327 ‐15,20980211 12,27

2014 1039280 1042959 4,163612212 12,04

2013 997597 1001270 7,563164233 10,67

2012 927504 930867 ‐4,224597115 13,1

2011 971927

AB Fortum Varme Samagt med Stockholms Stad

2016

2015 716853 762346 ‐12,6271031 4,54 163317,6221 156474,4042 9,411589261 0,87412337 1,043733785 179007,2311 10,76689

2014 823722 872520 ‐19,89202887 5,6

2013 1052282 1089180 2,406002313 3,78

2012 1032783 1063590 ‐6,966227268 3,73

2011 1143230

Findus  Sverige AB

2016

2015 305984 315655 ‐15,03390246 ‐2,65 52557,67924 61715,49948 11,45602534 12,60810685 0,851612313 4894,906128 0,908624

2014 359653 371507 ‐13,77647291 0,61

2013 417064 430865 ‐4,796574254 ‐16,21

2012 307794 452573 9,817695632 14,5

2011 412113

Pagen AB

2016 350373 350373 5,025673922 37148,1827 37148,1827 8,831982051 1,554163762 1 23902,36062 5,682787

2015 333607 333607 ‐18,1432953 2,02

2014 407550 407550 ‐0,910297743 1,71

2013 411294 411294 1,759099816 ‐1,34

2012 404184 404184 ‐6,666174039 1,48

2011 433052

Gunnar Dafgard AB

2016

2015 250276 252212 ‐5,54883552 6,23 31785,81707 33201,74541 9,507101255 2,620413453 0,957353798 12670,42243 3,628092

2014 262806 267029 ‐14,95702133 6,42

2013 307901 313993 ‐1,316542105 2,08



2012 313560 318182 7,942463616 1,53

2011 294770

Trensums Food AB

2016 54979230 54834468 ‐15,71747732 11,04 4873273,792 5021834,054 13,39332441 4,336861384 0,97041713 1157942,025 3,088253

2015 64926584 65060307 NA 4,12

2014 NA NA NA

2013 56829605 57940163 7,244080325 7,12

2012 54399878 54026444 7,709789237 0,86

2011 50159270

Foodimpex International AB

2016 36788095 38236002 1,020935978 1970105,225 2101428,144 6,663001022 3,49844132 0,937507776 600675,5445 1,904563

2015 36446889 37849582 2,382439992 14,32

2014 36446239 36968822 8,198990753 16,89

2013 33192167 34167437 1,886551475 22,68

2012 32889732 33534786 16,18623718 17,72

2011 28862959

B. Engelhardt & AB

2016 33408202 33186635 ‐9,300277024 3154558,596 2980573,828 4,912868086 5,492894653 1,05837291 542623,5194 0,894404

2015 36080933 36589566 ‐9,546119838 4,98

2014 40098561 40451074 ‐5,240947717 2,08

2013 42345763 42688348 ‐0,94574371 13,28

2012 43106061 43095925 ‐12,11697655 12,31

2011 49037827

Exotic Snacks AB company was consolidated and then became subsidiary

2016

2015 29013956 29047839 14,26309767 ‐14,78 10819354,48 11772796,06 98,03766542 19,81242455 0,919013158 594212,7894 4,948292

2014 25268981 25421890 198,8389641 ‐18,49

2000 8506886 8506886 49,25387851 21,48

1999 8673545 5699608 12,49

Switbergs Industri AB

2016

2015 22688844 22740498 ‐9,443083576 ‐24,16 26975,9875 26975,9875 5,845395697 13,582755 1 1986,04683 0,430354

2014 25084533 25111829 ‐14,08213991 3,6

2013 29227717 29227717 ‐2,469317397 3,35

2012 29967715 29967715 1,95

2011

Vegoil E.P. AB

2016

2015 12097668 12261041 ‐33,37773897 8,87 12016172,59 12017912,98 36,52786246 2,459654447 0,999855183 4886016,811 14,85081

2014 18322906 18403820 ‐44,99592681 4,36

2013 33312060 33459013 ‐10,81079431 8,75

2012 37382735 37514644 37,58765313 4,76

2011 27265996

Godbiten Konditori AB

2016

2015 11804924 11804924 ‐8,579517126 1,91 2469485,158 2470186,564 8,114877418 8,219160541 0,999716051 300540,0067 0,987312

2014 12912778 12912778 ‐20,73286011 0,14

2013 16289736 16290203 ‐3,080092923 1,76

2012 16806058 16807902 ‐4,028491508 ‐15,09

2011 17513429

Candeco Confektyr AB

2016

2015 9731660 9842432 ‐4,694606195 3,69 851460,4152 843340,2813 12,99469688 2,340617796 1,009628538 360306,7031 5,551823

2014 10308275 10327256 ‐5,674272942 1,36

2013 10923286 10948504 22,33443766 ‐0,76

2012 8923589 8949650 5,278221225 ‐1,52

2011 8500951

Tottegott AB

2015 8171145 8176476 ‐22,22998989 19,4 1737473,903 1941388,667 31,16319541 4,462535714 0,894964482 435041,5977 6,983293

2014 10003877 10513662 ‐17,8094008 12,92

2013 12322458 12791806 33,8206059 15,38

2012 9435160 9558921 8,75

2011 NA

Brodernas Family Bageri AB

2016

2015 7797247 7859918 17,84013275 29,72 667722,6725 660401,8244 19,76020794 25,85597674 1,011085445 25541,55393 0,764241

2014 6635473 6669984 ‐15,18920482 10,33

2013 7846602 7864546 ‐3,601291045 ‐14,53

2012 8154816 8158352 28,1962956 ‐28,4

2011 6363953

Caldic Sweden AB

2016

2015 6689887 6689887 ‐0,223657892 0,49 1382886,978 1382886,978 29,75928168 1,580155583 1 875158,7458 18,83313

2014 6704883 6704883 10,00364881 0,41

2013 6095146 6095146 ‐33,77342797 3,48

2012 9203475 9203475 38,3051335 2,81

2011 6654471

Viktoria Scandinavian Soap AB

2016

2015 6481258 6481258 ‐8,34950693 ‐10,36 2288587,929 2299158,915 13,96840372 6,610156327 0,995402238 347822,1696 2,113173

2014 7054908 7071711 ‐33,67606166 ‐5,03

2013 10661603 10662381 ‐1,352044874 4,85

2012 10759628 10808517 ‐11,41831201 0,48

2011 12201751

Bars Produktion I Grabo AB

2016 5949089 6044989 39,49734251 994221,3891 992470,283 25,75639195 28,83656302 1,001764392 34417,07954 0,893185

2015 4333408 4333408 ‐1,444353598 37,69

2014 4396915 4396915 23,10578062 66,3

2013 3571656 3571656 57,84008711 87,71

2012 2259050 2262832 9,546980166 104,4792

2011 2065627

Mobergarna AB

2016

2015 6689295 6707895 ‐10,41549671 7,77 954274,3863 950409,4045 38,09022817 28,12466415 1,004066649 33792,73792 1,354335

2014 7421477 7487785 ‐15,72339552 7,57

2013 8867649 8884773 7,030293057 62,92

2012 8264279 8301176 67,2889269 4,86

2011 4962179

Quality Meals Production QMP AB

2016

2015 3204080 3205146 6,915606899 14,83 225259,757 225143,512 9,333229895 9,346493103 1,000516315 24088,55487 0,998581

2014 2997828 2997828 ‐11,92166631 NA

2013 3403593 3403593 ‐2,951660213 ‐2,29

2012 3507111 3507111 7,916055228 ‐0,23

2011 3249851

Kolafabriken I Sverige AB

2016 2739404 2915133 47,48950418 145471,0663 103959,7142 7,956394448 2,339700836 1,399302291 44432,90897 3,400603

2015 1900141 1976502 ‐10,38982766 1,34

2014 2199255 2205667 0,854742672 2,93

2013 2217121 2186974 2,682066812 5,01

2012 2114738 2129850 8,651514239 6,68

2011 1960258

Heart Of Sweden AB

2016

2015 2344811 2381217 4,551505694 9,81 806721,269 795807,0347 31,37935095 3,308589831 1,013714674 240527,5587 9,484207

2014 2268637 2277554 ‐27,92872217 14,53

2013 3155519 3160141 ‐20,78401774 9,11

2012 3989272 3989272 41,5095618 6,61

2011 2819083

Cocandy Konfektyr AB

2016

2015 2140437 2154061 ‐41,20113882 5,64 713133,3888 713884,1435 25,76924297 7,914838385 0,998948352 90195,66904 3,255814

2014 3663440 3663440 21,12483452 3,8

2013 3024416 3024516 ‐17,3614832 ‐11,24

2012 3631636 3659935 ‐16,82192758 ‐5,28

2011 4400120

Kanal 0 AB

2016 2076410 2081136 26,41415454 607547,7245 595062,7445 10,50933672 10,50933672 1,020980947 56622,29313 1

2015 1625479 1646284 8,434569775 39,02

2014 1509984 1518228 84,40538801 26,43

2013 823310 823310 114,3813144 22,47

2012 332183 384040 33,01053929 13,73

2011 288729



RME construct was calculated as the standard deviation of annual net sales divided by the standard devia-
tion of return on assets over the period (Andersen, 2008).

Sales divided with revenue
NON RSPO RSPO

Return of assets stand
NON RSPO RSPO



Revenue
NON RSPO RSPO



RME
NON RSPO RSPO
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